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Introduction: 
 
 
The objective of this book is to give an overview of the whole global conspiracy. Many 
books and many experts from all fields focus on specific areas of it. However, my 
intention is that anyone who reads this book understands what in English is called the 
"Big picture" or "Great picture", that is, the general and global view of a topic. In this 
case the issue is the conspiracy created to manipulate, control and subdue all humanity 
as well as generate the destruction of the planet and with it the destruction of all species 
including the human species. All with the aim of a small group of people to ensure the 
monopoly of power and control of the planet and all who inhabit it. 
 
I would like to clarify (although it is sad to live on a planet where one has to clarify these 
things, nevertheless we live surrounded by too many prejudices to be able to count 
them and I do not want my words or intentions to be misinterpreted since my only 
intention is to awaken humanity and above all that everyone finally understand the 
reality in which they live and register this reality as best I could, within my limitations 
since one can not cover everything even though everything ... is one) I do not feel special 
animosity towards any of the names or groups or powers cited in this book nor do I 
consider that all of them or their members are malignant or benign by the simple fact 
of belonging to them. However, as a historian and in my humble skills I have tried, as 
best I could, to describe the situation of this planet as well as its factual and main powers 
involved in their totality, to the extent that my limited knowledge allows me in the 
simplest way. 
 
Finally, I would like to make it very clear that whoever reads and really understands and 
studies the topics to be dealt with in this book in depth should understand that in most 
cases the components of these groups, as well as the components of the human race , 
they are not aware of the true nature of the reality that surrounds them or who directs 
them. Therefore, focusing hatred towards any of these groups is as absurd as blaming 
all Germans for Hitler's actions in World War II or blaming the entire population of a 
country for what its President does. 
 
Many of these people do not know the true nature of the organizations in which they 
find themselves and, although they know the true objectives of their organization, many 
did not know when they got into them. Some may have been born in these sects and 
therefore be influenced and controlled and manipulated since they are born. Many are 
tortured, kidnapped, threatened and blackmailed to enter. Others may be inside but 
planning their destruction and others may have entered just for that. Others really 
believe that the objective of their organization is praiseworthy and positive. Therefore,   



although it is not justification, the components of these organizations and these power 
groups should be treated with care and not indiscriminately generalized. So never again 
pay the just for the sinners. 
 
The reader should please forgive the simplicity of the book because it is done on purpose 
for three reasons, the first is that it is impossible to cover such broad topics since each 
section could be a book or hundreds, the second I want everyone from anywhere in the 
world to understand in the simplest and most clear way the complex problem that urges 
us, the third that I want the reader to investigate on his own in case he wants to do it to 
verify that what I say is the truth, all the truth and nothing but ... the truth. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

THE FINANCIAL POWER 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
"I do not care what puppet is placed on the throne of England to rule the Empire in 
which the sun never lies down. The man who controls the money supply of Britain 
controls the British Empire, and I control the supply of British money. " 
 
Nathan Rothschild 
 
 
"I believe that banking institutions are more dangerous to our liberties than regulated 
armies. The power should be removed from the banks and returned to the people where 
it belongs. If the American people ever allow private banks to control the issuance of 
their money, first for inflation, then for devaluation, the banks and corporations that 
will grow around the banks will deprive people of all property until their children wake 
up beggars on the continent that their parents conquered. " 
 
Thomas Jefferson 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

• FOLLOW THE MONEY. WHO CONTROLS THE FINANCIAL POWER? 
 
It seems obvious to emphasize, and yet it seems not so obvious to some, that 
who controls the money controls all the other systems that make up a society. 
And that it is impossible to talk about financial power without talking about arms 
power, media power, political or religious power and so on to cover all aspects 
of a society based on money as a method of exchanging goods. However, there 
are certain sectors that control and monopolize more than others, especially 
when we speak of sectors based on certain resources of great strategic 
importance. 
 
Energy would be the first sector to be monopolized (The supply of electricity, oil, 
etc.) which could include food as the energy source of human beings and all 
species. Power also in all its forms, especially key positions in the political, 
judicial, executive, educational sector, etc. Of course the arms system and 
therefore the military. As a logical consequence, there is absolute power over all 
other sectors. If you finance all sectors you control them all, if you want one side 
to win because it favors your interests, you only have to give more money to that 
side or withdraw the money if you want it to lose. 
 
It should be noted that until very recently the "politicians" were formerly nobles 
belonging to the aristocracy and were also the kings. No one elected them or 
there was nothing like the rights of the people or human rights. As totally 
subordinated to the power of the Lord at the local level and at the National level 
to the king, the people was completely subdued. This is important to understand 
as why the mentality of the elite has not changed much in recent centuries 
despite advances in all aspects of society. This advance totally linked to the 
education of the people that for the first time in history, for less than a century, 
can read and write and in certain countries reaching almost a majority of a 
population (even with its deficiencies) very educated in their rights. It would be 
enough to quote Machiavelli to understand why the mentality of the elites has 
changed so little, as little has changed the surnames of these families for 
millennia. 
 
"Whoever wants to predict the future should consult the past; for human events 
always resemble those of the times that preceded them. This comes from the 
fact that they are produced by men who have always been, and always will be,   



motivated by the same passions, and therefore necessarily obtain the same 
results. " 
 
There are many people who speak of the financial system as if it were something 
isolated from politics or politics isolated from the financial system or the financial 
system from war and so on. However, everything in history is interrelated, 
especially when there is a monopoly of resources in such a few hands, that club 
is very small and everyone knows each other. They are interrelated not only by 
financial ties but by marriage for many centuries and even millennia. Everything 
is interrelated, although in one history book one power can be separated in 
different chapters from another, in reality they are constantly interrelated. As 
until recently many kings were the Head of the State, the Army and the Church 
at the same time. As the famous José Ortega y Gasset said: 
 
"In the contemplation of a human event, nothing is more incongruous than 
seeing it as something quiet and isolated. This is the geometer's optics. But one 
must learn an opposite perspective, that of the historian. To see something 
historically is to see it in motion, coming from an earlier thing and going to a later 
one. The pupil of history never stops, but rather it pendulates incessantly back 
and forth, assimilating itself in this way to the reality that it contemplates, which 
is, in effect, a coming from, a going towards, and it is not another thing". And 
everything is connected to everything. 
 
Whoever wants to understand what happens in the world must know who 
controls the world. Not knowing the Rothschild family when we study Modern 
or Contemporary History is like studying Ancient Egypt without studying the 
pharaohs who governed it. How to study the discovery of America without 
knowing who the Catholic Kings were? You cannot understand a society, 
whatever it may be, without studying its leaders. It is pure deductive logic. It cost 
me six years of research and infinite hours of study to understand who are the 
world leaders and the interconnection between all the different chapters that I 
deal with in this book and I began to study them with the simple question of who 
are the "markets" that Saramago said are made of names and surnames and you 
can know who they are. Who controls the world. 
 
The reader must understand that the nobility or royalty (the two groups that 
until recently directed the destinies of all without being elected by anyone) have 
always been two very small groups of people and they all know each other and 
relate and marry in most cases only among themselves. Therefore, I deduced 
that it did not have to be difficult to know who that 0.01% was that had 90% of 
the wealth and I was not wrong. What I did not expect to find is what I narrate 
in this book. The global genocide agenda. What I did not deduce is that who 
controls the money not only controls the industry, politics, the media but also 
controls the drug trafficking, human trafficking and everything that surrounds 
the black market, illegal and criminal. 
  



 
We must also bear in mind that the top of financial power is composed of very 
few families or groups of power. Therefore, to understand the world one must 
study these families carefully. I have tried to simplify this book to the point that 
anyone can understand the functioning of the world and the elite that directs it, 
as well as its agenda and objectives. And the way in which they manipulate the 
masses to achieve them, keeping them in ignorance or disinforming them. 
 
One of the phrases of the designer of the Apollo ships, which I mention in my 
penultimate chapter where I treat the secret space project, says that all degrees 
lie. He still remembers the hours he was studying his degree and after 70 years 
it still hurts him to have studied lies. I finished mine 8 years ago, 6 it took me to 
study what would be equivalent to another career or a doctorate of the true 
story censored, on my own and just without help and I also suffered all those 
endless hours in the History career, memorizing all those exams, lists and lists of 
names and kings, all that time of study and money in my degree to be hidden 
from me and my classmates what every human being should know and I try to 
expose here in just 300 pages in a way simple and affordable for everyone. So 
that everyone who reads this book understands in a few hours of reading what 
took me 6 years and infinite hours of mine. Let's start by studying the most 
powerful of these financial families of private banking. The true pharaohs or 
emperors of today. 

 
 

• LA FAMILIA ROTHSCHILD Y EL MONOPOLIO DE LA BANCA PRIVADA:  
 
 
The Rothschild family is probably the most powerful of all the families that 
currently control private banking system and therefore the planet. Although the 
Rothschild dynasty is founded with Mayer Amschel Bauer (1744 - 1812) it was 
already powerful and of great influence as a family of lenders since 1577 with 
Izaak Elchanan Rothschild, being linked for many centuries to the present day to 
other powerful families such as the Goldsmith. 
 
Its origin is in the Jazara dynasty whose origin is established in the seventh 
century, located northwest of the Caspian Sea and which would be converted to 
Judaism in the ninth century, being known as Ashkenazi Jews thereafter. We will 
see that many of these powerful families but all of them will have their origin in 
the Ashkenazi Jews today. We will also see that many have much more of satanic 
than of Jews. Being criticized for this even by the Jewish rabbis themselves. 
 
Mayer Amschel Bauer would become in the 18th century the most powerful 
private banker in the world, becoming a lender of entire states and kings across 
Europe. Also therefore controlling the colonies of these Empires such as 
America, Africa, Asia and Oceania and all other sources of power that emanate 
from financial power such as the war industry. 
  



 
This family, whose name means “red shield” for the shield that hung from the 
house of Mayer Amschel Bauer, would finance both sides of all wars from the 
18th century to the present, an example would be the American Civil War or the 
World Wars of the twentieth century. If they wanted one of the sides to win, 
they simply gave them more money and weapons to the side that they wanted 
the winner to be. 
 
When Mayer Amschel Bauer died, he would divide his economic Empire among 
his five children. Each one located in each of the five most important economic 
capitals of the planet at that time such as Paris, London, New York, Zurich and 
Istanbul, capital of the Ottoman Empire called Constantinople at that time. These 
five children took control of the central banks of each of these countries and 
through them of the central banks of all the countries of the world. We must 
contextualize this moment in Contemporary History in what would be called the 
era of discoveries in which Europe would be made in control of the entire world 
through the colonization and conquest of these territories, as well as the 
exploitation and control of its resources. Thus, who controlled the banks of these 
Empires would control the entire world. 
 
The fact that the Rothschild family took control of the Bank of England during 
the Battle of Waterloo in 1815 is very famous. The Rothschilds, who had first-
hand information on everything that happened in Europe and therefore 
everyone believed its information (Just as today all media are controlled by the 
news issued by Reuters created by the Rothschilds), spread the rumor that 
England had lost against Napoleon's troops, when in fact it had been the 
opposite, England had won. However, this simple rumor caused The Stock 
Market (created by private bankers) to panic, so that everyone started selling 
shares at ridiculous prices. These shares were purchased by the Rothschilds 
taking control of the Bank of England from then until today. Just as a century 
later they would take control of the Central Bank of the United States (the 
Federal Reserve) in 1913 taking advantage of the absence of many congressmen 
for the Christmas holidays. 
 
I invite the reader to inquire into the Rothschild family and the ones I mention 
below to check and understand the extent of control of these families and their 
banks. I quote, finally, these two paragraphs published by Bss De Rothschild in a 
current world context of rebellion against the financial monopoly. 
Understanding that nobody chooses the leaders of these banks and therefore no 
one votes to the real power, the economic one, that dominates the political, 
industrial, media power and all the others in their respective countries. They are 
like, in fact, pharaohs of Ancient Egypt (For life, hereditary and non-elected 
positions) the only difference is that not once have I been mentioned with these 
families when I studied History or the vast majority of the data I mention in this 
book.  
  



 
The only time I heard about the Rothschild family in my History dedree was doing 
a 25-page essay about the formation of the State of Israel, a subject that I myself 
chose to understand the Israeli-Palestinian conflict. I leave to the reader the 
choice of whether or not to ask the question of why this incredible and 
incomprehensible fact. And if Modern or Contemporary History can be 
understood or not, not knowing who governs the world in reality. 
 
"Bss De Rothschild @BssDeRothschild" America is NOTHING without its banks, 
said by JPMorgan personally! We have also founded 80% of your banking system 
& do not forget who prints your $ ". Maybe nations like the United States and 
Russia need to be reminded who REALLY controls the show. " 
 
"Bss De Rothschild @BssDeRothschild:" WW3 will mean the death of Populism. 
The world will beg to turn to the globalist ideal after millions die. " 
 
http://www.battleforworld.com/2018/05/08/baroness-de-rothschild-twitter-
postings-trump/#TrumpChina 
 
- Link published in an article by Benjamin Fulford – 
 
It should be added that while millions die (and make trillions selling arms to all 
sides) for the people to kill each other while, they will be in their Caribbean tax 
haven taking shelter. Coupled with the fact that it is very easy to end competition 
when there is war by killing everyone who was a threat to your monopoly of 
power. After all, one more bomb or one less bomb. Who cares in the midst of 
chaos and destruction? Also, while we are even richer selling those weapons and 
we will be even richer by buying a country sunk in misery and will be colonized 
with our plans of "help" Marshal plan type. As Lady Ruth said when a war is 
made, one have already planned the postwar plans for that country to be 
colonized. 
 
 

• THE MAIN FAMILIES OF FINANCIAL POWER: 
 
- The Astor family 
 
- The Bush family 
 
- The Collins family 
 
- The DuPont family 
 
- The Freeman family 
 
- The Kennedy family 
  



 
- The Li family 
 
- The Morgan family 
 
- The Onassis family 
 
- The Reynolds family 
 
- The Rockefeller family 
 
- The Russell family 
 
- The Van Duyn family 
 
- The Warburg family 

 
https://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/bloodlines/index.htm 
 
- Source: 13 Bloodlines of the Illuminati - Fritz Springmeier- 
 
 
• OTHER FAMILIES OF INFLUENCE - FAMILIES OF BLACK NOBILITY: 
 
 
- House of Orsini - Domenico Napoleone Orsini 
 
- Chigi's House - Mario Chigi 
 
- Casa de Colonna - Marcantonio Colonna 
 
- Medici House - Ottaviano de 'Medici 
 
- House of Gaetani - Bonifacio Gaetani 
 
- Pamphili House - Jonathan Doria Pamphilj 
 
- East House - Lorenz East 
 
- House of Aldobrandini - Camillo Aldobrandini 
 
- Pallavicini - Maria Camilla Pallavicini 
 
- House of Savoy - Vittorio Emanuele 
 
- House of Ruspoli - Francesco Ruspoli  



 
 
- House of Torlonia - Giovanni Torlonia 
 
- House of Borghese - Scipione Borghese 
 
- Massimo's House - Fabrizio Massimo 
 
- House of Sacchetti - Urban Sacchetti 
 
- Farnese House - Prince Carlo, Duke of Castro 
 
- House of Borromeo - Vitaliano Borromeo 
 
- House of Barberini - Urban Barberini 
 
- House of Fuggar - Hubertus Fugger-Babenhausen 
 
- House of Giustiniani - Girolamo de Massa 
 
- House of Foscari - Lorenzo de Medici-Tornaquinci-Foscari 
 
- House of Odescalchi - Carlo Odescalchi 
 
- House of Corsini - Filippo Corsini 
 
- House of Crescenzi - Domenico Crescenzi 
 
- House of Borja - Francisco de Borja Soto 
 
- House of Breakspeare - Filippo Massimo-Lancellotti II 
 
- House of Conti 
 
- House of Somaglia 
 
- Source: Article by Benjamin Fulford – 
 
 
• THE BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL SETTLEMENTS (THE INTERNATIONAL 
PAYMENT BANK): 
 
 
This is the Central Bank of all the Central Banks that exist on the planet. Founded in 1930 
by the Hague Conference. Suffice it to say that it is no coincidence that tax havens turn 
out to be mostly in Switzerland at the same time that the World Central Bank is in 
Switzerland. Switzerland is almost next to Bavaria where the Nazi movement was   



founded, bordering Frankfurt, where the Rothschild family and the Bank of Germany is 
headquartered. And it is enough to conclude that it is directed by the same families 
named above. 
 
Ronald Bernard explains very well how small is this financial world saying that at the top 
of the system there are 8000 people directing most of the economic system "As I was 
improving my skills within the financial network, I entered more and more deeply into 
the world financial, and you end up realizing that the world is really small, and you keep 
giving yourself more and more that it is. Even when I was still working in the work of 
exchanging goods importing and exporting, you realize that it is a small circle. And if we 
talk about the smallest circle of the financial world, I do not mean Mrs. Jean from the 
bank, but the great global influx of money that is used to trade. " 
 
"Everything you want to know about the world, you know it by following money" ... 
"Make sure you follow the money, then you will know the truth." ... "Everyone believes 
that there are opposites like the good guys and the bad guys in the world, but In high 
levels it is just a game and they are working together. However, they have to follow the 
rules and regulations, which they themselves created to keep the rest of the society 
oppressed and make sure that the top will not be too crowded. So you have to play 
according to your own rules. So that's what's happening, it's making sure that nobody 
can track you. Apart from the elite, no one in the lower ranks can find out what is really 
going on. "..." Everyone knows a small part. Only the elite know what is going on. "Not 
anymore. 
 
 
• THE INTERNATIONAL MONETARY FUND AND THE WORLD BANK: 
 
 
These entities were both created at the Breton Woods Conference in 1944 during the 
Second World War. Recall that the same families have in this era the financial control 
and therefore the control of the central banks of these countries as well as their military 
power and provided weapons to both sides of the war. Allegedly, his "stated purpose is 
to reduce poverty through low-interest loans." 
 
The issue of money is vital at this point. Central banks lend money to the countries 
where they are located, but each dollar generated in turn creates a debt, an interest. 
That is, they lend 1 dollar and you have to return one dollar plus the percent of the debt 
generated, which is impossible to be repaid because. If I lend you a dollar and I ask you 
to return 1 dollar with 1 cent, there is no way for the person to return it because he 
would have to ask for that cent which in turn generates a debt. Therefore, the entire 
financial system is based on fraud. This is coupled with the fact that banks can lend ten 
times more money than they have. 
 
It must be very clear in the reader's mind that debt is a form of control and slavery. In 
my opinion the financial elites that have been controlling the world for centuries, maybe 
millennia, realized that conquering territories by force, with regular armies like Hitler 
did, generated strong resistance and opposition from the people that culminated in a   



massive rebellion. To avoid this, the best thing is that the people do not realize that it 
has been invaded. The debt has as a consequence that governments are totally subject 
to the orders of the financial elite. 
 
It is a form of modern economic colonialism similar to that of the colonies of Ancient 
Greece or Rome that paid to the power that had colonized them a percentage in 
exchange for "protection". It is also a form of control similar to that of the feudal system 
in which the peasant had a land in exchange for giving 40% of his harvest to the lord and 
10% or a tithe to the church. Because of this, from the wealth of a country a high 
percentage instead of staying in the country has to be redirected to pay the debt. 
 
In the end it is achieved through debt that countries end up totally subject to banking in 
such a way that it ends up being the bank that dictates the policies of a country. This 
economic elite ends up controlling all aspects of society but especially the political and 
industrial system. That is why "The IMF for example is the number one in the economy 
for the Gross Domestic Product today" said by President Vladimir Putin in the Forum of 
the second belt and road in Beijing April 2019. 
 
 
• THE FEDERAL RESERVE: 
 
 
The Federal Reserve is a private bank composed of four banks: 
 
- Bank of America (Exxon) 
- Wells Fargo (Chevron) 
- J.P Morgan (Shell) 
- Citibank (BP) 
 
It was formed on December 23, 1913 taking advantage of the absence of most of the US 
congressmen for the Christmas party, although the struggle goes back to the War of 
Independence between the American Presidents and private banking for the monopoly 
of the economy and the Currency issue came from far behind. Studying how the Federal 
Reserve works helps us understand the functioning of all the Central Banks monopolized 
by the families named above. The presenter of the documentary Thrive explains it very 
well in this way. 
 
"As difficult as it was for me, I have reached an inexorable and deeply disturbing 
conclusion. I believe that an elite group of people, together with the companies they 
manage, have managed to control not only our energy, food supply, education and 
health, but each of the facets of our life and they control the world of finance. but they 
do not create more value but actually control the source of the money. When I followed 
the money I saw that I was dragged to the top of a pyramid. 
 
Here we are at the base of the pyramid with our day to day. Above us is the government, 
people who have been granted a monopoly of power and use it to impose taxes and 
control us whether we agree or not, but who controls them. On the next level we meet  



 the companies. Many people think that it is they who control the world and not the 
national states and call it corporatocracy. To obtain global resources and control the 
states this corporatocracy must have access to cheap money, the big corporations get 
their money to a special interest of the big banks which means that those who control 
the big banks, the wealthy elite, are the ones that they actually control the corporations. 
While following the money I realized that almost all the ideas I had about capital are not 
true. " 
 
It is interesting to note that Kennedy was killed after creating executive order 11110 to 
take away the power to issue money to the Federal Reserve. As Alan Greenspan, Chief 
Executive of the Federal Reserve, explains "First we have to make it clear that the 
Federal Reserve is an independent agency and that basically means that there is no 
other government agency that can annul the actions we undertake." 
 
Please let us take a minute, or a lifetime, to analyze that phrase "no other government 
agency that can nullify the actions we undertake" Government agency are the courts? 
Is it the police? Does this mean that they are outside the law since the State cannot 
control or cancel their actions? It is a disturbing question without a doubt. Please let the 
reader see the animated short film "The American Dream" that explains with total clarity 
the real power of the Federal Reserve. 
 
 
• THE BILDERBERG CLUB, THE TRILATERAL COMMISSION AND THE 
COUNCIL OF FOREIGN RELATIONS: 
 
 
The Bilderberg Club is a club founded on May 29, 1954 by Józef Retinguer. It is curious 
that Wikipedia says it was to foster understanding between European and American 
leaders after the malaise caused by the Marshall Plan. When a war is provoked, the plan 
for reconstruction after the war is designed with it. With the Marshall Plan, an even 
stronger monopoly was achieved by private banking, managed by the families named 
above, since by eliminating competition, companies that before the war could be worth 
millions can be bought at a very low price. Without forgetting that both sides of the war 
are financed by the bankers themselves. 
 
Anyone who reads a list of the members of this club will find the most powerful and 
influential representatives of banking, government, media and academics. These 
meetings are held in secret, no journalist who does not attend the club can attend in 
any way and everything in these meetings must remain publicly scrutinized. Some of the 
world leaders are invited to attend sporadic meetings that take place once a year. 
 
Daniel Stulin (to put notes of the book) or Cristina Martín Jimenez are two of the people 
who have written books about this club and I strongly recommend the reader to read 
the book of the Bilderberg Club of Daniel Estulin as well as the Tavistock Institute about 
the engineering of mind control worldwide.  



 
 
It is important to note that the Bilderberg Club only includes Western leaders from 
Europe, the United States, Canada or Australia, leaving leaders from any other part of 
the world totally excluded, with some exceptions. To compensate for this fact they 
created the Trilateral Commission for secret meetings of Asian leaders and the Council 
of Foreign Relations was also created previously. 
 
I  transcribe this really sublime conference in which Paul Hellyer, former Minister of 
Defense of Canada for 20 years, describes perfectly the reason for the concealment of 
the nature of these three organisms and of these meetings as well as the Secret Space 
Program that I detail at the end of this book and many other questions . 
 
"I was asked by Victor if I could expose this conference in 10 minutes ... this is an 
impossible task but here it goes. In 1940 the Council on Foreign Relations in Washington 
D.C. decided that Hitler was going to lose the war and that they should start preparing 
for the next empire that should cover all the areas that Hitler had covered including the 
United Kingdom, all of North America, New Zealand, Australia and most of the Pacific 
Southeast. They have been working on it ever since, they have joined forces with other 
organizations since then, including the post-war organization of the Bilderberg Club in 
Europe, which is one of the most secretive and one of the most powerful but the most 
powerful organization in the world today. And then the third is the Trilateral 
Commission that is formed after Japan began its rise to power. And these three entities 
have been working together and I call them in my book "The Three Sisters". 
 
They are the root of what I call Cabal, and what other people call the Cabal as well. The 
Cabal includes banking corporations, oil corporations, transnational corporations, 
intelligence agencies, many of them including the CIA, the FBI, the NSA and a couple of 
foreign agencies of the MI6 in the United Kingdom and the Mossad of Israel and a large 
part of the United States military corps. They are the Cabal and they have been ruling 
the United States for the last half century to the point where presidents have been little 
more than talking heads and Congress has no idea what is going on. After the Second 
World War there was an operation called Paperclip that was approved by President 
Truman to bring the Nazi scientists to the United States to help presumably in the Cold 
War ... President Truman approved it on the condition that the scientists were not active 
members of the Nazi Party. The Armed Forces that made the invitation, the army in 
particular did not pay attention to the President, as an active member of the National 
Defense Forces I know how this works and recruited those who wanted and gave them 
new names, new history and high ranking jobs in the United States in the military and 
civil system. 
 
They worked on new missiles and weapon systems of various types and after the 
takedown, the demolition of the two ships in Roswell where two UFOs crashed on July 
4, 1947, one of the ships was officially recovered intact and they began to replicate the 
engineering of these. Shortly thereafter they moved the operation to the Nevada base 
and the then President who was Eisenhower wanted to know what they were doing 
there and they did not tell him so he threatened to take a branch of the Colorado Army  



 to take area 51 (This is confirmed by a former FBI agent in a testimony given before 
dying, you can easily find this interview on the internet). They capitulated and allowed 
him to send trusted CIA members to visit Nevada and see what was happening and what 
was happening was exactly what they expected and is to replicate the engineering of 
one of the vehicles in the Roswell area and I do not think there was a president since 
really good since Truman who knows what is really going on really since then. 
 
President Eisenhower filled his frustration and his final speech to the American people 
at the time he was withdrawing from public life was to be careful with the military 
complex and the problem is that we do not pay attention to him. A witness who had 
worked in the company of President Eisenhower said that what really worried him was 
that the report on the aliens was going in the wrong hands and that is what he was really 
worried about and I would want he would have said it publicly but that's when the cover-
up really started to get serious. 
 
A lot has rained since then. This Cabal, its end is the world government, they call it the 
New World Order that is not elected, accountable only to themselves. That is what they 
are doing and they are really advanced in this process. And you know, they were smart 
and they said they were not going to do what Hitler did and try to take this world by 
force, these countries through military force I mean, they would do it using our minds 
and the monetary system to crush several countries until the point where people would 
be happy to accept a military government and use trade agreements that were not really 
trade agreements but actually transfer of power from the people, the people elected by 
vote, to the banking cartel and that of the transnational corporations and put one thing 
in these trade agreements that is called "dispute settlement mechanism" or "the dispute 
settlement mechanism" and how it actually works is in this way, that if any government 
such as a provincial government of Canada or state government in the United States 
United does something that affects the benefits or potential benefits of a foreign 
company they can sue the government of Canada for the loss of these benefits or for 
the loss of potential benefits. Can you believe it? 
 
They have more rights in Canada than any Canadian citizen and of course it works in the 
same way in the United States. It is wrong and it is the principle of, in two words, that 
they do not want us to know what they are doing because if many of us knew it they 
could not get away with it. And the reason you do not read about this anywhere is that 
if you get a copy of the most recent book by Daniel Stulin, the author of the book "The 
True Story of the Bilderberg Club", there are several pages, chapters and paragraphs 
that show each one of the largest news sites in the Anglo-Saxon world is controlled by 
the Bilderbergs. Thank you." 
 
No, thanks to you my brave friend. I think it could not be explained better in less time. 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Pg6VTzacb9I 
 
Perhaps, anyone who can doubt the control exercised by these groups of power, after 
reading a former defense minister, can explain how, for example, within the CFR 
(Council of Foreign Relations) are all the directors of the mainstream media as: Reuters,  



 which controls 70% of the news worldwide, Forbes, Bloomberg, Fox News, The Sun, The 
Times, Sky, 20th Century Fox, NBC News, The Economist, Time, Washington Post, CNN, 
CBS News, TimeWarner, HBO, Cartoon Network, ABC News, Disney, Pixar, Marvel, Lucas 
Film, The Daily Beast, Google, Youtube, Facebook and many more. And then think that 
the majority of media worldwide are controlled by five Corporations as well as the 
Entertainment Industry such as Music, Radio and Film: Dysney, Viacom, AOL / TW, News 
Corp and Clear Channel. 
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• THE VATICAN: 
 
 
"With the Church we have met" El Quijote 
 
 
Bearing in mind that religion and the State until just a couple of centuries ago went hand 
in hand and continue to be on many levels. That in societies like the Egyptian and many 
others, the King or Emperor was also a God. That every King justified his reign by saying 
that he was chosen or was son of God and that religious power is one of the pillars of 
society. Who wanted to control the executive, legislative, judicial and military must 
control the religious since until just two centuries ago they were totally united and still 
are. 
 
From immemorial times in all Council of Ministers of the Kings or rulers, even in nomadic 
tribes, in the council of power were the components of religious power, participating in 
councils or governing entities of both the legislative and judicial power. And just as 
controlling the head of the Church it was also important to control the High Priests in 
general chosen from among a select nobility, to control the leaders of each God in the 
polytheistic Societies as it happens today with the Papacy and the Cardinals and so many 
other religions. Famous is the case of Amarna in Ancient Egypt in which Akhenaten and 
Nefertiti lost their power by the rebellion of the High Priests for having the audacity 
these pharaohs to proclaim a unique God and withdraw their power. Controlling the 
High Priests is just as important as controlling the leader of that religion, not so difficult 
considering that it is a small group in general coming from the noble families that control 
the executive power and the society. 
 
Which person, state or group of power would not want to have the largest network of 
spies on the planet? With a library full of state secrets kept for almost two millennia that 
could completely disrupt and turn around any historical event that has been recorded 
based on lies and know the true story. Whose correspondence and power reaches the 
entire planet. With a billion followers worldwide spread around the world who 
religiously go to the confessional to tell their confidant everything in which they deposit 
their faith and trust. 
 
Many religious only work for the common good. However, The Papacy, like all positions 
of power, has always been a highly coveted entity since ancient times. Since it was 
created. Although when it was created there were five Popes and not one. And just as 
in ancient times you could buy a cardinal or bishop title just for the noble or wealthy 
and influential person to charge the tithe of the diocese and lived in his castle, without 
ever having to put on his cassock or having gone to mass, also has never being elected 
or being voted by any group of Cardinals. And sometimes even before it was born was 
already chosen to be the Pope.  



 
 
For all this it is not strange that many Popes came from very powerful and influential 
noble families. Controlling the Papacy is essential for world control and this has been a 
millenary struggle between the various popes and religious who follow it and the powers 
that seek its control from its conception. 
 
– JESUITS: 
 
Within the Vatican I will focus on the most influential group of power and those are the 
Jesuits founded by Ignacio de Loyola (1491 - 1556). Francisco Borgia (1510 - 1572) was 
also essential in the foundation, he was a Jesuit and appears in a representation with 
the skull and crossbones. Before the foundation of this Order, Ignacio de Loyola founded 
"Los Alumbrados" in 1523. The Alumbrados are condemned by the Inquisition on 
November 23, 1525. On August 15, 1534, "Assumption Day" (1534 = 13) gives rise to the 
company of Montmartre in Paris where 7 people inaugurate the Order of the Jesuits. In 
the book "The American Jesuits" says that on June 24, 1537 six others were ordered in 
Venice (Headquarters of the Warburg family called "Bank" at this time and many other 
famous bankers of his time). 
 
They began to refer to themselves as "The Society of Jesus." The Company has a military 
term and has a lot of Templar symbolism. They were religious soldiers and they were 
called "Society of Friends of Jesus". Paul III approves the Jesuits in 1540, in theory they 
are created to put an end to Protestantism and the restoration of Papal Supremacy. The 
seat in Rome is the Church of Gesu. They own many universities, founded the Gregorian 
University in Rome ISSI, founded to carry out the counter reform. 
 
Some Jesuit dogmas introduced into Christianity are: Immaculate conception of Mary in 
1854, papal infallibility in 1870, assumption of the Virgin Mary in 1950. They are also 
responsible for the introduction of the confessional that became effective at the Council 
of Trent (1545 - 1563 ) the Jesuits introduce the confessional, a really ingenious method 
of espionage. We must bear in mind that before dying it is essential to confess to enter 
paradise, this for a peasant with minor faults may not be very useful, but for powerful 
characters with many secrets and influences is essential. For them the civil power was 
very important, for that reason they try to control the education. They were councilors 
of kings and were in positions of power. 
 
On July 21, 1773, shortly before the foundation of the Illuminati, Pope Clement XIV 
prohibited the Order of the Jesuits and was assassinated shortly thereafter. Juan Pablo 
I many years later, in 1978, is assassinated 33 days after being chosen to try to dismiss 
Pedro Arrupe the then Superior General of the Order. The highest degree of 
Freemasonry is 33 corresponding to that of Master Mason. When in 1773 they are 
repudiated from the Church they go to seek refuge at the court of Frederick II "The 
Great" of Prussia (1740 - 1786) that will reign during the time of the foundation of the 
Illuminati, whose founder is Jesuit, Adam Weishaupt. Caterina II "La Grande", Empress 
of Russia protected them, many will leave to Russia and from there to the United States.  



 
 
To counteract the papal prohibition, through Lorenzo Ricci, the eighteenth Superior 
General of the Order, they founded the Order of the Illuminati in Bavaria on May 1, 
1776, using Adam Weishaupt, who was also a Jesuit and professor of Law in the 
University of Ingolstad. Then the Jesuits go on to become a secret sect. Already in his 
time Adam Weishaupt makes reference to the term "Nuovo Ordun Seculorum" or New 
World Order. The election of the city was not coincidence since Ingolstad "the city of the 
Jesuits", "during the Counter Reformation, Ingolstadt did more than any other 
University to defend the Catholic faith and it was for the Catholic Church in southern 
Germany the same that Wittenberg for Protestantism in the North "(Catholic 
Encyclopedia, 1910. Vol. 8, page 8). The Jesuits already in this era directed more than 
eighty universities. 
 
According to the Catholic Encyclopedia (1910. Vol.7, p.661) when the International 
Freemasonry Convention was held at Wilhemsbad in 1782 from July 16 to August 29, 
Knigge and Weishaupt claimed to be the only pure masonic lodge and were 
commissioned to put all the other lodges under his leadership. In "The Vatican against 
God" of The Millenials, a book forbidden by the Vatican, it is said on page 273 that "Paul 
VI (1963 - 1978, who precedes John Paul I) noticed the Masonic presence in the Vatican 
and proclaimed before the world: He called it “the smoke of Satan. " 
 
 In John Daniel's "The Grand Design Exposed" on page 302, he affirms "The truth is that 
the Jesuits of Rome have perfected Freemasonry to become its most magnificent and 
effective tool for reaching their purposes among Protestants." The acronym of the HIS 
Order would also have the hidden meaning of: Horus, Isis and Seth. In the book "Masonic 
and occult symbols illustrated" by Cathy Burns on page 34 it is mentioned that "Among 
the Egyptians represented Isis, Horus and Osiris". The pyramid and the triangle would 
come to be a symbol of the pagan gods. "The all-seeing eye is a symbol of Satan's 
illumination." We can find the pyramid with the eye in the Vatican. In this sense, the 
pyramid according to the Larousse Encyclopedic Dictionary "symbolizes the staircase 
that leads Pharaoh to Ra, the Sun God" which would symbolize Lucifer. 
 
Pius VII prohibits the Jesuits and in 1798 will be taken prisoner by Napoleon. This occurs 
when Napoleon Bonaparte begins to conquer all of Europe by reaching Italy. "The Pope 
was taken prisoner by the French army and the papal power received his death blow" 
(The Great Controversy, Ellen G. White, page 492). You can see in the Cathedral of Notre 
Dame a painting of Napoleon crowned Emperor by Pius VII on December 2, 1804. 
 
"Weisphaupt and his fellow Jesuits cut the Vatican's economic income by arousing and 
directing the French Revolution; directing Napoleon towards the conquest of Catholic 
Europe and used Napoleon to imprison Pope Pius VII in Avignon until he accepted as 
payment for his release reestablish the Order of the Jesuits. This war of the Jesuits 
against the Vatican ended at the Congress of Vienna in 1822" (Federal Reserve 
Conspiracy and Rockefellers, Emanuel M. Josephson, p.4, Chedney Press N.Y).  



 
 
This is a very important fact because it reflects how, being prohibited by the Vatican, 
they started a war against the Pope controlling Freemasonry and through it to Napoleon 
as an instrument for this war. They used Napoleon and through him also General 
Berthier to apprehend Pope Pius VII. In 1814 he will be freed in exchange for 
reestablishing the Jesuits. And in 1886 Pope Leo XIII reestablished all the rights of the 
Jesuits to their original state but "without restriction of any human or papal authority". 
This means that even the Pope cannot take away his power from now on. In 1870 the 
Jesuits had declared the papal infallibility since it is easier to control a person than the 
entire Vatican. Mussolini in 1929 will restore the papal power by the "Treaty of the 
Lateran" completely. Mussolini's confessor was Pietro Tacchi Venturi, also a Jesuit. 
 
Napoleon Bonaparte in his "Memoirs" at the end of his life said about the Jesuits "The 
Jesuits are a military organization, not a religious order. The chief is a general of an army, 
not a simple monk of a monastery. And the purpose of this organization is power. 
Absolute power. Universal power, power to control the world by the will of one man: 
The General of the Jesuits, being a teacher, sovereign among the sovereigns. Wherever 
the Jesuits are admitted, they will be the ones to lead, no matter what the cost, every 
act, every crime, no matter how atrocious it may be, is a work of mysteries. If it is 
committed for the interest of the society of the Jesuits or by order of the General ". This 
makes all the sense considering that its founder Loyola was a military man before being 
religious. 
 
The fourth oath of the Order of the Jesuits to be a priest, according to a Jesuit priest who 
left the Order after making the oath, is: "I will always make a war without quarter 
secretly and openly against all heretics and Protestants ... to remove them from the face 
from the earth. For this I will not take into account neither age, nor sex, nor condition. I 
will hang, burn, consume, tear, and bury these infamous heretics alive. " This oath is 
made with two flags, the Vatican and another with a red cross, a sword and the skull 
with two tibias. 
 
The Jesuits control the Masons and through them they also controlled the Protestants 
and the American Revolution. According to Cecilius Calvert (1605 - 1675), second Baron 
of Baltimore or Lord Baltimore and first owner of the colony of Maryland, Catholic, as 
the Jesuits could not have total control of England, they did so through the colonies. The 
Jesuits entered the United States in three main stages. The first in 1566 through Florida 
by the Spanish Empire. The second in 1673 through Canada by the French and the third 
in 1687 through Mexico by the Spanish. The first Jesuit settlement is in 1634 in the city 
of Santa Maria in Maryland. 
 
"The first Lodges of the United States were the Lodges of San Juan in Philadelphia and 
Boston. The San Andres Lodge was meeting in the Green Dragon Tavern that would be 
the place where the Boston Tea Party is created, causing the Independence Revolution. 
" (Architects of deception, Juni Lina, pp. 191-192). The Declaration of Independence is 
the same year as the foundation of the Illuminati, 1776. "The patriots waited until there 
were 13 states to declare independence. Between 1776 and 1789 13 years passed from  



 the American Revolution to the French Revolution "(The Grand Design Exposed, John 
Daniel, p. "There were not only many freemasons in the government but also secret 
groups in Europe" (Manly P. Hall, The secret teaching of all ages). There are 13 obelisks 
in Rome and the obelisk of Washington, replica of the one in the Vatican is 666 feet, 
designed by the freemason Robert Mills who was considered the first architect of the 
United States, it is called the monument to Washington. 
 
In the magazine of "Life Magazine" of October 8, 1956 you can see a painting of George 
Washington (1732 - 1799) with his masonic attributes dressed in his apron and mason 
gloves. The land of Washington belonged since 1663 to Francis Pope and was ceded to 
the state, Rome was called to this land. The first foundation stone of the White House 
(designed by the architect James Hoban, also a Mason) is dedicated to Freemasonry. 
Resolution 33 of the Congress of the United States recognizes the work of Freemasons 
in the History of the United States. George Washington said in a letter that we should 
be careful with the Illuminati because they were taking control of Freemasonry. The 
33rd Mason temple is opposite the White House. 
 
The phases of the infiltration of the United States by the Jesuits were: 
 
1) Infiltrate Freemasonry 
2) Religious freedom 
3) Control of Catholicism 
4) End religious freedom and impose only their religion 
5) Infiltrate education 
6) Infiltrate the Entertainment Industry 
7) Protestant churches. Francisco de Riviera, Jesuit said that to end Protestantism you 
have to infiltrate. He wrote in 1590 a commentary on the Apocalypse, distancing any 
relationship between the Church and Satan. The Jesuit Cardinal Robert Bellarmine 
defended futurism, the current Protestant doctrine. 
8) Mormons: Joseph Smith and his successor Brigham Young were both Freemasons. 
Brigham Young was a close friend of Pater de Smet, one of the most influential Jesuits 
of the century. XIX The Mormon temple of Salt Lake City has the symbolism of the eye, 
the sun, etc. 
9) Theosophy: Founded by Helena Petrovna Blavatsky, descendant of freemasons. 
10) Jehovah's Witnesses: In the book "Bloodlines of the Illuminati" he says it was 
founded by a Freemason, Charles T. Russell 
11) Politics 
12) Judicial system 
13) Army (In which there were 243 members during World War II) 
14) Press 
 
Charles Chiniquy (author of "50 years in the Church of Rome"), a former Catholic priest 
already in 1886, wrote that "The day in which the Jesuits govern the United States is 
very close". Abraham Lincoln said about the War of Independence "This war would not 
have been possible without the sinister influence of the Jesuits." Samuel F.B. Morse 
(1791 - 1872) American painter and inventor, co-inventor of the Morse code, affirmed   



that "There is a conspiracy in action against the liberties of this nation" (Foreign 
conspiracy against the liberties of the United States, 1835). 
 
The Jesuits promoted the war of independence in the United States between the Irish 
Catholics of the North and the Protestants of the South. In addition, they reinforced the 
powers of the President as they had done with the Pope's powers because it is easier to 
control a person than an entire State. To that end, they promoted the 14th Amendment 
to the Constitution, especially the Jesuit Peter de Smet (1801 - 1873), which gave the 
President powers over the people in order to control the people through the President. 
They also promoted the Powers of War Emergency Act (1950) that grants the President 
absolute powers to suspend the Constitution and declare Martial Law. 
 
Archbishop Quigley stated in "The Chicago Tribune" in 1903 "When the United States 
rules the world, the Catholic Church will rule the world" (Vatican Assassins, Eric Jon 
Phelps, pg. 25). For all this we can say that "The Catholic Church in the United States is 
a force in the Pentagon, a secret agent in the FBI and who dominates the CIA" (Murder 
in the Vatican, Avro Manhatan). For example, the United States' War Veterans shield 
and many other military institutions in many countries feature the Maltese Cross, linked 
to the Knights of Malta of the Vatican, a papal guard. The OSS (Office of Strategic 
Services) became the CIA in 1947. "Wild" William Joseph Donovan (1883-1959), Catholic 
and Knight of Malta was the founder. 
 
The Jesuits created the FBI in 1908 to control the United States. It was founded by 
Charles Joseph Bonaparte, Catholic and Mason. J. Edgar Hoover was the first director of 
the FBI whose shield has 13 stars. The Federal Reserve will be created to control all the 
economic power of the country. Likewise, about the United Nations, we have this quote 
"The Catholic leaders of the United States used the peace plan of the Second World War 
so that the success of the American alliance would support the idea of the united nations 
of Pius XII" (American Catholics and The Formation of the United States Joseph S. Rossi, 
Jesuit). 
 
Pius XII in his Christmas speech of 1939, year of the beginning of the Second World War 
highlights five points for peace, among them the first is the New World Order founded 
moral principles, the second to bring back to society the law of God and the third a new 
order founded on that immovable rose, the moral law. At the April 25, 1945 Conference 
of the United Nations in San Francisco apart from the 46 invited countries, 24 Catholics 
are invited. On April 29 a Mass would be created by the United Nations of San Francisco. 
On September 26, 1961, it would be transferred in United States military control to the 
United Nations. Dr Robert Muller (1923 - 2010), Secretary General of the United Nations 
for 40 years, says that Teilhard de Chardin, Jesuit and father of the New Age, always saw 
the United Nations as the progress of his philosophy. 
 
The Jesuit Malachi Martin, referring to those who do not join Rome "They will have to 
face serious consequences. Either they become realistically globalized or ... their groups 
will be reduced in terms of quantity and influence and eventually lose their identity as 
an operative part of the New World Order "(The Keys of this Blood, Malachi Martin). 
Joseph Ratzinger, Benedict XVI said that "The Church needs more than ever the fidelity  



 of the Jesuits." After resigning for pedophilia scandals and support for the Nazis in 
World War II, his successor is a Jesuit, Pope Francis (Founder of the Jesuits is called 
Francisco). 
 
Adolfo Nicolás, whom the Jesuits themselves call "the black Pope" is the current General 
of the Jesuits. In the Order of the Jesuits idolatry is practiced in the sun that would be a 
symbol of Lucifer and in fact the symbol of the Jesuits is the IHS within a sun. The sun 
would also be Baal. The goddess Mitra of Persia represented the sun god and would 
have 12 disciples. The statue of freedom represents Mitra and carries the torch or light 
symbolizing Lucifer. It was set by a Grand Master Mason. The inscription of the statue 
has two measures and says "Sculpture made by Frederic Bartholdi, mason member of 
the Masonic Lodge of Alsace-Lorraine in Paris". The host is round symbolizing the sun 
and usually has written IHS, the ostensory has the form of a sun that is adored. The sun-
like halo that surrounds Jesus and other divine or holy beings began to be used in the s. 
III and would represent the sun. The worship of the sun is equal to apostasy (breaking 
with the order or religion to which one belongs). 
 
John Adams (1735 - 1826), First Vice President of the United States and second 
President, in 1816 wrote to President Thomas Jefferson "We will not have this regular 
plague of them here, in as many disguises as only a gypsies king can assume, dresses as 
painters, editors, writers and teachers. If ever there was a group of men who deserved 
eternal condemnation on earth and in hell that is this Loyola Society "(The New Jesuits, 
George Riemer). Abraham Lincolm said in 1865 in private letters burned by his son 
Robert and restored by Charles Chiniquy "Protestants from the north and south would 
exterminate the priests and Jesuits if they knew how they invaded us to destroy the 
United States ... This war would never have been possible without the sinister influence 
of the Jesuits. We owe it to the Papacy that we now see our earth reddened with the 
blood of its noble children. " 
 
At the same time the French General and statesman the Marquis de Lafayette (1757 - 
1834) said "It is my opinion that if the liberties of this country (the United States) are 
destroyed, it will be for the subtlety of the Jesuit Catholic priests, because they are the 
most cunning dangerous enemies for civil and religious freedom. They have instigated 
most of Europe's wars. " 
 
As for the French Revolution, one of its possible causes is to obtain complete control of 
the Rothschild Bank over the country. Mayer Amschel Rothschild (1744 - 1812) leaves 
control of the Bank to his five children and sends them to fundamental centers of world 
economic control, one of which will be Paris. The Kings of France opposed the 
establishment of a private Bank. Therefore, to gain absolute control of the country they 
had to eliminate the French Kings. When the Francois-Marie Arouet, known as his 
pseudonym of writer Voltaire (1694-1778), was a Jesuit. The symbol that appears in the 
Declaration of the Human Rights of the Jacobin hat is a mason symbol together with the 
bundle of rods of the fasces, fascist symbol. Also the eye, the pyramid and the snake. 
Mitra has the Phrygian hat that is equal to the Jacobin.  



 
 
In the French Revolution, the Dominican Order will be totally destroyed, curiously, Pope 
Pius VI had given control of the Inquisition to the Dominicans instead of the Jesuits. Pope 
Pius VI was arrested in his attempt to end the power of the Jesuits through Napoleon 
who makes him a prisoner, taking much of the Vatican library to Paris. Weishaupt and 
his Jesuits reduced their income at that time due to the expulsion of the Church by the 
Pope so they provoked the French Revolution and put Pope Pius VI in prison with the 
condition for his release to accept the Jesuits. The coat of arms of France once the 
Republic is established has fasces in the center. 
 
The Jesuits have a great relationship with fascism. One of the Catholic authorities who 
brought Hitler to power was Frank von Papen, leader of the Catholic party later known 
as the Nazi party, was a friend of Pope Pius XII, which has a great relationship with 
Nazism. Himmler organized the S.S according to the Jesuit organization. The magazine 
Civilta Cattolica appears a quotation from the Jesuits in which they affirm that "Fascism 
is the regime that most corresponds to the concepts of the Church of Rome" (New York: 
Hillmam - Curl, Inc. 1939, page 465). Fasces symbolizes power over life and death, 
symbol of the Jesuits. The dome of the Capitol has fasces at the tip. Stephen Grover 
Cleveland (1837 - 1908) twenty-two and twenty-four Presidents of the United States 
used fasces in their political campaign of 1888. The statue of liberty and the statue of 
Abraham Lincoln sits on a chair with fasces. Insignia also of the National Guard and 
appears on the door of the oval office. 
 
Hitler carries the cross of Malta, symbol of the Knights of Malta, the Papal Guard. It 
appears in photos making the Nazi greeting with cardinals. And Hitler himself said: "I 
have learned a lot from the order of the Jesuits ... until now there has been nothing 
more grandiose on earth than the hierarchical system of the Catholic Church. I have 
transferred a lot of this organization to my own party. " "The SS was constituted 
according to the Jesuit principles- Himmler (head of the SS was strongly associated with 
the Jesuits through his father and brother) Hitler said of him" I can see Himmler as our 
Ignacio of Loyola "(History Secret of the Jesuits, Edmond Paris). Joseph Goebbels was 
also trained as a Jesuit. 
 
Hegel said that you had to create the thesis and the antithesis, communism and fascism, 
and you face them to obtain the synthesis. The synthesis is the New World Order, 
generating a controlled conflict. If it is not controlled, it will not be the New World Order. 
The formation of the right and left is essential to create the synthesis by controlling both 
at all times. The synthesis is not the thesis or the antithesis. The State is equal to God 
who is equal to the Papal power and the Jesuits. Karl Marx said that the established 
Order was based on the thesis that was capitalism and the antithesis represented by 
communism. In the First and Second World War the Protestantism is ended because the 
North Germany was erased, the East made atheist ending the Orthodox Church killing 
the Tsar and his family and also making Russia an atheist. They turn Turkey into a fascist.  
 
President Woodrow Wilson (1856 - 1924), the twenty-eight President of the United 
States, said: "Some of the greatest men in the United States in the fields of commerce   



and manufacturing know that there is such an organized power, so hidden, so complete, 
so extended that it is better that they do not speak louder than their breathing when 
they speak in condemnation of him ". John Fitzgerald Kennedy would openly oppose this 
power by saying "I am going to separate the Church and the State." "When Kennedy ... 
called for a return to the American currency based on the gold standard and the 
dismantling of the Federal Reserve, he really meant money without debt that does not 
carry the dirt of the Federal Reserve, when he dared to really exercise his leadership and 
authority granted by the Constitution of the United States ... Kennedy prepared his own 
death warrant. It was his time to leave. " (Called to Serve Proliter in Conspiracy from 
John F. Kennedy to Bush, Col. James Grits). 
 
"After the failure of the Invasion of the Bay of Pigs, President Kennedy changed. Because 
of his betrayal by the Jesuit Council on Foreign Relations in the person of McGeorge 
Bundy, he said he "wanted to break the CIA into a thousand pieces" (Vatican Assassins, 
Eric Jon Phelps). Kennedy's own wife had been educated in a Jesuit school. Kennedy said 
"I am going to separate the Church from the State". Another important reason for his 
murder is that he orders American troops to withdraw from Vietnam. 
 
Of the hundred witnesses closest to the Kennedy assassination, all but two women who 
were ridiculed were murdered. Up to one hundred and seventy seven people were 
killed. Jean Hill, who was interviewed shortly after the assassination of the President, 
says that he grabbed his neck after the shot and then heard three or four more shots. 
He says he saw a sniper in one of the mounds. Oswald, the alleged murderer, had no 
remains in the tests that were carried out of having fired a gun. One of the shooters will 
be driver William Greer. Victor Marquete, officer and secret police admit that there is 
more than one shooter. 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9NVz2w5qVmo 
 
Pope Benedict XVI was surrounded by scandals of pedophilia, Vatican accounts and 
revelation of secret documents by his own members. He was a Pope instructed by the 
Jesuits. Pope Francis is a Jesuit. He was in the residence of San Ignacio de Loyola. He did 
not want to receive the obedience of the Cardinals and temporal attributes of the Pope. 
Call older brothers to Jews as they had done previous Popes and brothers to Muslims. 
He was a leader of the Jesuits during the dictatorship. Accused of betraying the Jesuits 
Francisco Jalix and Julio Orlando Llolio who were kidnapped and tortured. When called 
to testify as a witness he said it was not true. Silvia Pérez, Argentine journalist criticizes 
Pope Francisco for this. 
 
The Jesuit Alberto Rivera Romero revealed the oath he made when he went to a position 
of power in the Order, one of the reasons why he stopped being a Jesuit: "Dress up and 
preach as a Protestant or any Jewish creed to infiltrate and give information to the Pope. 
Create wars and shed blood of heretics. Create war to countries where there is peace. 
Only the Church can be the winner in times of peace. In Courts and Councils of any state, 
be whatever and whatever for the Pope. Because without the shedding of blood no man 
can be saved "(The Double Cross, Alberto Rivera Romero, 1981). 
  



 
For example, according to Malachi Martin, an Irish Catholic priest and writer of the 
Catholic Church. Originally ordained as a Jesuit priest and professor of Paleography at 
the Vatican Pontifical Biblical Institute "What made Pope John Paul II more afraid was 
that he had discovered an irrepressible presence of an evil force in the Vatican itself and 
certain chancelleries of certain bishops. It was what men of the church of great 
knowledge called the "Super Force.". The rumors are always difficult to verify, linking its 
foundation to the beginning of the reign of Paul VI in 1963. In fact, Paul had alluded to 
the "smoke of Satan entering the sanctuary" in an unmistakable reference to a 
ceremony of enthronement of satanic in the Vatican. In addition, the incident of satanic 
pedophilia - Rites and practices - was already documented among certain bishops and 
priests as widely scattered as in Turin, in Italy and South Carolina in the United States. 
The acts of the cult of satanic pedophilia are considered by professionals to be the 
culmination of the rites of the fallen (satanic) archangels. 
 
On many occasions he spoke of Satanism as the predominant practice within the 
Vatican. The list of figures like Martin talking about those things is long. The Reverend 
Gabriele Amorth is another example, he was a Catholic priest and an exorcist of the 
diocese of Rome which is administered by a branch of the Roman Catholic Church. 
Malachi claims to have carried out thousands of exorcisms in his decades as a Catholic 
priest, and has mentioned more than once how Satanism was practiced in the Vatican. 
He has also claimed how girls were kidnapped by a group of Vatican police and foreign 
diplomats. He claimed that these girls were recruited for Vatican parties and sex crimes 
were committed. 
 
Perversion and sexual rituals go hand in hand with Satanism. According to the Telegraph 
newspaper, and several sources, Amorth was an exorcist chief of the Holy See for 25 
years. "The devil resides in the Vatican and you can see the consequences ... the evil 
influence of Satan was evident in the high ranks of the Catholic hierarchy, with cardinals 
who did not believe in Jesus and bishops who were bound to the devil." Alfred Kunz, a 
Catholic priest, was murdered in a church in a ritual manner after investigating 
allegations of ritualistic sexual abuse by priests. 
 
Again, the list goes on and on and it's long.  
 
A quote from Ignatius of Loyola of 1540 is: "Finally leave everyone with as many arts as 
they can gain the ascension over princes, nobles and magistrates of every place they are 
prepared for our order, even to sacrifice their closest relations and closest friends when 
we tell them to our interest and advantage." 
 
 
• THE COUNCIL OF 13: 
 
 
Also known as the Council of the Druids or the Circle of Sages, is one of the most 
powerful but the most powerful existing group. The families that compose it are the 
same as those cited in the chapter on financial power. It is composed of what is called   



the 13 families of the Illuminati in Fritz Springmeier's book. Its objectives are described 
in the book of the Protocols of the Elders of Zion and have been cited by multiple 
sources, especially many of the victims MK-Ultra that I will quote in the chapter of 
Mental Control. 
 
They are all Jewish Zionist families but in reality they are not Jewish but satanic and not 
even that as Brice Taylor (MK-Ultra victim and personal computer of Henry Kissinguer) 
narrates in his book "Thanks for the memories" David Rockefeller and Henry Kissinguer 
They laughed at the satanic but found them a very useful form of mind control. That is, 
you have a group of people, the satanic, who instead of believing that they have been 
hypnotized believe that they have been possessed, instead of believing that they have 
been deceived, they will blame divine beings. I believe, very honestly after studying in 
depth the elite that governs us that their only religion is power and control, also money, 
only as a way to get that control and that power. 
 
Its objective is global control through the establishment of a secret world government 
that the people would not vote and would not even know exists. Attempts have been 
made to ridicule the book of the Protocols of the Elders of Zion, however, it is perfectly 
narrated in this supposed meeting of powerful Zionist families what is already a reality 
in the world. Tsar Nicholas II and his whole family was murdered shortly after publishing 
this book in his country and is currently very censored, it is almost impossible to find it 
on paper, fortunately it can be found online. I will quote some paragraphs and invite the 
reader to read it. 
 
"We are interested in governments that make and fulfill our Jewish plan and interests, 
be it called liberal, conservative, communist, capitalist, socialist, etc., that all these 
political ideologies are Jewish inventions." Capitalism and communism were both 
financed by Wall Street and company, something I will not discuss in this book but it is 
fully documented. They create and finance the thesis and antithesis to control both. 
Whoever wants to investigate this fact I recommend the books of Antony C. Sutton "Wall 
Street and the Bolshevik Revolution" and "Wall Street and the Hitler Uprising" but there 
are many more. 
 
"A president of any country, of any political ideology, is just one more of our slaves, for 
our Jewish plan, the death of a president, does not have to mourn, if it is to help that 
plan." I stress that these They are not Jews but Satanic and really not even that. The only 
gods they idolize are power and control. You can find videos of authentic Jewish rabbis 
denouncing them. After all, anyone who is a true believer of God must believe in love as 
the only law regardless of the religion to which he belongs. 
 
This Council of the 13 also called the Sages of Zion has a great influence on all secret 
societies including Freemasonry as described in this quote from The Jewish Chronicle 
(London), Dec 20, 1867, p.7. Letter to the editor. "There is not, nor can there be, any 
objection about the Jewish brothers who rise to the highest offices ... in the Royal Arch 
Masonry, it has been universally admitted by the order, in fact, to use a well-known 
axiom among us 'Judaism is Freemasonry, and Freemasonry is Judaism.'  



 
 
 
• THE ILLUMINATI: 
 
 
I have already commented in the previous chapter that, "In order to counteract the 
papal prohibition of the Jesuit Order, they found, through Lorenzo Ricci eighteenth 
General Superior of the Order, on May 1, 1776 the Order of the Illuminati in Bavaria , 
using Adam Weishaupt who was also a Jesuit and professor of Law at the University of 
Ingolstad. Then the Jesuits go on to become a secret sect. Already in his time Adam 
Weishaupt makes reference to the term "Nuovo Ordun Seculorum". The election of the 
city was not coincidence since Ingolstad "the city of the Jesuits", "during the Counter 
Reformation, Ingolstadt did more than any other University to defend the Catholic faith 
and it was for the Catholic Church in southern Germany the same that Wittenberg for 
Protestantism in the North "(Catholic Encyclopedia, 1910. Vol. 8, page 8). The Jesuits 
already in this era directed more than eighty universities. " 
 
According to the journalist Benjamin Fulford in his article of August 23, 2018 "There is a 
lot of confusion with the terminology, with people wanting to say different things. For 
example, when they use the word "Illuminati" for many it is an expression to refer to 
the top of the elite. In the real world, there are two groups that call themselves 
"Illuminati." One is the descendants of the Caesars and the bloodlines of the ruling class 
in Europe. The other group is an opponent of the bloodlines of the ruling class and claims 
to have started the revolutions of America, France and Europe (like the communist one). 
 
In my articles I refer to the latter as the Illuminati Gnostics, and the other as the Masonic 
Lodge of the P2 (The Masonic Lodge of the Vatican) or the British Royal Family, 
depending on what faction of the bloodlines I am referring to. Remember that as a 
reporter I get this information firsthand by meeting with the representatives of these 
groups ... for convenience and easy understanding, I use the term "Mafia Jázara" to refer 
to the factions that govern the planet involved in high level criminal activity. You 
probably have used terms like the Israeli loby, neo-cons and oligarchs to describe the 
same groups. " 
 
As we can see, all these power groups have strong ties to each other and many of their 
components belong not to only one but to several of these groups at the same time. 
That is to say, one can be a Jesuit and at the same time Mason and Illuminati. It is not 
incompatible and in fact it is very common since many of those who founded these 
groups previously belonged to another of the already existing power groups. Remember 
that the club at the top of the pyramid is very small and everyone knows each other. An 
example of so many is the case of William Schnoebelen, who was a 90 degree Mason at 
the same time as a Catholic priest and Satanist priest and was also introduced to the 
Illuminati. 
  



 
 
• THE BOHEMIA CLUB: 
 
 
Also called "Bohemian Grove". First of all, mention that the symbol of the Illuminati and 
the Bohemian Club is the same, the owl that represented the goddess Minerva of 
Ancient Rome and Athena in Ancient Greece. "Goddess of Wisdom, the arts and military 
strategy, in addition to the protector of Rome and patron of artisans." It is one of the 
most powerful groups that exists founded in April 1872. They meet once a year in July. 
The owl symbolizes for this Club the god Moloch or Molech, a god worshiped by "the 
Canaanites, Phoenicians, Carthaginians and Syrians identifying with the god Cronos or 
Saturn" who ate their children and to whom human sacrifices were made since 
antiquity. 
 
There are multiple testimonies, especially from Victims of the MK-Ultra project such as 
Cathy O'Brien, Arizona Wilder and Brice Taylor who claim to have witnessed human 
sacrifices and multiple crimes in this Club that meets annually in July in California in the 
Redwood forests of the county of Sonoma in an area called Monte Río. However, the 
most important visual testimony is the video recording and publication of Alex Jones of 
a ritual of human sacrifice within the enclosure under a large statue of an owl, symbol 
of this Club. You can see how he is burned alive and his cries are heard in the ceremony 
called "Burning of worries". 
 
Many of the characters that attend are part of this Club are the same as those already 
mentioned but we will highlight certain names such as Richard Nixon, Ronald Reagan, 
Bush father and son, Henry Kissinguer, Donald Rumsfeld, Dick Cheney, Dwight 
Eisenhower , John Kerry, Michel Rocard (former French Prime Minister), John Mayor 
(former British Prime Minister), Valery Giscard (French President), influential figures in 
the entertainment industry and intellectuals such as Mark Twain, Oscar Wilde, Jack 
London or Arnold Schwarzenegger, media, politicians and congressmen, powerful 
magnates of the oil and arms industry and a long etcetera. Many of its components are 
Skull and Bones. 
 
Its members are called "owls". The owl is an animal that sees in the dark, therefore sees 
what no one sees, that is why it is related to wisdom since it sees what the ignorant 
ignore. The owl in the hieroglyphs of Ancient Egypt is the letter M related to 
Freemasonry. For example, an abbreviation of the 33rd degree of Maestre Mason is 
M.M. But in addition Minerva was a goddess of the hunt and one of the satanic rituals 
carried out by this elite related by Brice Taylor (Victim MK-Ultra and personal computer 
of Henry Kissinguer) is to strip children and drop them in the forest to be hunted, raped 
and in some cases murdered. 
 
A strong secrecy surrounds this Club however it is known that you have to pay $ 25,000, 
change for the elite, to enter. Activist Mary Moore has been demonstrating for years 
and states that "We are using the Bohemian Grove as an example. We want people to  



 realize how the world of politics and high finance works. Let them see how what they 
discuss privately then affects us all. " 
 
Finally I recommend to read the book and interviews of the testimonies of Cathy 
O'Brien, Arizona Wilder and Brice Taylor about their experiences in this Club. Said by 
Cathy O'Brien herself "I always committed to world leaders through strange sexual 
activities, filmed in secret, like my experience in Bohemian Grove. How many leaders 
today are following certain policies against people because, if not they did, the evidence 
of their sexual exploits would be revealed?". 
 
 
• SKULL AND BONES: 
 
 
As mentioned before "The Jesuits also created Skull and Bones founded at Yale 
University by William H. Russell and Alphonso Taft in 1832 and survives to this day. The 
oath of this secret society is similar to that of the Jesuits. Russell (remember that Russell 
is one of the 13 Illuminati families) had traveled to Germany where he met Weishaupt 
and founded an American illuminati, a reflection of the Bavarian. 
 
The symbol of the skull and crossbones appears in the fourth oath of the Jesuits. It is 
made with the Vatican flag and another with a red cross and a sword along with the 
symbol of a skull and two tibias. We found this skull symbol and two tibias in masonic 
skirts and Catholic churches, as well as among the Nazi SS (remember that the Nazi 
movement was founded in Bavaria, in the same region of Germany where the Illuminati, 
are founded. It is in the border with Frankfurt, headquarters of the Rothschild family) 
and we also find it in uniforms of the United States Army.  
 
George W. Bush and John Kerry belonged to this secret society. At the time one 
candidate was nominated by the Republican Party and the other by the Democrat. They 
were interviewed and questioned about it in 2004 by journalist Tim Russert and evaded 
both talking about the issue, however they do not deny that they are members. Many 
important personalities have belonged to this society founded at Yale University as 
Secretaries of State (William Maxwell Evarts), congressmen, heads of the Ministry of 
Justice (Morrison Remmick Waite), senators (Orris Sanford Ferry, William Barrett 
Washburn), judges (Rensselaer Russell Nelson, Francis Miles Finch), presidents (William 
Howard Taft, George Bush father and son), lawyers, bishops, Secretaries of the Treasury 
and Navy, professors and many others. 
 
Skull and Bones is and remains one of the most important secret societies in existence. 
Its influence is great and as it has already been mentioned, very relevant personalities 
belong to it. 
 
  



 
• THE SATAN CHURCH: 
 
 
The Church of Satan was founded in 1966 by Anton Szandor LaVey. Satanism is a cult to 
which many of the existing Secret Societies belong or are linked. A person can be a 
Catholic priest and at the same time priest of the Church of Satan and belong to several 
secret societies at the same time as is the case of Bill Schnoebelen who was a Catholic 
priest and both satanic and Illuminati. Personalities as relevant as the Rockefellers have 
founded the 666 Lodge in New York. 
 
Manly P. Hall was a leading American writer who wrote several books used by the 
Church of Satan. He was initiated into Freemasonry years after writing the book "The 
Lost Keys of Freemasonry". Anton Lavey speaking of Freemasonry affirms that 
Freemasonry is at the root of his Church. The reason that it is secret is in order to prevent 
the people from finding out about the true nature of those who govern them. At the 
same time within Freemasonry itself or any secret society, there are different levels of 
knowledge, called degrees in Freemasonry, these levels are compartmentalized so that 
grade 1 does not know what 10 does, nor 10 what 30 does and so on. 
 
These secret societies are interrelated and at the top all are known and related, in that 
small group of 8000 people that make up the top of the pyramid mentioned by the 
banker Ronald Bernard in the chapter of the Bank for International Settlements. Gabriel 
Lopez de Rojas, Mason grade 33 by the Scottish rite says that the Order of the Illuminati 
and the Masonic Order are Luciferian cults. To overthrow and control all government 
and religious institutions is their goal. 
 
Many testimonies of scholars and members of these cults claim that especially Satanism 
comes from the ancient worship of the god Baal for which children were already 
sacrificed in antiquity and many of these families of power go back to the period of the 
Phoenicians and Carthaginians who made this type of sacrifice. Human sacrifice, 
especially of children, of which Ronald Bernard was a witness. It is a common practice 
in these societies. In an interview with Rabbi Abraham Finkelstein, he says: "We rob 
between 100,000 to 300,000 children a year here in this country (USA), we extract their 
blood and mix it with bread and then we throw their bodies into beheading houses that 
we own, and we crush all the bodies in sausages and hamburgers ... And people, eat 
them for breakfast, eat their children for lunch. " 
 
We must understand that the concept of Lucifer in these societies is not seen as a 
negative being, at least as far as the lower ranks are concerned, but rather it is 
romanticized giving him a vision of a rebel who gave knowledge to humanity. God would 
be seen as an oppressive and dictatorial being who enslaves humanity. Many of the 
Christian practices are performed by the satanic doing the opposite of what a Catholic 
priest would do. Likewise, many of the lower ranks may not be involved in these criminal 
human sacrificial practices or even have knowledge about them. These sacrifices would 
be made as a form of control and oppression since they are recorded and then the 
member of the corresponding cult can be threatened with denouncing it by delivering  



 the recording to the authorities if he denounces these practices, as we will see in the 
chapter of Gang Stalking, speaking of the former director of the FBI Ted Gundersen who 
denounces these sacrifices and human trafficking giving the address of the CIA, the 
switchboard of this criminal network, and Ted Gundersen took several of them to jail 
through the "Franklin cover-up" case. 
 
 
• BLACK SUN ORDER: 
 
 
It is a very powerful and influential secret society. Linked to the Vril Society and the 
Thule Society founded in the early twentieth century and linked to the rise of Nazism 
and to which members of the Nazi SS included Hitler. This society was inspired by the 
novel The Coming Race of 1871 by Bulwer Lytton. 
 
The Jesuit influence on the formation of these societies is mentioned in Terry 
Melanson's article about this society and mentions how they used methods of 
concentration inspired by Tibetan and Hindu Buddhist techniques. "These methods of 
concentration were probably based on the work of Ignatius of Loyola. Exercises Spiritual 
The Jesuit techniques of concentration and visualization were similar to teachings of the 
occult, especially in shamanic cults and Tibetan Buddhism. The Nazis revered these 
Spiritual Exercises of the Jesuits who believed that they had been given to them by 
Ancient Masters of Atlantis. " 
 
In this paragraph of Wulf Schwarzwaller in his book The Unknown Hitler explains how 
"In Berlin, Haushofer had founded the Luminous Lodge or the Vril Society. The objective 
of the Lodge was to explore the origins of the Aryan race and to carry out exercises in 
concentration to awaken the forces of "Vril". Haushofer was a student of the Russian 
magician and metaphysician George Gurdjieff. Both Gurdjieff and Haushofer claimed to 
be in contact with secret Tibetan lodges that possessed the secret of "Superman." The 
lodge included members such as Hitler, Aalfred, Rosenberg, Himmler, Goring and Hitler's 
physician Dr. Morell. It is also known that Aleister Crowley (Founder of the Ordo Templi 
Orientis) and Gurdjieff tried to contact Hitler. 
 
Hitler's unusual suggestive powers become more understandable if one keeps in mind 
that he had access to Gurdjieff's "secret" psychological techniques which, in turn, were 
based on teachings of the Tibetan Sufis and lamas and he was familiar with the Japanese 
teachings Zen of the Japanese Society of the Green Dragon”. 
 
 
• ORDER OF THE KNIGHTS OF MALTA: 
 
 
The Order of the Sovereign Military and Hospitaller Order of Saint John of Jerusalem, of 
Rhodes and of Malta is another of the most powerful orders totally linked to the Vatican. 
Founded in the eleventh century in Jerusalem in the historical context of the first   



crusades by merchants from Amalfi in Naples, Italy. A hospital order but also military. It 
is considered a lay Order and therefore also welcome non-religious members. 
 
Most of the members are very relevant characters such as George W. Bush, William 
Casey (former Director of the CIA), J. Peter Grace (belonging to the Yale University 
involved in Operation Paperclip), Allen Dulles (First Civil Director of the CIA), Alexander 
Haig (former Secretary of State), Clare Booth Luce (First Congressman of the United 
States), John McCone (former Director of the CIA), Lt. Col. Oliver North (commentator 
of the Fox News channel), Vernon Walters (Former Director in CIA Funds), Joseph 
Kennedy (Founder of the Kennedy Empire), Frank Carlucci (Security Adviser and 
Secretary of Defense of the United States), Queen Elizabeth II of England, Tony Blair 
(former President of England) , King Juan Carlos I of Spain, Dictator Francisco Franco of 
Spain and many more members of great power and influence. 
 
 
• FREEMASONRY: 
 
 
One of the oldest and most influential powerful groups is Freemasonry. Although many 
consider it a secret society, the Grand Lodge of the East itself told me that they do not 
consider themselves a secret society; nevertheless, it cannot be denied that it surrounds 
itself with a certain secrecy. Mason means bricklayer in French and its origin can be 
related to the Guild of Construction of the Middle Ages where you would find the most 
economically powerful people who are the only ones who could afford to finance the 
construction of buildings for both the population and especially the governmental and 
religious buildings. Freemasons have their own temples called lodges where they meet. 
 
The official date of the foundation of the first lodge was that of the Grand Lodge of 
England on June 24, 1717. All other lodges in principle needed the permission of the 
Grand Lodge of England for its foundation to be authorized. The principles of 
Freemasonry are included in the book of James Anderson Constitutions of 1723 written 
together with Jean Théophile Désaguliers by order of the Grand Master of the Grand 
Lodge of England where he traces the origins of Freemasonry to the time of the creation 
of the world saying that Adam is the first Freemason. Women were not allowed in 
Freemasonry at this time and this is still the case in most of the lodges. 
 
The Scottish rite is the most famous of all the rites of initiation and some of the most 
important lodges would be the Grand Orient of France, the Lodge of Edinburgh or the 
P2 lodge of the Vatican. Its components can belong to Freemasonry and other secret 
societies at the same time. Many of its components have been characters of great 
relevance and importance. There is a temple 33 Mason degree (The maximum degree 
that corresponds to the Grand Master) just opposite the White House. George 
Washington was a Mason and very proud of being one, in several paintings he appears 
portrayed with his mason apron. 
 
Napoleon, Karl Marx, Stalin, George Washington, Benjamin Franklin and a long list of 
important historical personalities such as Pope Pius XII who governs during the Second   



World War. Saddam Hussein, Yasser Arafat were Masons of the 33 degree. Joseph Stalin 
was Illuminati (Grand Orient Lodge) and freemason, said that the Russian industry was 
financed two thirds by the United States and one third by England. Leon Trotsky, Walt 
Disney, Henry Kissinger, J. Edgard Hoover, Aleksander Crowley, Tony Blair, Josef 
Mengele (Dr Green) also Illuminati, Robert McNamara, Pehr G. Gyllenhammar of the 
Volvo firm and the Committee of 300, Percy Barnevik also of the Committee of the 300, 
Billy Graham, Queen Elizabeth II, Ted Kennedy, Hilary Clinton. In addition, most of the 
astronauts who go to space are freemasons. 
 
 
• OTHER SECRET SOCIETIES OF INFLUENCE: 
 
 
- Rosicrucians 
 
- Black Dragon Society 
 
- Ordo Templi Orientis 
 
- Scientology 
 
- Opus Dei 
 
- The Mormons 
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• TAVISTOCK INSTITUTE - MENTAL CONTROL PROJECT (MIND CONTROL 
PROJECT - MK ULTRA PROJECT): 
 
 
Although the MK-Ultra or mind control project is closely linked to Operation Paperclip, 
the Tavistock Institute is one of the most important entities in the MK-Ultra mind control 
project aimed at individuals, groups or entire nations and even all of humanity. False 
flag attacks, for example, are ways of mental control at a global and national level, 
manipulating the population to wage war on a country that is allegedly guilty of the 
attack and creating a global trauma for all of humanity as a whole. 
 
At an individual level it can be done through the Monarch Program based on a method 
by which people are systematically traumatized from childhood to divide their 
personality so they are able to program several of their personalities to do different 
missions. The frontal personality is the one that prevails in front of the public and the 
others are used to perform different missions. Dividing the personality is very useful for 
spies in which the frontal personality will never know what his other personality did in  
an important mission and therefore when questioned, his frontal personality will never 
recognize having carried out a mission even under torture since the mission was carried 
out by other personality. 
 
At a global level, it is done to control cultural movements and groups of cultural 
influence through infiltration or financing these movements to control them. The 
feminist movement was funded by the Rockefeller Foundation to control the movement 
by encouraging the confrontation of men and women and also making both parents to 
work, the children were going to be educated by the state (school) or television or 
strangers such as caregivers . 
 
According to Daniel Stulin, agent of the KGB "The Tavistock Institute in Sussex County in 
England is the world center of mass brainwashing and social engineering ... to control 
the world the elite needs to control the way of thinking of the human being. It's called 
cultural war ... to voluntarily enter the world of the post-industrial era of zero growth 
and zero progress is necessary to force a change of the image that the human being has 
of himself of the fundamental concept of what we are. " 
 
According to David Christie "The Tavistock Institute has gone through several 
transformations. It appeared in 1920 as a clinic designed to study the neuroses of war 
in individuals during the First World War, its traumatic experience of having lived a 
conflagration so that its purpose was to understand and help the victims of the neuroses 
of war. Facing your traumatic experience. Little by little it was becoming one of the 
centers dedicated to the study of the so-called group dynamics. Anyway, I do not think 
you can understand what the Tavistock Institute is if you do not understand the 
transformation that the British Empire experienced and that is what Wiston Churchill 
wanted to convey when he said the Empires of the future will be the Empires of the 
mind.  



 
 
Low-intensity operations serve to assimilate the concept of brainwashing that naturally 
involves inducing this stress in people, then alleviating it and oscillating between the 
two states and thereby forcing the victim to choose a certain behavior. What low-
intensity operations do is apply this concept to large groups of people. Tavistock had 
understood that the family was the most powerful psychoactive agent of all. One of his 
creations has been the therapeutic groups that provided the opportunity to take 
advantage of the power that the family had. 
 
The most advanced of all the brutal practitioners of the new psychology was Dr. John 
Rawlings Rees, one of the founders of Tavistock. Rees discovered that the world of the 
unreal could be created in the social group if it forces a person to transfer their identity 
to the group in which they are subjected to the most extreme forms of suggestion, 
whenever that person's sense of real identity is destroyed. it can be manipulated as if it 
were a child. 
 
How would this work? Missing a leading group expert and a group to create a powerful 
family environment, albeit artificial. Once such an environment has been induced, a 
therapist can manipulate a member of the group, not by direct attack but by subtle 
manipulation of the other members of the group, for example, by using suggestion. If 
the victim has been led to believe that the group is something that helps her when that 
environment has been manipulated and turned against her, she will tend to exert the 
same impact as the deep rejection of a mother. 
 
The World Federation of Mental Health has a key position in mind control, in which John 
Rawlings Rees was its first president and the idea was to promote the concept of 
persuasion and create a massive psychology for the population but all this is part of the 
plan of world government. Margaret Mead who was later one of the presidents of the 
World Federation of Mental Health said that the concept of mental health is extensive 
to the order and the world community. That is, the need to place psychiatrists in key 
positions that allow them to play an important role in the administrative and social 
programs of governments and industry. 
 
It should not surprise us that the late George Orwell conceived the 1984 book after 
having spent time with a group of Rees followers. I think this makes the intention of that 
organization very clear. Participating in the destruction of the sovereign nation-state is 
the modern form of imperialism that means eliminating nation-states and creating a 
world government composed of an international cabal of multinational cartels and 
banks, it is the modern form of the British Empire, a modern variety of what was the 
British East India Company. The intention of this organization was to induce a massive 
psychology to create a world government. " 
 
Daniel Stulin adds that "Innaugurated in 1948 by the Cybernetics Group of the World 
Federation of Mental Health was one of the most deplorable projects launched by the 
world's leading sociologists, psychiatrists and anthropologists, the so-called psychiatric 
shock troops. That is, groups of psychiatrists who developed methods of political control  



 that pushed most of the population to psychosis using methods of so-called behavior 
modification programs. This measure was proposed so that the population would 
become submissive before the international economic order that would follow the 
Second World War. " I recommend watching Yuri Bezmenov's interviews about 
brainwashing but in this case the Soviet Union to brainwash whole nations. 
 
Finally, anyone who wants to understand the MK-Ultra project in depth should read, to 
begin to understand its complexity and severity, the books of two of the most famous 
victims who have exposed this inhuman project. The one of Brice Taylor called “Thanks 
for the Memories” and Cathy O'Brien's “Trance Formation of America”. 
 
 
• THE OPERATION PAPERCLIP: 
 
 
The Paperclip Operation is called a secret operation by which thousands of Nazis were 
brought from Germany mainly to the United States, Russia and Latin America after the 
Second World War. According to sources of the Secret Space Project, including the 
designer of the ships Apollo William Tompkins that worked with the manager of the 
program Apollo, Wernher von Braun was brought to the United States through 
Operation Paperclip and he was previously in charge of the missile program in Nazi 
Germany, the immense majority also went to Antarctica founding a city called "The New 
Berlin". 
 
In the case of the United States, it must be understood that 40% of the immigrants who 
first colonized this territory were Germans and therefore there was a lot of support for 
Germany as there were millions of people whose origin was German. After the war many 
of these citizens of German origin would change their last name to avoid the rejection 
of their American compatriots. The Nazis who came to the United States and other 
countries would be given a new identity and new names for the same reason. 
 
This arrival of Nazis in the United States is closely linked to the MK-Ultra mind control 
project in the experimentation with civilians to test methods and tactics of mind control 
but also testing new weapons on people without their knowledge or consent. We must 
bear in mind that the Nazis were the first to create a Ministry of Propaganda and during 
the war they experienced brutally with a huge number of people in the concentration 
camps. 
 
It is noteworthy that many of the families named in the section of the Italian black 
nobility and in the book of the bloodlines of the Illuminati, are from families of Jewish 
and German origin. It must be remembered that the Rothschild family was based in 
Frankfurt. Also, the important fact that both, the Illuminati and the Nazis, are founded 
in Bavaria, a German province. And highlight that the origin of Hitler is covered in rumors 
and mystery but many sources point out, such as the university professor the historian 
Andrei Fursov or the British journalist Gerrad Williams in his book Gray Wolf: The Flight 
of Adolf Hitler claim that Hitler died in Latin America and the unrecognizable body that 
appears in photos supposedly killed by suicide was that of a double.  



 
 
 
• THE BLUEBIRD PROJECT: 
 
 
The Bluebird Project was born as part of the MK-Ultra Project. It is the experimentation 
on subjects for different purposes including the division of personality to create a 
subject that could perform secret missions without his frontal personality facing the 
public without being conscious of their other personalities. 
 
As described in his book Bluebird: Deliberate Creation of Multiple Personality by 
Psychiatrists or Bluebird: The Deliberate Creation of Multiple Personalities by 
Psychiatrists, the Doctor. Colin A. Ross, former president of the International Society for 
the Study of Dissociation, describes unethical experiments carried out by psychiatrists 
to create amnesia, new identities, hypnotic access codes and new memories in the 
minds of experimental subjects. 
 
His research is based on 15,000 pages of documents obtained under the Freedom of 
Information Act. They show that the Manchurian Candidate is a fact, not a fiction. The 
funding for these experiments of the CIA, Army, Navy and Air Force is proven by 
documents from the CIA and the publications of the doctors themselves who carried out 
these experiments. 
 
Bluebird proves that there was intense political abuse of psychiatry in North America 
through the second half of the 20th century, perpetrated not by a small number of 
treacherous doctors, but by leading psychiatrists in their field, psychologists, 
pharmacists, neurosurgeons and schools of psychiatry and medicine. 
 
https://www.amazon.com/Bluebird-Deliberate-Creation-Personality-
Psychiatrists/dp/0970452519 
 
 
• THE MOCKINBIRD PROJECT: 
 
 
"Operation Mockingbird was a secret campaign carried out by the Central Intelligence 
Agency (CIA) to influence the media. It began in 1950 and was originally organized by 
Cord Meyer and Allen W. Dulles, and was later directed by Frank Wisner after Dulles 
became head of the CIA. 
 
The Organization recruited leading American journalists in its field in a network that 
helped the CIA's objectives, and funded some student and cultural organizations, and 
magazines as a front for this operation. As it developed, it also worked to influence 
foreign media and political campaigns, as well as other CIA operative units. "  



 
Declassified documents: 
 
CIA Records on Operation Mockingbird [6 Pages, 1.46MB] - According to the CIA, these 
are the only documents about Mockingbird. 
  
http://documents.theblackvault.com/documents/cia/operationmockingbirdCIA.pdf 
 
 
• THE GLADIO OPERATION: 
 
 
Operation Gladio is widely documented and is an operation by which numerous false 
flag attacks were carried out throughout Europe by the Western Union Intelligence 
Services that was created through a Treaty carried out in 1948 between France, the 
United Kingdom and the Benelux Union and later by the member countries of NATO 
with a strong intervention of the CIA and the British MI5, in these operations for which 
these false flags attacks were committed between 1960 and 1980. It was sought to 
falsely blame communist groups from the countries belonging to the former Soviet 
Union. 
 
This operation can be seen as a forerunner of the subsequent and current false flag 
attacks by which radical Islamic groups are blamed to justify a subsequent intervention, 
invasion and the creation of wars against these countries to steal their resources. Note 
that during this period The head of the secret service of the Federal Republic of Germany 
(West) Reinhard Gehlen was a former Nazi who could lead the German Intelligence 
Service probably due to Operation Paperclip by which many ex-Nazis were given a new 
identity after the Second World War. 
 
These false flag attacks were also carried out in order to facilitate the establishment of 
a radical fascist regime and curb support for the European Communist Parties, especially 
Italian with great support among the civilian population. These operations came to light 
in 1990 thanks to Giulio Andreotti, in that time Chairman of the Council of Ministers of 
Italy and in the same year they were condemned by the European Parliament. 
 
We must see this type of operations in a context of the Cold War where the possible 
latent conflict between the Soviet Union and the Western countries was latent and 
tensions between the two blocs were constant. 
 
 
• FALSE FLAG ATTACKS: 
 
 
- 9/11 New York, E.E.U.U. (2001): 
 
It is said in many sources that one of the reasons for the false flag attack in New York 
was not only to create a war against the 7 countries that were not yet under the control  



 of the Central Bank but to hide the fact that one day before the attack on September 
11, then Secretary of Defense Donald H. Rumsfeld admits that 2.3 trillion dollars have 
been lost in transactions from the Ministry of Defense. This is related to a CIA Security 
Act of 1947-49 that allowed the transfer of large amounts of money without a trace. 
Senator Cynthia McKinney says the enemy is close to home, in the pentagon. 
 
It is impossible to enumerate the huge amount of specialists from all fields that exposes 
that the attack of the Twin Towers of September 11 was a false flag attack created by 
the United States to justify successive subsequent wars but we have Generals like 
General Wesley Clark , General Albert N. Stubblebine III responsible for the entire 
Strategic Intelligence Army around the world. Firemen like Erik Lawyer, architects like 
Richard Gage and engineers. Former CIA agents like Robert Steele, journalists and many 
more experts and specialists around the world. 
 
Apart from the remnants of thermite used in the controlled demolition of buildings that 
can be found in the analysis of the remains after the attack picked up by experts and the 
smoke chimneys that are visible to the naked eye when the floors exploded in the 
demolition, there is still something more interesting and is the fact that the aircraft were 
made with 3D animation as shown in the documentary of the virtual animation expert 
Ace Baker in his documentary “9/11 The Great American Phy Opera” in which he 
interviews the cameraman in charge of editing. 
 
I recommend to the reader to deeply investigate each of these testimonies and the 
many more carefully and draw their own conclusions. 
 
 
- 11M Madrid, Spain (2003): 
 
First of all, it should be noted that the attack occurred in 3 stations; however, in which 
there were more deaths is the station of Atocha in Madrid that coincidentally has been 
aligned practically in a straight line with one of the two monuments dedicated to lucifer 
that exist in Europe and it is the statue of the fallen angel located at 1000 meters or less 
than Atocha, in the Retiro park. If someone thinks at this point that it is a coincidence, 
he has not understood anything about how human symbols and sacrifices are 
fundamental to these cults, especially Satanic or Luciferian ones. 
 
The Colonel of Infantry and ex-worker of the CESID Diego Camacho, with a Diploma in 
Special Operations, Bachelor of Political Sciences and Master in International Relations, 
explains how the 11M attack was provoked by the Spanish Secret Services through the 
terrorists, who were confidants of the National Police, Civil Guard and the CNI that are 
under the mandate of Cabal. Even the recordings of these confidants who transported 
the explosives by calling the police are conserved since they did not know what they 
were transporting and when they realized they wanted to inform the police themselves 
that they are told to continue with the work. 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x1aKPDo6rZg&t=5s  



 
- 11M Tsunami Fukushima, Japan (2011): 
 
Benjamin Fulford explains how it was a nuclear bomb that was placed on the seabed on 
top of the tectonic plate in which the one that triggered the Tsunami was detonated. He 
explains how David Rockefeller had visited Japan a few days earlier to bribe the Japanese 
government by saying that they had to give him an astronomical amount of money and 
threatening to send the tsunami if they refused. 
 
 
• TED GUNDERSEN AND FRANKLIN COVER-UP - MK- Ultra, Pedophilia and 
Satanism at the CIA: 
 
 
Ted Gundersen was former FBI Director of the State of California for 20 years. He started 
as an agent. He talks about the old FBI made up of agents who began step by step and 
were rising in the ranks and the new FBI with agents and directors handpicked by the 
deep state and who had never been agents before. He exposes all the satanic network 
carried out by the CIA kidnapping children and their murders in rituals. He even provides 
the address of the CIA office that controlled the entire process. He also denounces the 
practices of the MK-Ultra mind control project. 
 
He prosecuted several pedophiles for performing rituals with children brought from 
orphanages in the "Franklin cover-up" case. Photographer of these murders Russell E. 
"Rusty" Nelson refused a $ 100,000 proposition from Hunter Thompson to film the 
sexual abuse of children in rituals in which they would be killed. They record them doing 
it to be able to bribe them in case they want to go to the police. Besides I suppose they 
trade with these videos on the black market. 
 
Ted Gundersen also exposes the chemtrails that I will discuss in the HAARP chapter and 
said that they were controlled by NATO. He presented himself to be president of the 
United States and they rejected him because he was not from the Satanic cult and he 
would have exposed all these crimes. He claimed that he was being poisoned because 
in the blood tests cyanide was found and he died in fact poisoned. 
 
He protected Brice Taylor, MK-Ultra victim from the MK-Ultra program and author of 
the book "Thanks for the memories". The actor Bob Hope was Brice Taylor's handler and 
she was programmed to be Henry Kissinger's personal computer. She was tortured since 
she was born to become a MK-Ultra and they even forced her birth on President's Day 
as her role was to become a prostitute of the Presidents of the United States. She 
exposes multiple crimes of the elite that she witnessed in first person. 
 
Robert Steele, a former CIA agent, also denounces the problem of pedophilia in the 
shadow government and especially within the secret services as well as human 
trafficking and the fact that the CIA had become a criminal organization in which the 
bases of the US military around the world serve as centers for money laundering, drug 
trafficking and human trafficking.  



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

THE WORLDWIDE GENOCIDE AGENDA 
The engineering of species  
and humankind extinction: 

 
 
 
 
 
"Depopulation should be the highest priority of foreign policy towards the third world 
because of the U.S. economy will require large and increasing amounts of minerals from 
abroad, specially from less developed countries " 
 
Henry Kissinguer 
 
 
"If I were reincarnated I would wish to be returned to Earth as a killer virus to lower 
human population" 
 
Prince Phillip, Queen Elisabeth's husband 
 
 
"A total world population of 200-300 million people, at 95% decline from present levels 
would be ideal" 
 
Ted Turner, founder of CNN 
 
 
"To really reduce population quickly, you have to kill the ills in fighting and you have to 
kill significant numbers of fertile age females" 
"The quickest way to reduce population is through disease like the Black Death" 
 
Thomas Ferguson, State department Office of Population Affairs 
 
  



 
My dear Lords and Ladies and my dear fellow citizens, subjected to so many lies and 
generational brainwashing for as many centuries and millennia, let us do an exercise of 
reflection. The problem is not and never has been the scarcity of resources, the problem, 
for anyone who has studied minimally the distribution of resources and wealth of any 
kind (Industrial, economic, food, commercial, etc.) at the state, national or global level 
of any country, time or civilization, it is and always has been the waste and misuse and 
distribution of those resources. The problem is not that there is not enough for 
everyone. The problem is that a few people have a lot. 
 
You do not need to be an expert in the subject, you only need to have studied a bit of 
History to realize this because it is not a new problem but very old and that has led to 
multiple peasant rebellions and all kinds of the times and civilizations. And if not, you 
can ask a peasant tied to the land in the Middle Ages without ever being able to travel 
from birth who had to give the Lord 40% or more of his harvest in European feudal times, 
for example. At a time when talking about the rights of citizens was a utopia that could 
lead you to death, like so many activists today. A bit of historical rigor, of historical 
justice and a minimal deductive logic and a bit of plain and simple truth, please. 
 
If the food were not enough for everyone, they would be no need to design infertile, 
seedles transgenic plants that die after a life cycle. Let's reflect, then, why is it necessary 
to reduce the population according to the minds of psychopaths? In my opinion, 
everything is reduced to CONTROL. 
 
It is impossible to control a herd of millions of sheep with a single shepherd, no matter 
how good a shepherd you are. And therefore, to be able to spy on everyone, control 
everyone and subdue all slaves, those slaves must not exceed a default number that 
surely his studies of statistics already estimated how much it should be reduced to get 
docile slaves. As when you segregate animals to be docile, you do the same with human 
beings if you consider them as animals, lacking all ethics and humanity yourself. And 
more importantly, these slaves should not know that they live in a prison or that they 
are being exterminated or used as food. Every sheep that realizes this and tries to warn 
its comrades will be totally exterminated and silenced. Like Kennedy, like John Lennon 
and like so many millions of others that no-one will ever know. 
 
 
• HAARP AND THE CONTROL OF THE CLIMATE AT GLOBAL LEVEL 
 
 
"Sun Tzu said: 
 
War is of vital importance to the State, because the battlefield is the place of life or 
death, the road that leads to safety or ruin. The art of war is governed by five 
fundamental factors that we must take into account in order to determine the 
conditions existing on the battlefield. The first of these factors is the moral law; the 
second, the weather; the third, the terrain; the fourth, the command, and the fifth, the 
doctrine.  



 
 
The moral law causes the people to be in harmony with their rulers, so that they will 
follow them in life and in death, without fear of putting themselves in danger of death. 
 
Climate means the interaction of natural forces. The effects of cold in winter and heat 
in summer, as well as the direction of military operations according to the annual 
seasons. 
 
The terrain implies distances and refers to the greater or lesser ease that there is in 
traversing them, the cleared or closed nature of the terrain and the possibilities of 
survival that it offers. 
 
Command represents the qualities of wisdom, equity, humanity, courage and discipline. 
 
By doctrine it should be understood the organization, control, promotion of officers at 
a convenient range, regulation of supply routes and care to supply the essential needs 
of the army. All generals must know these five points. Those who dominate, succeed; 
those who are not, are defeated. " 
 
--The Art of War. Sun Tzu: Chinese General who lived in the 6th-5th century BC-- 
 
 
• HAARP: 
 
 
Even two thousand and five years ago the importance of the weather in war is 
remarkable. "High Frequency Active Auroral Research Program or HAARP was a program 
funded by the United States Air Force and Navy, the Defense Advanced Research 
Projects Agency (DARPA) and the University of Alaska. "According to Wikipedia. 
 
I will start by explaining the experiments told by the scientists of the HAARP facilities in 
videos that can easily be found on the internet and performed in the laboratory and 
explain their operation in detail. HAARP was a supposedly disused facility, but many 
more were built after all around the world, dedicated to climate control through radio 
frequencies and other methods. For example, artificially heating the atmosphere 
through microwave waves to make artificial anticyclones and prevent storms that can 
destroy crops or create destruction. But this combined with other methods such as the 
Chemtrails can provoke induced droughts in enemy countries robbing them of the rain 
as in fact denounced Iran in practices taken by Israel, according to them in 2018. 
 
In these experiments you can see the scientists of the installation itself explaining not 
only how the climate can be manipulated by undoing or creating rain and storms but 
also how artificial earthquakes can be created. The scientist puts a loudspeaker as an 
example, making the surface on which it is located to rumble simply by sound waves. 
So, these waves can be used to create artificial earthquakes. They can also be used to 
discover underground materials or minerals according to the response and analysis of   



waves projected onto the ground. An experiment of a related scientist that was carried 
out, I believe that also in HAARP was the control of lightning so that they fell in a certain 
place which is very linked to the control of storms or hurricanes. This is something that 
Tesla already studied more than a hundred years ago. 
 
The geoengineeringwatch.com page is quite right to comment: 
 
"Most people never even heard of HAARP, but in fact, HAARP installations exist and are 
most likely responsible for a lot of foul weather and earthquakes in the past 15 years. 
Investigate and you will find the facts. Or just stay ignorant and blissful. It's up to you. 
 
Your Country / family / friends / patriots, fellow human beings, nature and our Mother 
Earth need you to "WAKE UP". This weapon was brought into the world over a hundred 
years ago by Nikola Tesla and patented by Bernard Eastlund. 
 
 US PATENT # 4,686,605 " 
 
http://patft.uspto.gov/netacgi/nph-
Parser?Sect2=PTO1&Sect2=HITOFF&p=1&u=/netahtml/PTO/search-
bool.html&r=1&f=G&l=50&d=PALL&RefSrch=yes&Query=PN/4686605 
 
 
I have not investigated the fact whether it was Tesla who created these weapons but 
surely their patents inspired or imitated them since Tesla is famous for his interest in 
controlling storms and lightning to be used as energy. But what I did investigate were 
these videos from HAARP's in which their own scientists describe the uses of the 
facilities and experiments carried out in the laboratory in the documentary itself. I have 
to say that they are quite old documentaries of the late 90s, the beginning of the first 
decade of the 21st century. And I find it difficult to find documentaries or current 
recordings of the installations. 
 
 
• CHEMTRAILS AND THE CONTROL OF THE HYDROLOGICAL CYCLE: 
 
 
The Chemtrails, related to the HAARP project involve the manipulation of the climate 
and the hydrological cycle through the manipulation of rain, storms, hurricanes and 
other meteorological phenomena by injecting aerosols into the atmosphere. They are 
anthropomorphic clouds or created by human beings that can be sown to create storms 
but also and mainly to dissolve them. For the dissolution of rains there are also rockets 
widely used by farmers who throw these chemicals into the clouds to dissolve them and 
prevent harvests from being harmed. What you have to think about is whether the 
chemicals that we send to the clouds to protect the crop are worse for the harvest and 
the human being than the storms themselves. 
 
Chemtrails are composed of several chemicals but among them the high concentration 
of silver, barium, strontium and aluminum iodide stands out. According to many  



 scientists, air personnel including pilots of the armed forces, biologists, chemists and 
experts from all fields Chemtrails are composed of chemicals not found in the natural 
state, formed by nanoparticles (nanometer is one billionth of a meter) of different 
compounds including metal such as aluminum that are breathed by all living beings and 
introduced throughout the natural chain through its scattering through the atmosphere 
of the entire planet. These chemicals in their natural state should be in small quantities 
or nonexistent and yet they are found in nature by soil or water analysis in much greater 
quantities than allowed. 
 
Notable is the "Hearing on Covert Chemtrail Operation, Scientific experts testify" 
performed at Shasta in the United States on July 15, 2014. Numerous scientific experts, 
air and More testified about the Chemtrails in this Hearing. Some of the testimonies of 
this Public Hearing are among the experts that I will name below: 
 
Some outstanding testimonies are: 
 
 
– Kristen Meghan (Air Force Veteran): 
 
 
She exposed the danger of these chemical substances, her job was the maintenance of 
healthy levels of chemical substances. By communicating to a superior her findings 
about the harmfulness of the quantities of chemicals harmful to human beings, he 
responded by threatening her with the life of her daughter. As she says in the interview 
with Global Sky Watch: 
 
"Aluminum and barium are the metals we have found (and continue to find) in great 
excess in soil, rainwater, dust, and blood samples. These are the same metals associated 
with numerous patents, which describes the mechanisms and processes of injecting 
aluminum and barium into jet engines for the purpose of spraying them into the 
atmosphere; a process called "geoengineering" by scientists. This also explains why the 
public witnessed the sudden appearance of trails coming from jet engines which never 
produced them previously. " 
 
Because they are not water or steam, they remain and expand like a chemical spray 
cloud and do not dissolve within a few seconds as a natural wake of water vapor. 
 
 
– Ted Gunderson (Former Director of the FBI): 
 
 
He was Director of the FBI for twenty years. In a video made on January 12, 2011 it says: 
 
"The death dumps, where the chemical trails are, are being dropped and sprayed 
throughout the United States and England, Scotland, Ireland, and Northern Europe, I 
have not seen them in the United States, but in Mexico and in Canada. Birds are dying 
around the world Fish are dying by the hundreds of thousands around the world This is   



poison This is poison, This is murder by the United Nations This element in our society 
that is doing this must be stopped The planes are out of the Air National Guard in Lincoln, 
Nebraska, and the other plans are out of Fort Sill, Oklahoma. 
 
I personally have observed the plans that were standing still in Nebraska - Lincoln, 
Nebraska - at the Air National Guard. They have not markings on them. They are huge, 
bomber-like airplanes with no markings. This is a crime: a crime against humanity, a 
crime against America, a crime against the citizens of this great country. The must be 
stopped. WHAT IS WRONG WITH CONGRESS? This has an effect on their population, and 
their people, and their friends, and their relatives, and themselves. What's wrong with 
them? What's wrong with the pilots who are flying these airplanes and dumping this 
crap, this poison, on their own families? Somebody has to do something about it. 
Somebody in Congress has to step forward and stop it now. Thank you. I'm Ted 
Gunderson”. 
  
 
–  Jeff Nelson: Pilot of the Air Force 
 
 
He was a pilot of the United States Army and later for many years as a commercial pilot 
and flight instructor in the United States. He states that "The contrails, not the 
chemtrails but the contrails or condensation trails, occur because the cold air is minus 
30, you have to be at high altitude like 30,000 feet or more. There is carbon dioxide and 
water vapor. That turns into ice crystals, those crystals heat up and disappear and never 
last more than a minute. 
 
What we are seeing now and at first I could not believe it and I started to look at the 
skies and this is not natural, it is not normal. Something is happening. I do not know who 
is doing it and why he is doing it, all I can testify is that it is not natural and it is not 
normal”. 
 
 
– Iraja Sivadas: Member, Union of Concerned Scientists: 
 
"Airplanes making a condensation trail are very similar in many ways to when you go 
out on a cold day and when you exhale you create a trail of condensation, that small 
cloud is a condensation trail. Now, if you take a two-mile stroll by releasing condensation 
trails and you can go back and see all the trail left over the two miles. That's as crazy as 
thinking that what we see in the sky are "natural condensation trails created by water 
steam ... 
 
There is a huge amount found (in the analyzes) of aluminum, because these chemical 
spills have aluminum, strontium, barium, manganese and there is a lot of discussion that 
aluminum is commonly found but aluminum is only abundant in mineral form but not 
floating freely everywhere or in the sky floating in elevated areas of the ground as we 
are finding. " 
  



 
"We have clouds in the sky that we have never seen before. Almost every day I see 
clouds that I had never seen before. And N.A.S.A. He has even named some of these 
clouds. It is very interesting but N.A.S.A. It is a corporation. I want you to know that”. 
 
 
– Francis Mangles: 35 years working as Biologist for the United States Forest 
Service: 
 
His work is based on analyzing the water and soil of natural parks. At a conference on 
Chemtrails in Shasta says that insect populations have descended a lot and that like "The 
previous speakers. I have observed exactly what they are doing and yes, they are correct. 
I have seen exactly the same. 
 
Do you want some figures? Ok, in the last water test, the rain test gives 13,100 
micrograms per liter of aluminum, this in November 2013. Normally it should be zero. 
So 13,100 is quite elevated gentlemen. 
 
It used to be zero, then it went to 100 in the year 2000 and then since 2010 it's over 
1000 and the last of 13,000. In the snow of Mount Chester, the pristine Mount Chester 
61,000 micrograms per liter, four times the amount that we find in the ground. Where 
does this material come from if it does not come from the ground? "Since aluminum has 
not been in nature in a natural way except as a mineral that is extracted in certain areas. 
Therefore if it appears in the hydrological cycle of the water and in the soil it can only 
be spread from the sky with airplanes. 
 
 
– Allan Buckmann - Former Military Meterologist / Fish: 
 
 
"I am here to give you testimony that Chemtrails, they are not Contrails, are really real. 
They are spreading almost every day ... I have seen the clouds and I have seen the 
spreading and the program in operation. 
 
I want to tell you that we are in serious danger due to the pollution that is falling on us 
and we have been deceived by the military industrial complex. And they are responsible 
for the creation of clouds and climate manipulation programs. Your covert operations. 
That's why they do not appear out there in the Media”. 
 
 
– Mark McCandish: Industrial technician of the Ministry of Defense: 
 
 
"N.A.S.A It has also carried out research programs in what are called "metallized fields" 
in which they are putting aluminum dioxide right in the area because it has two  



 aluminum atoms and three oxygen atoms so in the combustion process it gives off all 
that oxygen And it increases the efficiency but leaves all that aluminum in the air. 
 
The Air Force began a study beginning in 1993 that was called "In vitro toxicity of 
aluminum nanoparticles in the white cells of the lungs of rats". And what they found in 
this study is that if these particles if you are exposed for quite some time suppresses the 
ability of your white cells to defend you from air infections that may affect you. That is, 
it suppresses your immune system. " 
 
 
– Dr. Steven Davis: Doctor: 
 
"We have things falling from the sky and it's a big, big problem. Because while it falls, a 
couple of things happen. And that it is in fact in the air we breathe and while we breathe 
it will actually go to our nasals, to our brain, it facilitates access to our brain. Among the 
pollutants that have been identified and mentioned are aluminum. Aluminum is the 
number one free radical generator of the brain that causes early hepatosis which is early 
brain death. And it starts to damage the brain tissue that we call the mengula that is 
part of the cause of all alzheimers. 
 
That is the number one problem because when we see the question of the alzheimers 
we say: Those are the old ones. The real problem and the real fear I have is that since I 
am a father of two and I am a grandfather of three. So the drama is our children, the 
Attention Deficit Syndrome appeared in the 70s. The autism was not on the radar, there 
were no documents, there was no information, it was one in every one hundred 
thousand children. Today what we have is one in every forty-eight children. 
 
It was part of the first group that was looking for aluminum in children with Attention 
Deficit Syndrome and all those children who started to develop these phenomena had 
high levels of aluminum. When we deluded protocols to detoxify them, to free their 
body of those particular contaminants, their brain came back. When we do this to the 
elderly, it does not come back so quickly but it will come back. But I'm seeing alzheimers 
now in fifty-six. Before the alzheimer is when you were eighty. " 
 
We could continue like this eternally. There are experts in all fields. Many studies and 
analysis of samples in water, soil, humans and animals and plants and all say the same. 
To conclude I quote this article in which an anonymous scientific report is shown that 
corroborates the millions of testimonies from non-anonymous experts. 
 
https://basta-chemtrails.blogspot.com/2014/02/cientificos-descubren-la-verdad-
sobre.html 
 
"Scientists discover the truth about chemtrails. 
 
Scientists demonstrate through experimentation that the wakes generated by some 
aircraft are actually composed of a chemical substance: dihydrogen monoxide or DHMO.  



 
 
This chemical compound is characterized by lack of smell, taste and color. Since ancient 
times its properties are known and in large quantities can be highly dangerous and can 
even become mortal. The ingestion of high doses of hydrogen monoxide can produce 
an excessive dilution of sodium in the blood (hyponatremia) and this stops the 
production of the antidiuretic hormone. In extreme cases irreversible cerebral edema 
may occur, commas, or even die by overpressure of the brain to the medulla oblongata. 
The excess of this substance by respiratory route is lethal, producing death by asphyxia. 
 
"We were one of many skeptical scientists with the hypothesis of the chemtrails and 
that is why we decided to start this project, to demonstrate the truth in a definitive way 
and through the scientific method." 
 

 
 
For the experiment they made they use of a meteorological balloon elevating it to an 
altitude similar to the one of those flights. Once placed in the trajectory of the chemtrail, 
the instrumentation analyzed the chemical composition. Also, toxic substances such as 
nitrogen dioxide and carbon monoxide were detected, although in smaller amounts. 
 
"After several failed attempts we managed to hit and cross one of the clouds 
transversely." 
 
No government has yet ruled on this and the team of scientists who carried out the 
experiment have chosen to remain anonymous for fear of possible reprisals: 
 
"We fear for our safety since this discovery is likely to harm someone directly. Also, we 
do not seek fame or recognition, we only seek the truth. " 
 
Affirmed one of the members of the team of researchers”.  



 
 
 
• EARTHQUAKES AND MARMETERS: 
 
Provoked earthquakes is possible as I previously mentioned about the laboratory 
experiments that the HAARP installation's scientists show. However, I would like to 
explain that these weapons used on tectonic plates or under the sea can produce 
dramatic effects as in fact happened with the tsunami of Japan in 2011. I explain in the 
chapter of false flag attacks that sad example. Although I have not been able to find 
evidence, I found many testimonies. 
 
A typical feature of these artificial earthquakes is that they usually occur at very shallow 
depths. Something unusual in a natural earthquake. Another important fact is that some 
can be caused by the underground bases scattered around the planet of which so many 
military and experts in the secret space project speak about. From these bases I will 
speak more extensively later. 
 
 
• DIRECTED ENERGY WEAPONS: 
 
The Directed Energy Weapons are very related to the HAARP project and although I will 
explain them in the chapter of gang Stalking they have a lot to do with sending waves 
through the whole planet altering the natural cycles of the Earth. Because these waves, 
when sent, bounce back into the atmosphere and return to the earth, being able to be 
directed to specific places on the ground. 
 
These microwave weapons can also be designed to be directed and fired at humans as I 
will explain later. I wanted to simply point out the relationship of these weapons with 
the HAARP project by using waves to alter certain areas of the planet. In addition to the 
relationship that these weapons keep with the Star Wars project of the United States 
Army from the eighties. 
 
 
• INTERNATIONAL TREATIES ON CLIMATIC WEAPONS: 
 
 
Although doubtful sources deny these programs of modification of the artificial climate 
generated by the humans. It is widely known and recognized by even countries like 
China openly throwing Chemtrails to stop the rains in the Beijing Olympics in 2008. And 
the sources are very numerous. Very reliable and there are many studies carried out in 
all parts of the planet showing the same pollution in land, water, living beings and air. 
 
 – The Convention on the Modification of the Environment. Formally, the 
Convention on the Prohibition of Military Hostile Use or any other type of 
Environmental Modification Techniques:  



 
 
It is an international treaty signed in 1977 in Genova in the United Nations that came 
into effect in 1978, prohibiting the military or any other use of environmental 
modification techniques, having extended the use of these practices for military 
purposes, for example in the Vietnam War with Agent Orange and having lasting and 
severe effects both on the environment and on human populations. 
 
 
• GENETICALLY MODIFIED ORGANISMS. THE EXTINCTION AND THE 
MONOPOLY OF SPECIES 
 
 
"Control oil and you control the nations. Control food and you control the people " 
 
Henry Kissinguer 
 
 
– Monsanto. Monopoly of production and seed deposits: 
 
 
First I want to point out and make clear that among the Genetically Modified Organisms 
there are also many animals, mainly those used in the Food Industry. Including all types 
of fish and livestock. However, I will focus on transgenic crops rather than the genetic 
modification of living beings. Although both are of vital importance. 
 
A simple question that I throw into the air. If we consume genetically modified 
organisms, will it genetically modify our own organism? We will see that the answer is 
yes. Could the consequences of that genetic experiment be seen in a lifetime, in a few 
years? We will see that the answer is yes. We will listen to those expert scientists who 
know later. Let's continue. 
 
To talk about GMOs, we have to talk about the company that has the monopoly on these 
seeds: Monsanto. This company was founded in 1901 by John Francis Queeny as a 
company dedicated to making additives, food such as saccharin and vanilla but a few 
years later is specialized in the manufacture of products from the Chemical Industry. 
Manufacturing PCB, becoming in the forties one of the largest producers. The PCB will 
end up being declared by the United Nations as one of the twelve most polluting 
products for human beings. 
 
However, it will be for the manufacture of Agent Orange in the Vietnam War for which 
Monsanto will become famous, causing the death of millions of people and creating 
damage for generations both in humans and in the affected ecosystem. Likewise, its DDT 
insecticide, banned in many countries, has been shown to have caused much damage 
both to the ecosystem and to the populations that consume the products in which it has 
been sprayed, which in turn contaminates water and land. In addition, these insecticides  



 are often thrown with small planes that in countries without regulation or control in 
safety regulations can fall on the farmers and breathe them. The insecticide was 
purchased many times in a pack along with the transgenic seeds. I recommend looking 
for reports of the effects on humans and the ecosystem of these two examples. Agent 
Orange and DDT. DDT "replaces" Roundup (glyphosate) also supposedly innocuous to 
the health of humans and animals. It was shown in 2004-2005 that it caused cancer and 
deregulation in the cell cycle and in other similar trials. 
 
Wikipedia says that Monsanto "was a pioneer in genetic modification". Here I would like 
to name my great-great-grandmother. She was a peasant from a family of generations 
of farmers. She said when she saw the first crops of transgenic corn around the eighties, 
which were one of the first crops of this type, that corn grew very well, without pests or 
anything but that "killed the soil." Nothing grew around it and absorbed all the nutrients 
leaving it sterile. The transgenics have been banned in several countries around the 
world including eleven countries of the European Union. 
 
It was as a result of a judgment realized in the United States in 1982 where the Supreme 
Court decreed that the Organisms genetically modified could be patented. This means 
that if an organism or living being was genetically modified (since not only plants but 
also animals are modified) it could be patented as property. This started a race across 
the planet to patent genes. To create an inventory of the planet's genes. This will lead 
to consequences such as certain medical studies cannot afford to study the cure of some 
diseases because the patent of a gene is the property of a company and to buy it may 
be cost a fortune. The current patent law may cause some fear because it says that "you 
can patent everything but a human being already born." 
 
What happened is that Monsanto immediately began to buy all the seed deposits 
worldwide, which is where all the seed species of each country or region are stored. He 
also started buying all the seed companies to take over the monopoly of the market. 
And he started selling his seeds to farmers. Being patented, these plants, although they 
throw seeds cannot be planted by law to prevent farmers from saving the seeds, which 
in poor areas is essential for mere survival, what they did was to make genetically 
modified plants so that they would not produce seeds and thus force the farmers to buy 
each year a new crop. 
 
Another method to force the farmers to buy the seeds every year and not save them for 
the next harvest is to insert into the crops a suicide gene that kills the plant after a life 
cycle instead of continuing to live years harvest after harvest and here comes at stake 
the BT. The BT (Bacillus Thuringiensis) is a gene in the plant that causes that the own 
plant generates an insecticide during all the vital cycle, supposedly only affecting insects. 
However, many studies of expert scientists have shown an adverse effect on living 
beings and on humans. The attentive reader at this point will not be surprised to learn 
that the Monsanto website responding to doubts about the negative effects of BT saying 
it is safe for health is almost an exact copy of the World Health Organization responding 
to the Same doubt.  



 
 
All this, for European farmers who enjoy subsidies may not be a problem. But in poor 
areas where there is not enough money to buy seeds, it is essential that farmers can 
save seeds for the next harvest. And in many cases a matter of life or death. Peasants 
who because of a bad harvest or any circumstance cannot buy seeds will have to sell 
their property. Being bought by the big food corporations of monocultures and large 
estates. 
 
I recommend, apart from hearing experts and scientific analysis, as many people have 
been persecuted for showing thae data and coming to light, as well as to watch certain 
well-known documentaries such as: "The world according to Monsanto", "What do we 
eat today? "," The powerful European agriculture "and to investigate in the subject in 
depth since, although this chapter is brief and all the others, many books could be and 
have been dedicated to this unique topic. This is vital to the planetary ecosystem and 
the present and future of all because there is much talk about the extinction of animal 
species but not about the extinction of plants and seeds. 
 
 
• PHARMACEUTICAL INDUSTRY, VACCINES, CANCER, AIDS: 
 
 
As we have seen in this chapter, many diseases, including cancer, are related to these 
practices of modification of climate and living organisms. The extinction of bees, closely 
related to the chemical insecticides of Monsanto, is one of the many consequences 
derived from these practices that lack regulation by the State in many countries. 
 
Many sources also denounce the use of vaccines related to certain diseases. AIDS 
according to Colonel Milton William Cooper, murdered in 2001 by officers who went to 
arrest him after being accused of tax evasion, is the author of the book "Behold the Pale 
Horse" where he exposes the area of ufology in his relationship with the government, 
the Kennedy assassination and more issues about shadow government. Among them, 
he denounces the creation of AIDS as a weapon to extinguish the population by 
providing the names of the scientists involved. 
 
The fluorine in the water would give for another book in itself but certain doctors also 
relate it to the emergence of many diseases. I invite the reader to investigate these 
issues in depth looking for scientific sources and expert studies that corroborate these 
facts. 
 
 
 
  



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

GAND STALKING OR ORGANIZED HARASSMENT: 
THE NEW INQUISITION AND THE PERSECUTION 

AND ASSASSINATION OF CIVILIANS 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  



 
 
To prevent all these serious crimes against humanity and planet Earth from coming out 
to light, a network of criminals and terrorists had to be created that made State 
terrorism aimed at innocent civilians, in this case orchestrated by the World Cabal or the 
shadow government. This persecution of civilians is called in English Gang Stalking and 
is closely related to the agenda of World Genocide, secret societies and intelligence 
services as well as the MK Ultra program or social engineering mind control that 
institutions like Tavistock Institute design. And the simple principle of divide and 
conquer to hire millions of agents to attack the people. If the bankers make us kill each 
other we save them the work. One of the proofs of the relationship between Gang 
Stalking and global genocide is that most sources that denounce this fact say that 70% 
or more of the victims are women who are the ones who generate life. In any case, being 
a target victim of these campaigns, your family also becomes a target and your children 
if you have them. Let's not forget that the elite recruits especially the pedophiles in their 
network of criminals. 
 
They create division in the population by throwing one faction against another under 
any banner or cause and so the people are distrustful, disunited and fighting each other 
instead of demanding responsibility from those who give the orders or cause that 
discomfort. The genocide agenda of the experiment carried out worldwide through the 
Chemtrails and transgenic and more methods that affect the whole planet and humanity 
with the aim of decreasing the world population, is done in an individualized manner 
especially with those people that expose this genocide and they become guinea pigs of 
this elite to be tested with new technology of mind control and to which genocidal 
tactics are applied to destroy the victim. This is achieved by attacking the most 
awakened of the population of the prison world so that they never awaken or free their 
fellow slaves who may not be even aware that they are slaves. Although we are all free 
inherently they create the illusion of an unstable prison. After all, the best way for a 
slave not to be freed is that he does not even know he is a slave or lives on a prison 
planet. 
 
This Gang Stalking or Organized Harassment can be exercised to an individual, to a group 
of people, organizations, companies or nations and even as we have proven to the entire 
planet Earth and to all humanity as a whole through climate engineering, genetics and 
other forms of harassment carried out worldwide. False flag attacks, for example, serve 
as a threat to those who know they are provoked not to denounce them, since the same 
thing can happen to them. They are also used as a way to create global traumas to all 
humanity as a whole. 
 
In all cases (whether these techniques are applied to a person, organization of people, 
nation or the entire planet) the techniques are similar and are exercised worldwide in 
more or less the same way throughout the planet, including through of the eras and 
millennia in all the populations or ecosystems in which these techniques were carried 
out. The murder of key figures who expose the Cabal is also a form of global trauma and 
threatens all those who want to follow the example of these awake and courageous 
souls. Public executions are made to those who face them, awakening millions to the   



reality of the system. For example, Kennedy for wanting to get rid of the Federal Reserve 
by issuing its own currency, see John Lennon who in one song (Bring on the Lucie) says 
"666 is your name" and made the "Help" movie where a sect that makes human 
sacrifices is pursuing, throughout the film, Ringo, the drummer. Or see Jesus Christ 
himself who called the Cabal the synagogue of Satan and they murdered him to create 
an unconscious collective fear of anyone who defends the truth and goes against this 
elite of psychopaths. 
 
The patterns carried out to make these practices of harassment to individuals or States 
are very varied. One of them is to indoctrinate the slave so that he does not realize that 
he lives in a prison so he would never try to escape from it. Give an appearance of 
democracy when what predominates is the global dictatorship and a mass 
concentration camp in which control over individuals is global. Because even a native 
living naturally sees the effects on companies that try to harm communities or the 
environment, and even without the problems of companies exterminating their 
ecosystem, the individual or community would notice how Chemtrails affect plants and 
living beings or how the climate is altered. It must be understood that even if the 
Chemtrails are not thrown into a country or zone, the natural cycles and air or marine 
currents are very delicate global geological cycles and altering the climate of an area will 
inevitably affect the planet as a whole. And for anyone who has studied a bit of 
geological cycles, he understands that altering the climate alters the air currents and 
therefore alters the entire global environmental cycle affecting all living beings as a 
whole. 
 
As to who runs these harassment programs is explained in the description of chapter 
one and two on the world elite. A simple search for victims of gang Stalking or organized 
harassment shows you that there are testimonies from all kinds of people and from all 
parts of the world to whom practically the same methods and tactics of harassment 
apply. It is evident that there is a manual that applies to all victims equally regardless of 
their beliefs, their age, nationality or condition. Although this quote that I put below 
focuses only on three agencies in particular, explains who are responsible for giving the 
orders of this global harassment to innocent civilians. 
 
Richard Lighthouse. Author of Everyone is being tracked in an excerpt from an interview 
for Kerry Cassidy on February 7, 2019 states that "All this takes place under the division 
of operations of the CIA. And the three main organizations that report to the CIA or that 
are funded by this program are the Air Force Command, the CIA and the Department of 
Justice. These people (who lead these organizations) coordinate, filter and direct the 
funds of those budgets for example the program of Organized Harassment (Gang 
Stalking Program) for the tracking of Targeted Individuals daily and finally these 
Targeted Individuals are shot with Directed Energy Weapons that come from the Air 
Force Command in Colorado Springs under the Fifth Division. 
 
The CIA manages the funds of the budget of the money in black projects and those funds 
go to what is called the National Intelligence Program and the Office of the National 
Director of Intelligence (NSA) administers those funds but in fact they do it to the orders 
of the CIA . So the CIA is highly involved in this process ... Organized Harassment (Gang  



 Stalking) is directed from the Fusion Centers. How do we know this? We know this 
because last year (2018) three policemen exposed this and told us that the Fusion 
centers are the control centers for all the Gang Stalking. There is a minimum of one 
Fusion Center in each State of U.S.A. This is how the Gang Stalking is organized in each 
State ... the local officials are in charge of those gang Stalking operations and they take 
money from the National Intelligence Program to hire all these people who will harass 
these citizens 24 hours a day and they are all done under the guidance of the 
counterterrorism code. 
 
Counterterrorism really means Organized Harassment. 90% of what they do is Organized 
Harassment, the other 10% of the time they spend pretending they are fighting 
terrorism ... The objective is to control the population ... And later they decided to use 
it around the world, so they started to tracking everyone, even if you are not a Targeted 
Individual, getting accurate GPS coordinates from one second to the next gives you the 
ability to hit your head with subliminal messages, that's the purpose of tracking ... to 
know the coordinates of GPS aimed specifically to your head and being able to shoot 
subliminal messages to your head with microwave beams 24 hours a day, that's valuable 
and that's the purpose of the system ... and I mean everyone, including children”. 
 
 
• ANTECEDENTS OF GANG STALKING: 
 
 
They are many and very old. We could start with the cases, for example in the field of 
philosophy, of Socrates, of Confucius, in the field of science that of Galileo Galilei or 
Nikola Tesla. Or perhaps with the case of the text of "The eloquent peasant" of Ancient 
Egypt. The persecution of civilians of any field or profession, time or place for very 
different reasons is nothing new or invented yesterday. And if anyone wants a book he 
could pick for example the one I have of original cases of the Inquisition of the XVI 
century. The Christian prophet par excellence, Jesus, would surely have a lot to say 
about this. And so many others. 
 
Some examples of gang Stalking have been previously mentioned in this book as shown 
in the chapter by MK ULTRA and many others. Many sources agree that the persecution 
of civilians worsened after 9/11 because the perpetrators of this attack counted on 
many citizens to expose the truth that it was a self-attack, including Generals of the 
United States Army. It is also the advancement of new technologies that allows the use 
of more sophisticated weapons for this harassment, persecution and murder of civilians 
worldwide. The Law Tips is a clear example of the extent to which this persecution was 
officially carried out. 
 
 
• OFFICIAL DECLASSIFIED LAWS AND DOCUMENTS: 
  



 
 
– OPERATION TIPS: 
 
 
According to wikipedia, "Operation TIPS is an acronym for Information on Terrorism and 
Prevention System, was a program to gather information from intelligence services in 
the domestic sphere designed by President George W. Bush to report suspicious activity 
on US citizens. The program implied that American workers who had access to private 
homes, such as cable TV installers and telephone repairers would report what was in 
the homes of the people if it was sufficiently suspicious. The initial date of the program 
was August 2002 and would have included one million workers in 10 cities in the United 
States and then the number would expand. 
 
This operation came under intense scrutiny in 2002 when the Washington Post claimed 
in an article that the program was very vaguely defined, and journalist and political 
researcher Ritt Goldstein will see in the Sydney Morning Herald that TIPS would provide 
America with the highest percentage of citizen spies that East Germany had had under 
the secret police of the Stasi. Goldstein later observed that he made news of Operation 
TIPS on March. 10 in the second best-selling newspaper in Spain on a daily basis. El 
Mundo, but it was very difficult until July to find a large English-language newspaper 
that printed the story ... TIPS was consequently canceled after the concerns about the 
violations to civil liberties of the citizens ... 
 
The database with information on civilians was the main concern of several groups of 
civil liberties (in both the left and the right) who felt that this database could include 
false information about citizens without there being any way for these citizens to know 
that such information was gathered about them, nor a way in which they could correct 
that information, nor a way to confront their accusers. 
 
The Postal Service of the United States, after initially appearing to support the program, 
later its staff resisted being included in this program, reasoning that if postal workers 
were perceived as agents of the law it would put them in a place of danger to a level 
that they could not reasonably prepared, and that the negative aspect of the program 
weighed much more than any good that could be achieved. The National Association of 
Letter Carriers, or association of letter carriers, a guild of postal workers, was especially 
vocal in their opposition. 
 
Both Congress representatives Dick Armey (Republican, Texas) and Senator Patrick 
Leahy (Democrat, Vermont) raised their concerns. Senator Leahy said it was similar to 
the misuse that Edgar Hoover had made of the FBI during the 1960s when Hoover hired 
citizens to spy on their neighbors who were political activists. The Republican Armey 
included with his protest legislation that explicitly prohibited the creation of Operation 
TIPS; But Joe Lieberman blocked the removal of the program from the Senate version. 
The Senate, however, essentially passed the version of Congress that eliminated the 
program. 
  



 
However, on June 30, 2008, the Denver Post reported that 181 individuals, including 
police officers, paramedics, firefighters, public service workers, and train employees had 
been trained as Terrorist Liaison Officers to report suspicious information that could be 
a sign of activity 
Terrorist. The article also detailed that there were active personnel in six other states. " 
 
This is one of many laws such as the FISA, later approved by Obama, which recruits 
civilians to harass and spy on other civilians without them knowing or being able to 
defend themselves. Generally innocent citizens but with political ideologies or any other 
type that go against the big multinationals or the established system, whether in a 
political, economic, social or any other kind of environment. 
 
 

• ENERGY DIRECTED WEAPONS: 
 
 

 
 

(Photo of declassified document showing the use that the Directed Energy Weapons 
may have on civilians)  



 
 
The following section is an essay I made at the University of History in 2010, for the 
subject "War, Army and Society" on wounds in the fighter in the Iraq War, for it first 
explained the weapons used. This is a section that describes the creation of Directed 
Energy Weapons and their use in civilians, in combat and to disperse demonstrations. 
 
 
 
– EXPERIMENTAL WEAPONS. NANOTECHNOLOGIES AND MICROWAVES: 
 
 
There is evidence of experimental weapons being used in Iraq. Nanotechnology is the 
"design, characterization, production and application of structures, devices and systems 
to control the shape and size at the nanometric scale". That is, a billionth of a meter. Its 
applications cover broad aspects that it has been given the general name of 
nanotechnologies to actually multiple applications and different sectors. For example, it 
is applied to nanostructured materials such as tennis and golf balls, as well as tires, anti-
stain fabrics, cosmetics, drugs, therapeutic treatments, filters and water membranes, in 
agroindustrial, technological, aeronautical and weapons fields. 
 
As for its military application, weapons developed through nanotechnology do not 
resemble nuclear weapons. Nuclear stability is derived from at least four factors. The 
most obvious is the capacity for mass destruction of a nuclear war. In a 
nanotechnological war the effects are similar in the short term, the difference is that 
while nuclear weapons have a high cost also after a hypothetical attack (nuclear 
contamination), in the case of nano-weapons, these damages would be much smaller. 
However, nanotech-sized weapons capable of destroying an entire city could be more 
easily achieved. 
 
Another difference is that nuclear weapons cause massive destruction indiscriminately. 
The nano-weapons could be directed by eliminating only the chosen targets. In addition, 
nuclear weapons require a huge effort both in research and manufacturing, much easier 
to detect than the manufacture of nano-weapons. The weapons developed through 
molecular nanotechnology could be manufactured more quickly thanks to the faster and 
cheaper process of prototyping. Finally, it is difficult to transport nuclear weapons to the 
designated area before being used but the nano-weapons, quite the opposite. An arms 
race with weapons developed through nanotechnology is more insecure than nuclear 
because more countries would have the capacity to produce these cheaper and easier-
to-manufacture weapons. 
 
It is important to know the risks of these weapons since nanotechnology can lead to a 
new generation of weapons with a capacity for destruction and deterrence superior to 
those of nuclear, chemical or biological weapons and would be available to any small 
country or terrorist group. This is corroborated by several sources including Signal 
magazine, belonging to the Armed Forces Communications and Electronics Association. 
In a speech during the Foresight Congress on Molecular Nanotechnology in 1995,  



 Admiral David E, Jeremiah, retired Vice President and Military Command of the United 
States, said "Military applications of molecular fabrication have even more potential 
than nuclear weapons to radically change the balance of power." 
 
Behind the development of this powerful technology in the US is the National 
Nanotechnology Initiative (NNI), created in 2001 and composed of various government 
and private agencies. It is the leader in the development of this technology worldwide 
followed by Japan. In the Law drawn up by the Nanotechnology for Defense Program, it 
was established in section 246 of the Bob Stump National Defense Authorization Act 
(107-314) that "we must ensure the global superiority of the US in nanotechnology, 
necessary to achieve the national security requirements ... (for this, calls) accelerate the 
transmission and deployment of technologies and concepts derived from the research 
and development of nanoscale to the Armed Forces "(US Congress, 2002, Section 246). 
 
It is possible to imagine the physical effects that these weapons could have on the 
combatant, on the one hand they could be tremendously destructive but would also 
help to create intelligent fabrics or armor to defend themselves better in combat, as 
well as microphones that eliminate ambient sound and satellites to locate objectives 
with greater precision, in addition to not using metal could be invisible to radars. 
 
The military itself called this type of weapon in 1989 "The military revolution" because 
it is another way of looking at war. There are already electromagnetic bombs that 
destroy all kinds of electronic devices without damaging the buildings, it was discovered 
through the atomic bomb because the electronic devices that were placed to record the 
impact were unusable without any external damage, and they realized that the wave 
electromagnetic generated by the nuclear bomb could be a new weapon. 
 
This type of technology has been researched for years but only recently has the level of 
development been reached, which allows to create even weapons with microwaves so 
that they concentrate on a laser that can be fired remotely through walls until it reaches 
the target. This type of secret technology is precisely described in the documentary of 
Canal Odyssey "Electromagnetic Investigations" and another called "Experimental 
weapons in Iraq" by Maurizio Torrealta Siegfried Ranucci. 
 
Regarding microwave weapons, their use in Iraq has been confirmed by the evidence of 
corpses and witnesses who have seen them. In the largest laboratory in the US, Los 
Alamos National Laboratory in New Mexico, the place where the atomic bomb was 
created, Colonel John Alexander has directed this project for many years and states that 
this type of technology has been investigated for many decades but the technology has 
advanced recently. 
 
Several types of directed energy weapons are used, composed of electrons that fire in 
the form of lasers and microwaves. Some of them shoot a ray at the sky to stop the 
enemy target or missiles before they hit the target, others are used to blind opposing 
soldiers on the battlefield and others burn all living things without damaging structures 
or even clothing that remains intact when bodies are burned to the bone, as witnessed  



 in Iraq. There are electromagnetic pulse weapons to make any electronic device 
unusable. 
 
Christopher Hellman of the Department of Arms Control and Nonproliferation of the US 
military says that electromagnetic pulse weapons have been developed so that now you 
can remove the energy to a whole block or just a building. What really worries me is that 
being such secret project there is no way to make a remedy for a disease that is 
unknown, it is like making an antidote without knowing the poison. So at the level of the 
physical effects on the combatant cannot yet predict the consequences of weapons that 
are not yet known in depth its operation. 
 
According to the assertions of the chief surgeon Saad al Falluji of the Hilla General 
Hospital in Iraq, speaking of a sinister bus, "we found corpses without any physical 
commotion but with blood coming out through every hole in the body, some without a 
head, something that cut legs, necks and exploding heads, others burned to the bone 
with clothing intact ... but all without any type of projectile in the body. In addition, the 
masked bus witnesses say they did not hear any type of explosive or bomb. " The Doctor 
himself says he does not believe that "laser bombs can bring democracy to our country." 
 
The mutilations caused by these weapons is something that even doctors cannot 
understand. The Department of Defense remains silent about this type of weapon 
because it is secret. William Arkin, renowned journalist says that they always killed the 
enemy with a projectile, however now you can kill the enemy with weapons never 
imagined until now. These lasers are sometimes located on top of cars that have a sort 
of square box with a violet crystal on one side, Geert Van Moorter belonging to the 
Medical Aid for the 3rd World claims to have seen them in Iraq. There are several types 
of these lasers with different purposes at present. 
 
Finally, I have to mention the Active Denial System (ADS). A weapon that has been 
designed to be used also in the control of masses in demonstrations, it emits non-lethal 
millimeter waves in principle since it would expose the population to this wave only 
three seconds, what it does is that it penetrates the skin in a superficial way only 
affecting the pain receptors being tremendously painful. What this weapon 
demonstrates and those already mentioned is how far we are from understanding how 
far military technology is coming and its effects and consequences in the present and 
the future. It is impossible to know the physical or psychological effects of a weapon 
whose existence is unknown, and the US must be very aware of this when it jealously 
protects these secrets because if it counts on the ignorance of the adversary it will 
always have an advantage over it. 
  



 

 
Humvee with an Active Denial System (ADS) installed. 

 
 

• GANG STALKING OR ORGANIZED HARASSMENT MANUAL: 
 
 
As you can guess, studying or researching and exposing many of the topics covered in 
this book can turn you into a Targeted Individual as this practice of harassment and 
persecution of innocent civilians is called. This writing found at 
http://911nwo.com/?p=4480 explains very well the gangstalking and many of the 
actions I have listed. Another important fact is the frequency waves that can generate 
constant noise in a whole building or entire cities as reported by an ex gang stalker or in 
an interview. They did this with the entire city of Seattle, which makes citizens can 
complain about a buzz that makes the building vibrate or surrounds a certain area that 
is being attacked with radio frequency waves. 
 
This article is the one I have found the best, unfortunately the author is anonymous but 
explains in detail the different tactics of gang Stalking or organized harassment existing 
and applied worldwide as the millions of testimonies circulating on the network 
corroborate, including Energy Weapons Directed, based on the work of an Officer of the 
Military Intelligence Service Julianne McKinney. 
 
"ORGANIZED HARASSMENT: WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW: 
 
(Originally posted on the 911nwo website on February 25, 2014)  



 
 
APPOINTMENT OF AN INDIVIDUAL TARGETED OR OBJECTIVE PERSON: "The objective is 
to create across the nation a system of" vigilantes "who do not think for themselves but 
who follow orders - evildoers, US contractors of the defense department creating a 
private army of "triggers" (that do not think). The network is run by contractors of the 
Department of Homeland Security through 78 fusion centers. The propaganda is that 
they are fighting against terrorists (and that's what they say to these vigilant idiots). The 
truth is that they are building across the nation a GPS / Directed Energy (Directed Energy 
Weapon) prison system that now contains ALL Americans. " 
 
Introduction: This article (by unknown author) is an excellent summary of the many well-
known techniques used in organized gang stalking or organized harassment. To 
understand the context of the long historical, political and military intelligence or 
counterintelligence of these horrible and highly illegal operations. I suggest first reading 
the article by the Military Intelligence Officer Julianne McKinney "Microwave 
Harassment and Mind Control Experimentation" (1994, aka "The McKinney Report"). 
McKinney has been a Targeted Individual for many decades and understands the 
"system" better than anyone else. The presentation below "Organized Harassment: 
What you need to know" "Organized Gang Stalking: What You Need to Know," is also 
available on youtube in online presentations under the same name. 
 
Many of the perpetrators, of course, are following scripts given by their handlers, or 
superiors. Therefore, they are literally "bad actors". Eventually, given the generally low 
quality of the performance of these low-level perpetrators, I believe that many Targeted 
Individuals will begin to distinguish between perpetrators and non-perpetrators. They 
will begin to recognize the "mounts" or traps and will find ways to or document and / or 
disrupt the types of discovered operations described in the following article. 
 
Organized Harassment, also known as Gang Stalking, Cause Stalking, Organized Vigilante 
Stalking, Stalking by Proxy, Community-Based Harassment, and Covert War, are 
essentially harassment and discredit campaigns conducted against an Individual or 
Targeted Individual. Citizens and neighbors are recruited to participate, often from 
extremist and cultured groups, but also through employees. Coordinating a 
psychological campaign of attacks, consisting of harassment, noise campaigns, 
sensitization and the spread of lies and rumors, are executed in an effort to virtually 
neutralize and destroy the victim. 
 
Using all kinds of people from all walks of life and vocations to harass, locate 24/7, 
sometimes organizing lethal vehicle accidents, poisoning, electronic harassment, home 
invasions / destruction of property, corrupt or ignorant doctors who diagnose the victim 
as mentally ill with hallucinations, paranoia or schizophrenia, etc. Everything is done 
undercover and with a system of communication between criminal organized 
harassment and attacks, often in hundreds and thousands of criminals participating as 
a coordinated mass at every established hour while criminals do their normal work 
routines, go of shopping, going to and from work, leisure, etc., using the method of   



surveillance on foot or in vehicles, computers, mobile phones, visual or visual signals, 
and another conceivable form of communication. 
 
Often, the local network of this mass is connected to a national and international 
network. When the target travels, the local network will follow the target to the next 
city or town when the target arrives at the site, the network of that location will harass 
and follow the target in that city or town. Organized Harassment also known as 
Organized Gang Stalking, organized stalking, community harassment, community 
stalking in English is a form of systematic control, which seeks to destroy every aspect 
of the life of a Targeted Individual. Using health and safety laws, a warning mark can be 
added to the victim's file. Once the Targeted Individual is signaled, a notification is sent, 
and the Target Person is followed 24/7 by various communities in which they are. A 
covert investigation will be opened, and electronic means will be used by civilian spies 
as part of the monitoring and surveillance process. Informant citizens can be part of 
community programs, but they are often simply citizens. 
 
Everyone in the Objective's life is contacted, advised on why that individual has been 
marked, they are advised not to discuss the notification with anyone and to be part of 
the endless harassment without pause (systematic harassment). This process is 
concealed and designed to destroy the Objective by leaving them without any form of 
support. Since the majority of civilian workers are aware of this notification system, it 
means that the Targeted Individuals who report these incidents of being persecuted by 
strangers will not be unknown to the police and other agencies to which the targets 
report the harassment. . In most cities, the notification is widely known and used by 
many workers and employees. Even so Targeted Individuals will have to have mental 
health assessments to make complaints about these structures and the harassment that 
comes with it. Organized Harassment is perceived by the Objective People as a 
psychological attack, which is capable of immobilizing and destroying the victims after a 
time. 
 
The covert methods used to harass, persecute and falsely defame targets often leave no 
evidence to incriminate spying civilians. It is similar in harassment in the workplace, but 
the community around the target is also recruited. It is called Organized Harassment, 
because it is organized groups or members of the community that harass and monitor 
the objectives 24/7 ... 
 
 
• THE OBJECTIVE OF ORGANIZED HARASSMENT 
 
The goal of Organized Harassment is to silence the victim, to go crazy, possibly to the 
point of suicide or to destroy the reputation of the victim and the credibility because the 
person will be considered mentally ill if they come to complain or report the abuse. It 
seems that the person seems mentally unstable is one, and this is achieved through a 
detailed and careful assault using very advanced techniques of psychological 
harassment, and a variety of other tactics that are the usual protocol for organized 
harassment, such as street theater, mass harassment. Organized Harassment is also  



 used to gather information about individuals as well as forcing individuals to move or 
leave the area." 
 
The article goes on to add the multiple tactics of harassment carried out by this covert 
mafia. Being totally illegal and going against any established law violating the 
fundamental civil rights established in every constitution. In the United States, the law 
called F.B.I. Title 18, U.S.C., Section 241 Conspiracy Against Rights expressly prohibits 
the use of this type of tactics in civilians considering it illegal for a group of two or more 
people to conspire to attack, persecute, threaten or intimidate a person. I will list some 
of the tactics used by these criminals and named in the article leaving it up to the reader 
to investigate them on their own or read the original article in English since there are 
millions of testimonials on the internet from millions of victims around the world 
describing the same tactics and many experts from all fields also, of which I will cite 
several important figures in the following section. 
 
Some of the tactics of Organized Harassment are: Pinching the wheels, threatening calls, 
verbal assaults by strangers, property damage, death threats, follow-up on foot or 
vehicle, bizarre notes and drawings, loitering around the victim in a strange way, false 
accusations of anonymous friends, family and neighbors, Character Assassination, 
defamation campaigns, blacklisting of entities to the victim, psychological abuse, aerial 
harassment with airplanes or helicopters, bait or trap to take the victim to people or 
dangerous places for her, lighting such as turning on the high beam when passing a car 
at night or towards the windows of the target person's house, car accidents, tracking by 
large groups, harassment through color, convoy of cars passing by the house of the 
victim whistling. 
 
Cyberbullying, targeted conversations are conversations where unknown stalkers 
openly discuss the victim's privacy, electronic harassment, false credibility reports 
where stalkers tell lies to discredit the victim, mark their records so institutions or groups 
know that you are targeted , Gas Lighting is to make tactics for the victim to question 
their own sanity, Ghosting is to move the furniture of a Target Person while he is absent 
or while he is sleeping, Gestures is that several people make the same gesture when 
passing by the victim so that know that you are being harassed at times at the same 
times, covert surveillance is to record the victim in the street or click on your cell phones, 
computers, put mikes in the house, car, etc. 
 
Mimicry is imitating the gestures of the victim, Mobbing describes group bullying, 
harassment with noise campaigns, harassment with numbers consists for example in 
making the same tactics of harassment at the same time, awareness, street theater, 
synchronized harassment activities, signs of stalkers that are repeated, for example, 
when the victim arrives at home, defamation campaigns telling lies about the victim, 
sleep deprivation, redirected phone calls so that they do not reach the victim, 
harassment through telephone calls erroneous or the same companies constant, 
harassment to the consumer are tactics of harassment directed at a consumer, 
corporate harassment, intimate infiltration in the circle of friends, isolation consists of 
isolating the victim from relatives or friends who are not involved in the harassment , 
profiling consists in making a profile of the victim even before the harassment begins,  



 casual encounters with the victim that appear normal being stalkers to investigate the 
victim, ruin relationships with friends and family of the victim. 
 
Web address of the article: "ORGANIZED GANG STALKING: WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW 
- ORGANIZED HARASSMENT: WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW" is: 
 
https://911nwo.com/?p=4480 
 
 
• MAIN EXAMPLES OF VICTIMS AND DENOUNCERS OF THESE PRACTICES: 
 
 
– Ted Gundersen former director of the FBI: 
 
Affidavit or sworn statement about Organized Harassment or gang Stalking that can be 
found on the Katherine Horton website: 
 
https://stop007.org/ 
 
 
– Website: Stop the Crime: 
 
 
Interview "The cooking of humanity" to a scientist involved in designing the weapons 
and techniques of Gang Stalking: 
 
http://stopthecrime.net/wp/2018/11/02/original-home-page/ 
 
 
– Presidential Commission showing the Gang Stalking or Organized 
Harassment together with illegal experimentation in Target or Targeted 
Individuals. (Presidential Commission for the Study of Bioethical Issues May 18-19 
2011 NYC). 
 
Denounces Gang Stalking and declares Targeted Individuals against Mind Control (MK 
Ultra project): Testimonies of organized harassment and experimentation in civilians. 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GMhEkrkMRzw 
 
 
– Katherine Horton: 
 
It is a Targeted Individual who suffered Gang Stalking or Organized Harassment for 
reporting these practices. His website: https://stop007.org/ describes many of these 
practices. Having studied Physics she can perfectly explain the use of Directed Energy 
Weapons and how they work. She has gone as an Expert Witness to multiple trials and  



 brought herself to trial in the British intelligence service for the harassment she has 
been subjected to. It also has consultations for victims of Organized Harassment. 
 
 
– Camelot Project: 
 
The Camelot project, directed by Kerry Cassidy that has interviewed more than 800 
people throughout his career, some with more access to classified information than the 
President of the United States, describes these practices very well. I recommend 
watching the interviews with Katherine Horton where she is also the founder of Stop 
the Crime and other victims. 
 
 
– Karen Melton Steward: 
 
She was an Inteelligent Analist of the NSA that became a Targeted Individual for 
denouncing the tactics of Gang Stalking. 
 
 
– BiggerthanSnowden: 
 
A group made up of scientists, intelligence agents and other experts denouncing these 
practices. One of the former agents of the Secret Services of this web says that many 
times they attack innocent civilians and totally not harmful for the society. 
 
 
– Testimony of anonymous ex-gang stalker: 
 
I recommend hearing this interview where an ex gangstalker, and now Targeted 
Individual, counts the techniques used. According to their own testimony they 
experiment with their own agents. He gives the example of an entire NSA building with 
which they experimented with Directed Energy Weapons where NSA agents and their 
families lived. In addition to the entire city of Seattle launching waves of Directed Energy 
Weapons or EDW (Energy Direct Weapons) to the entire city. They also radiated the 
vagabonds' teeth and kidnapped them to experiment with them and eliminate them. 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4jJebz5dsA8 
 
 
– Testimony Richard Lighthouse in Proyect Camelot: 
 
He has a website together with Karen Stewart denouncing the gang Stalking where he 
explains in detail the Gang Stalking: 
 
 https://www.targetedjustice.com/  



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

THE RESISTANCE MOVEMENTS 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  



 
 
• MILITARY OF THE LIGHT AND THE WHITE HATS. THE QAnon MOVEMENT: 
 
 
The White Hats is what is called to an organization formed mainly by military, positive 
exoplanetary species and agents of the Secret Services that seek to liberate the planet 
from the different allied secret societies to enslave humanity called Black Hats which 
aim is to extinguish 90% of humanity. 
 
The QAnon movement started on the same 4chan website where the annonymous 
movement started. It is supposedly a group of military belonging to the White Hats that 
have a Q pass, which is the highest grade in the Intelligence Services with more access 
to secret information than the president of the United States. Many military sources talk 
about the White Hats as a positive force that seeks to liberate and protect humanity. 
 
According to the web page www.whitehatsreport.com says that most of its components 
"have been trained under administrations and regimes that were disillusioned and 
disgusted progressively with the current situation of which they were witnesses. Each 
member of this group has a relevant background, extensive knowledge about the global 
situation, many years of experience and most importantly, a network of contacts in the 
world of Intelligence. " 
 
They have a high code of honor and believe in democracy, that is, the power of the 
people, against the economic Satanist elite that seeks to destroy the freedoms of 
humanity. 
 
 
• EARTH ALLIANCE: 
 
 
According to the third generation militar linked to the Secret Space Project called Corey 
Goode. "The Earth Alliance comprises the component countries of the BRICS (Brazil, 
Russia, India, China and South Africa), Asian secret societies, and the" White Hats "within 
the US military complex and other nations that want there to be a total declassification 
of extraterrestrial life and advanced space technologies and expose the crimes 
committed by the Cabal Syndicate groups. 
 
It is a great coalition of different groups that agree to work together to end the long 
reign of Cabal. The groups that comprise this Earth Alliance can be considered as unions 
or secret societies. Despite the agreement to work together of this Earth Alliance, each 
group has its own agenda within a broader framework of total declassification of certain 
events. 
 
 
  



 
• THE RESISTANCE: 
 
 
According to Cobra, the spokesman for La Resistencia, this was created in 1975 when 
"an intelligence agent with the code name Michael fled for his life from the Illuminati 
who were persecuting him. He gathered a group of 12 operatives to protect themselves. 
While they were fleeing and hiding, they discovered a group of tunnels under the New 
York subway. They entered the tunnels disappearing from the surface of the planet and 
regrouped there. Thus the organization was born having its main command center 
under the New York subway. Through the vast spy network that Michael still had on the 
surface, they contacted many operatives to fight the Illuminati and many of them hid 
underground and joined the organization. 
 
Its main objective was to put an end to the control of the Illuminati and to give advanced 
energy technology to humanity. The personal computers we have now were developed 
with the assistance of this organization ... in 1977. The organization has contacted the 
positive species of Agarta that live in underground caverns for millennia. They also 
contacted the positive civilization of Andromeda in 1977 and before ... in 1990 they 
influenced to make sure that the internet expanded from the ARPANET military corps to 
the public domain. 
 
The Illuminati and dark forces from outside the planet sent an offensive in 1996 to 
destroy the organization and there were several battles in tunnels and caverns 
underground that almost destroyed it and almost destroyed the population of Agarta. " 
 
The Pleidians joined the Resistance to stop this massacre and more members of the 
planet's surface joined the organization. They continue to work to free the planet from 
the control of the Illuminati along with positive exoplanetary species, the Agarta 
civilization that lives underground as well as surface members including the Earth 
Alliance or Earth Alliance. 
 
 
• SOCIETY OF THE WHITE DRAGON: 
 
 
It is a Society composed of secret societies of Asia allied with power groups of the West. 
According to Benjamin Fulford, its main spokesperson, "This group includes members of 
the Pentagon, the CIA, the Russian Federal Security Service, the British Royal Family, 
Freemasonry, the P2 Lodge of the Vatican and more groups." 
 
It was formed as a way to fight the Zájara Mafia and the Cabal that seek to exterminate 
90% of humanity and establish a dictatorial world government in which they had control 
of the entire planet through private Central Banks.  



 
 
 
• ALTERNATIVE MEDIA AND WHISTLEBLOWERS: 
 
 
The Alternative Media in contrast to the Corporate media controlled by the financial 
elite are of special importance in the emergence of a truly independent Media that tries 
to reflect a more honest and critical version of reality. In a world governed by very few 
power groups that hold the monopoly of practically all economic areas, including the 
entertainment and communication industry, the existence of truly independent media 
is essential to prevent dictatorship from prevailing. 
 
You can mention countless websites of alternative channels but some of the most 
prominent are Infowars, Wikileaks, Benjamin Fulford, Operation Disclosure, Restored 
Republic, Dinar Chronicles, David Wilcock or the Camelot Project. 
 
Some speak of the Media as the first power, above the political and economic power as 
they mold the ideology and interests of the masses and whose manipulation is 
extremely beneficial for very few but for the majority of the population can be 
tremendously dangerous. Without independent Media, democracy is an illusion. 
 
 
• CITIZENS 'MOVEMENTS: 
 
Includes all citizens who individually or collectively, locally, neighborhood or in any way 
help your community or any community preventing the exploitation and destruction of 
the Environment, humanity, life generally carried out by any corporation, organization, 
government, person or groups of people. All those who work for the good of all. 
 
Many will never know that they existed but for millennia thanks to their generous and 
selfless work maybe some millenary tree still stands thanks to them, even some forest 
and some other fundamental rights, and some human, some living being or many more 
have been saved thanks to these brave beings, many anonymous and never recorded in 
any history book but to whom we owe so much. Our future. Our present. Our past. Our 
rights. 
 
We could include the widest variety of professions, countries and cultures among these 
heroes who struggle to make the world a better place for all. From journalists to doctors, 
philosophers, politicians or peasants, artists or economists, intellectuals, humble, poor 
or rich, people of all kinds who are trying to help and save the world and humanity in 
any way. Peaceful, honest, disinterested and for the good of all. Defending justice, 
wisdom, truth, unity, solidarity, honesty, freedom. Love. To the planet and humanity.  



 
 
• EXPERTS FROM ALL FIELDS: 
 
 
We must mention all those experts from all areas who have carried out their own 
independent studies on the most varied subjects and whose struggle and disinterested 
contribution to the welfare of all is invaluable. 
 
From those who analyze water to find aluminum in large quantities denouncing the 
Chemtrails to those who have done independent studies on Monsanto's Frankenstein 
crops, they are all heroes often silenced and persecuted or killed. There are millions of 
heroes that we will never know existed who thanks to their work manage to save 
millions of lives working for the good of all humanity. 
 
Many have been mentioned in this book but many more will always remain unknown to 
the majority of the population and yet we owe them a lot. 
 
 
• ANNONYMOUS: 
 
 
It starts on the same website as the QAnon military white hats movement in 4chan. The 
first attack is carried out against the Church of Scientology. The second against the 
Quebeck Trade Summit in 1999. It is a leaderless movement involving thousands of 
citizens and seeks to declassify secret government documents and the loss of the 
monopoly of power of the small group composed of the financial elite. 
 
Not all of them are hackers but they are a large mass of ordinary citizens who seek to 
create alternative means of information to express their opinions without censorship. 
They especially denounce the surveillance carried out by the governments to be able to 
spy on all the citizens by keeping the information in databases that will be sold to 
corporations without the authorization of the latter and just as it can serve the 
government to spy on certain activists or dissidents, it can also be used by criminal 
networks for the same reason. 
 
I recommend to see the reader the Annonymous Cyberguerrilla documentary of 2008 
to understand the movement.  



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

THE UNIVERSE 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
"But the natural man does not perceive the things that are of the Spirit of God, because 
for him they are foolishness, and he cannot understand them, because they are to be 
discerned spiritually" 
 
- 1 Corinthians 2:14 - 
 
 
"They are of the world; that's why they speak from the point of view of the world and 
the world listens to them " 
 
- 1 John 4: 5 - 

 
 
 
 
  



 
Anyone who has come to this part of the book will begin to understand that, with the 
tendency to hide the truth of our elite, the question is not whether there is 
extraterrestrial life since any intelligent being understands that there should be no 
trillions but infinite ways of life in the universe. Only on this planet there are so many 
that cannot be counted but an approximate data from the University of Seville says that 
there are currently 1,700,000 species and throughout the history of the Earth it is 
calculated that from 5 to 10 million including fauna and flora. Another fact to keep in 
mind is that dozens are discovered every year and others are also extinguished. Only ... 
on this planet. But there are trillions of galaxies out there. Each with its trillions of 
planetary systems in turn. 
 
Therefore, as I said, the question is not whether there is life in the universe but why it 
has been hidden from us that there is life in the universe. Personally, I know several 
friends who have seen UFO's up close, some confessed that due to being an open-
minded person they were very open with me telling me about their experiences. A very 
famous sighting of a fleet of UFOs in the center of Madrid, capital of Spain, was seen by 
a friend in 2010 (there is more in later years and was recorded by several witnesses and 
the videos circulate on the internet) and he told me that seeing that a ship stopped near 
a neighborhood in the heart of the city, he called his sister who lived near where the 
ships floated to ask her how they were up close and after leaning out the window and 
hit a jump of surprise, He could see a ship a few meters describing it to my friend with 
precision. Like that one I know more stories from close friends. 
 
However, beyond the many nearby stories of this kind that we can find among our 
acquaintances and those close to us, these sightings are widely documented in official 
reports, with military radar, video and instrument measurements of all kinds. The 
testimonies that endorse these scientific and irrefutable tests with specialized 
instruments range from Ministers of Defense, presidents, soldiers, astronauts, 
engineers and designers of spacecraft, personnel of NASA and many more institutions 
including Intelligence Services, scientists, journalists and many more witnesses from all 
fields. 
 
These official reports of UFOs archives opened to the public include those that since 
2001 have declassified 24 countries worldwide. Among these are countries such as 
Australia, the Vatican, Argentina, Chile, Brazil, Peru, Mexico, India, China, Russia, Turkey, 
Spain, France, Germany, Japan, Sweden, Finland and the United States. In which you can 
verify the existence of beings and ships of other planets in official documents. The 
testimonies are countless and very numerous from extremely reliable sources. An 
employee of the British Ministry of Defense said in the 1980s that there were 300 
sightings of Unidentified Flying Objects a year. It is necessary to understand that there 
will be many more sightings in Great Britain of which they are confirmed with radars 
and different means that 300 are verifiable by specialized personnel. 
 
The testimonies that I am going to name are all of experts in the secret space project, 
most of them directly involved in them and some of the people have interviewed and 
had contact with personnel involved in them.  



 
 
Here we have some examples. Please consider that there are only a few. There are many 
more of which I highlight these few. 
 
 
• ASTRONAUTAS AND SPACE PROGRAM PERSONEL: 
 
 
- William Tompkins - Designer of the spacecraft Apollo ships: 
 
 
I start with one of the most important testimonies provided by the designer of the NASA 
Apollo ships. Many corroborate what William Tompkins says. He was chief engineer in 
these space programs. This invaluable testimony comes from a man who already 
designed boats from his childhood with total precision and whose models of aircraft and 
military ships were published in several magazines in the 50s, in fact, some of these 
original models of ships and aircraft are currently exposed in naval museums. 
 
At the age of 93, after a lifetime in the space project, and still active in the navy, he 
begins to give interviews, after publishing a book called "Selected by Extraterrestrials", 
affirming the existence of life extraterrestrial as well as the existence of ships, some 
knocked down by the military, that humans imitate and build and that have not only 
been used to sail our galaxy but other galaxies. As well as the collaboration of these 
species with what is called the Shadow Government of our planet, kept in secret for 
humanity. The topics covered range from the existence of bases on the moon and the 
entire solar system to the existence of underground bases of this Shadow Government 
distributed throughout the planet under land and sea. 
 
Anyone who would like to dismiss this or any other testimony should ask himself how 
many hours of his life he has devoted to studying the secret space project and compare 
it with the 75 years of experience that William Tompkins has dedicated to this project, 
his whole life, at the moment of these interviews. I also ask the reader to keep in mind 
at all times that we are considering the testimony of the designer of the Apollo ships 
and that his testimony confirms hundreds of other testimonies of the personnel 
belonging to the secret space project. 
 
The story of William Tompkins in his involvement in the secret space project begins at 
an early age, when he was 18 years old when he was recruited by the United States Navy 
to study the UFO and alien technology of the Nazis during and after the end of the WWII. 
According to his own testimony, he is the son of a 33rd Degree Freemason. His first 
contact with UFO technology was as a child in his family home in February 1942 when 
he witnessed what is known as "The Los Angeles sighting" in California, widely 
documented since there were thousands of witnesses and it would be published in 
different media of the time.  



 
 
William Tompkins recounts this event that happened a few meters from his home. He 
says he saw a UFO from his home together with his family. This ship spent hours standing 
in the sky without moving over his neighborhood a few meters from his house. Military 
and civilian vehicles began arriving and shots were heard directed at the ship. After the 
ship stopped for hours hundreds of ships appeared over the ocean and flew away. A few 
years after witnessing this famous sighting that counts in detail was recruited by the 
Navy to work on the secret space project. There he discovered that the navy managed 
to recover from the ocean two unmanned UFOs that managed to shoot down that day 
from the entire fleet. 
 
For all this he was susceptible to believe in extraterrestrial existence without prejudice 
and was chosen by the Navy from an early age to enter the secret and non-secret space 
project. According to him, he was chosen because he was not as closed on this issue as 
many other military officers who, being older, already had pre-established prejudices 
about the existence of extraterrestrial life. After this event the Navy gathered a group 
of specialists that included military and scientific personnel to analyze this event and 
study the extraterrestrial life that persists to this day and in which Tompkins himself 
would end up working in 1951. This group of scientists and military It was created by 
aeronautical engineer Donald Wills Douglas Sr., pioneer in aviation who was the first to 
make a nonstop flight across the United States. Douglas Sr. would end up the leading 
aviation company McDonnell Douglas where Tompkins would work. This group would 
be the origin of what is known as Majestic 12, which is a group of very powerful people 
who are in charge of directing the secret space project. 
 
In an interview with Kerry Cassidy of the 2016 Camelot project he begins by saying that 
"The easiest way to start" to tell his story "would be to go back to 1942. For some reason 
I was chosen by some members of the Navy, the intelligence of the navy for essentially 
being assigned to a program to analyze some US Navy spacecraft operatives who had 
been operating in Germany trying to understand the tremendously complicated 
agreement between the SS and the Draco-reptilian group that was attending Germany. 
"All this while the Second World War is in process. Many of those involved in the Nazi 
space project would end up through Operation Paperclip in the United States, Russia, 
Latin America and Antarctica. As Tompkins himself says after asked by Kerry Cassidy if 
N.A.S.A. was one of the first institutions to be infiltrated by the Nazis and their ideology. 
In his own words he describes this process in the interview. 
 
"Paperclip was not just 10 or 20 Germans arriving here (United States), it was a massive 
number of a tremendously massive organization, of which a few went to Moscow, all 
the rest went to Antarctica in those big caverns that there are in the Antarctica and you 
have 5% left "that went to the United States. During the Second World War, Germany 
was collecting extraterrestrial information and putting 12 to 14 different types of 
extraterrestrial vehicles into production. They were being manufactured using slave 
labor power. Almost 99% of this technology was carried out of Germany before the war 
was over, it was taken to Antarctica and it is still there today. "  



 
 
It would be taken to the city of Antarctica which is called the New Berlin, which also 
Admiral Richard Byrd Jr, the first pilot to reach the North Pole and first tried to reach the 
South Pole by plane, mentioned along with many other sources. After finishing World 
War II, in what was called Operation Highjump, the US Army went to Antarctica to kill 
the last Nazis who had taken refuge there making Antarctica their own private 
continent, but these US military were totally defeated. Two decades after this 
happened, a Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Weapons in Antarctica was made in 
1968. 
 
Currently you cannot enter Antarctica without military permission and accompanied by 
it. Recently in 2015 an attempt was made to create a new Treaty rule limiting the fishing 
of boats 200 kilometers away from the coast. I would like to point out here that 
Antarctica was flown by the Germans in the years before the war, the pilot who flew 
over it recorded images that look like valleys like the Alps full of forests and lakes. The 
pilot who flew over the whole of Antarctica taking a million and a half of photos has a 
website created in his honor by his own family. However, it is not possible, and if 
someone gets them please send them to me, to get more than 10 photos of that 
expedition and they are only of the base on which they settled. All images of Antarctica 
are heavily censored. But what circulate through the network are the videos of the 
Germans recorded during this expedition. Likewise, the scientific expeditions that 
appear in the documentaries focus on very specific areas, they must always be 
accompanied and have military permission. 
 
As William Topkins says "The Second World War was over. We did not win, it just ended. 
" What he does not say is the reality that they did not win but that they were defeated 
catastrophically. "The navy had been involved in the German facilities in Antarctica and 
the draco-reptilian cave installations in Antarctica. This was widely accepted. "And he 
says that most of the Nazis went to Antarctica and a few to other countries like Russia 
or the United States. After the Second World War, many soldiers were sent to "clean up 
the disaster down there. There are vast underwater tunnels all around Antarctica that 
the Germans tracked with submarines ... they had taken many facilities to Antarctica. 
Even many people were taken there including slave labor who were taken there through 
these long tunnels to very large facilities. Yes, there were alien UFOs there and some 
produced by Germans as well. " He accounts how the fleet led by General Byrd and 
General Nimitz was totally defeated in 20 minutes in the maneuver called Operation 
Highjump retreating to the United States with what little they could save. I recommend 
reading Rychard Byrd's secret diary where he tells of his encounter with the Nazi UFOs 
by flying over the South Pole before performing Operation Highjump. 
 
During the Second World War, William Tompkins would be in charge of analyzing the 
technology created by the agreements made between the Nazis and the draco-
reptilians. Both species of extraterrestrials widely named by witnesses and members of 
the secret space project, military and experts from many more fields. In addition to 
spacecraft, he was in charge of the design of underground bases underground and under 
the ocean as well as bases in space. He was assisted to design the Apollo ships by a  



 Nordic extraterrestrial who worked as his secretary, the Nordic extraterrestrials have 
human features and therefore can perfectly camouflage themselves among the 
population and can communicate using telepathy. 
 
Using his own words he says that "People on this planet do not know that there are 
aliens, they do not know that there is not just one species, but maybe there are 
thousands, maybe we have billions of extraterrestrials. The last number recently, we 
have doubled the number again, now we have two hundred thousand trillion galaxies 
out there and to say that we are the only intelligent species in the universe is to be naive. 
The people on this planet are tremendously naive, they have no idea what these navy 
operatives brought back "in their space travels and through the downing of 
extraterrestrial spacecraft on our planet. 
 
According to Tompkins, Americans arrived on the moon years before, in 1963. They 
were already hoping that there were extraterrestrial bases there because of satellite 
photos taken from the moon's hidden face. Upon arrival, the astronauts were 
surrounded by ships and aliens that surrounded them in a threatening manner. In the 
moon according to him there is a base that controls all this side of the galaxy where 
different alien species reside. 
 
The Apollo Mission was intended to create bases on all habitable planets and their 
moons and the next phase would be to establish bases in the systems of the stars closest 
to our sun. But according to him the project was stopped by the Reptilians, probably 
because a slave with the ability to get out of jail at ease or design ships more advanced 
than those of their jailers is not convenient. It is remarkable this following phrase that 
begins when Kerry Cassidy speaks to him about Captain Mark Richards who also selected 
to work in the secret space project and was chosen of a similar way: 
 
"It's not just one or two people who are elected, there are hundreds and hundreds of 
these people actually around the entire planet, there are Russians too and there are 
Chinese. But unfortunately, putting it in a not very nice way, there are white hats and 
we like them but there are a lot of people in black hats who are chosen to implement 
"whatever", and this is a serious problem ". (White hats is what positive extraterrestrial 
species and their human terrestrial allies are called, and black hats are negative species 
and their human allies). 
 
"You cannot cover this part and just say "I do not believe that", okay? We are trapped 
in situations, plural, not one, but situations in which we have no control over them and 
we are being used and we have been used and I hate to say this but we are simply a 
laboratory for them. You start to think that this is not your moon, this is not your planet 
and they are the owners of the planet and we are their laboratory. We are their 
laboratory. And the laboratory of others, of other extraterrestrials who come and carry 
out their agenda. " 
 
Something William Tompkins mentions in his book is how there was a crisis with one of 
the ballistic missiles that was out of control spinning and shining with radiation. They 
woke Tompkins up and a lot of personnel from the missile base to see what the problem   



was. He was convinced that it was sabotage of extraterrestrial species and black hats to 
prevent the technological advancement of humanity. The next day nobody remembered 
the event except him and two other Generals. For all this and much more William 
Tompkins states in his book that the United States should not fight against the Soviet 
Union or any other nation but that all nations and humans on the planet should unite 
against these species of evil aliens and their black hats human mental slaves who control 
the world. 
 
Another extraterrestrial species mentioned in relation to the Reptilians are the Grays. 
The Grays, supposedly according to many testimonies, work as slaves of the Reptilians. 
To conclude, I will say that I believe that this testimony should concern all human beings 
on the planet, deeply. Especially because it will be corroborated by many others as we 
will see below. 
 
This is the link to the William Tompkins interview on Project Camelot with Kerry Cassidy. 
I strongly recommend everyone read his book "Selected by Extraterrestrials". And when 
you think about discarding his testimony, study what has been said by many other 
astronauts, scientists, military, journalists and thousands of experts on the subject and 
compare the information exhaustively. Because many of these experts without knowing 
each other say exactly the same thing. 
 
William Tompkins believes that in the 1950s the United States and the Soviet Union 
should abandon the struggle and their differences to face the alien threat together. And 
if you want to know my opinion I think that all nations and countries should stop fighting 
among themselves and start as soon as possible and carry out the suggestion that 
Tompkins very wisely indicates. 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Sb18kkVlRh4&list=PLU2bw2acuPr3cccy7aR4Qi4H
o_QeOGIKh 
 
 
– ROBERT SCOTT LAZAR - PHYSICIST FROM THE BASE S4 OF AREA 51: 
 
 
This physicist worked in Area 51, initiating his contract in 1989. He states that he worked 
trying to build and design extraterrestrial spaceships using the materials of the Earth. 
According to his own words he says that "Supposedly, the information is that, and this 
is not something that I deduced, it's something that I was told, is that the ships came 
from a planet that orbited the Star System Zeta. Zeta Reticle one and Zeta Reticle two. 
Two stars of a binary star system. The ships, I was told, came from there. One or two 
autopsy photographs that I saw were two small photographs of essentially the head and 
chest of an alien ... For that photograph it looked like the typical Gray. " I recommend 
watching your interviews for more information. 
  



 
 
– DR. EDWARD MICHELL – ASTRONAUT OF APOLO XIV OF NASA AND 
PILOT OF THE UNITED STATES MARINE: 
 
 
He was the sixth person to walk on the moon on the surface of the Fra Mauro Highlands 
region. Dr. Edward Michell says he knows for sure that the Roswell case is true since his 
entire family is from there for a lifetime and that he had the opportunity to talk to the 
man who collected the bodies of the aliens recovered personally and with many others. 
witnesses of the event. According to his own words it has been hidden from us that 
there is extraterrestrial life for more than sixty years. 
 
"I have been privileged enough to be aware of the fact that we have been visited on this 
planet and that the phenomenon of UFOs is real ... I completely believe that we are not 
alone and I have believed it for many, many years even though at the time that I went 
to the moon was common knowledge that in science and in theology we were alone in 
the universe ... We have just left hanging out in the trees but we think we are quite 
sophisticated but I like to tell the story of my great-grandparents who crossed from the 
south of the United States to the east after the Civil War and I went to the moon less 
than a hundred years later. They came in horse carriages, so from horse carriages to 
going to the moon in less than a hundred years in our time is a significant event. It tells 
us how primitive we have been until the modern era and we are still quite primitive. " 
 
"Because of my open mind towards these issues, many of the military and members of 
Intelligence Services agents have been open with me wanting to get rid of a weight 
before they died and allowed me to interview them and talk with them about the issue. 
So my ideas are strongly solidified around the fact that we have been visited by these 
species ... We have to remember that just after the Second World War the Army of the 
Armed Forces separated into what became the Air Force, a separate branch of the 
service, and the OSS which is the Office of Special Services was dissolved and eventually 
became the CIA so here we have a large military organization and a large intelligence 
organization totally disorganized, newly founded, they did not know what they were 
doing after the Second World War and it was reorganized. " 
 
"After that, President Truman at that time created a committee to investigate what this 
extraterrestrial or UFO phenomenon was. They arrived to the conclusion that the ships 
were aliens and the military quickly concluded that if it is hostile there is nothing we can 
do about it, so their choice was to deny it and cover it up. And they created the National 
Security Act of 1947 that validated the deception and concealment and allowed the 
group to go in secret to cover it up as it was and continues to be for the past 50 years. It 
was the beginning of all the cover-up and the complete denial of this whole 
phenomenon. And the disinformation to cover up and discourage research to misinform 
has been ongoing for many, many years until now. " 
 
"Eventually it came from fear, I believe, of not being able to protect and do its duty. 
From the notion of power and control, controlling knowledge and technology and the  



 group that is in control still do it ... We have created a reality here and we have created 
it quite badly because it is not a sustainable reality. We have created it with science and 
technology and instead of using it for a greater good it has been saved by interest, greed, 
selfishness instead of using all our technology and brilliance and genius for a greater 
good has been used for selfishness and that's not going to work ... It's important that we 
see our civilization and our place in history, use our scientific tools for deeper knowledge 
and use it for the greater good and that's what all this is supposed to be about. " 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7AAJ34_NMcI 
 
 
– BUZZ ALDRIN - ASTRONAUTA DEL APOLO XI: 
 
 
Buzz Aldrin, the first astronaut to go to the moon along with Neal Armstrong and 
Michael Collins. His experience, corroborated by William Tompkins, is that he did see 
extraterrestrial spacecraft on the moon. It also states that monoliths have been found 
on Mars. 
"What I've seen is ... a light out there. So we saw a light and we think what that will be. 
There are many lights out there when you are not looking in the direction of the sun. 
There are many stars and all are fixed placed side by side but one of the stars was moving 
and we know that this is another object, that this is not a star ... We know that if we say 
"Houston we have a light outside the window that is moving with us and is heading 
towards the moon "many of these guys are going to say" Hey "(laughs of the 
interviewers when pointing them out) and it is really going to endanger the mission and 
it will take us a long time to explain to these guys what was really happening ... we 
certainly saw something. " 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZNkmhY_ju8o 
 
 
• MORE ASTRONAUTS THAT ADMIT TO HAVE PROVED THE EXISTENCE OF 
UFO OR EXTRATERRESTRIAL LIFE: 
 
  
– Gordon Cooper (USA) 
– Vladimir Kovalenok (Russia) 
– Victor Afanasyev (Russia) 
– Dr. Story Musgrave (USA) 
– Brigadier General James McDivitt (USA) 
– Deke Slayton (USA) 
– Pavel Popovich (Russia) 
– Musa Manarov (Russia)  



 
• MILITARY AND ARMY PERSONNEL: 
 
 
– WILLIAM COOPER: INTELLIGENCE MILITARY OF THE AERIAL AND NAVAL FORCES OF 
THE UNITED STATES: 
 
 
He recognizes, through some secret memos that he has personally read, that 
Eisenhower had a meeting with Nordic extraterrestrials and more species in the 
Holloman Air Force base, something confirmed by William Tompkins in his book and 
many other sources. Some of these sources say that he met with extraterrestrials up to 
3 times during his term. He says this in multiple interviews naming the names of the 
military memos in which the events of these meetings were written. He also describes 
it in his book: Behold the Pale Horse. He also talks about the Majestic-12 group formed 
by very powerful people who direct the secret space project. 
 
What William Tompkins and more sources say is that at this famous Eisenhower meeting 
with aliens, these species were allowed to experiment and kidnap humans in exchange 
for extraterrestrial technology. However, the real reason for these Eisenhower 
concessions is that they could not fight the aliens or have the option to refuse to do so 
without suffering serious consequences as they dealt with species far more 
technologically evolved. Something that the Doctor also says. Edward Michell already 
mentioned. 
 
"Some of the information I am going to give you is based on research derived from the 
information I have seen. For example, in the documents that I saw it is stated that 
President Eisenhower has commissioned a group called the Jason Scholars which was 
declared to have been a secret society of school children to investigate the deception, 
lies, facts, truth and get to the root and Real truth about the questions about aliens. He 
also stated that there was a group of 12 men formed ... and another memo to cover up 
the actions of these men and to express the reasons why these prominent men met on 
a regular basis. " 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aYRgHTojkKk 

 
 

– SERGEANT KARL WOLFE - MILITARY OF THE AERIAL FORCES OF THE USA: 
 
 
He recognizes having seen bases on the hidden side of the moon in several interviews. 
According to his own words "I was in the Air Force since 1964 ... The group was in charge 
of photographic recognition. They worked with the U2 planes, the spy satellite 
photograph before anyone knew we had it at that moment in history. No one knew we 
were doing spy satellite photography. Of course, nobody knew that we had the U2 
program operating or what were the capabilities of that program ... all kinds of planes 
that went to combat situations, we processed these videos. "  



 
 
"I think it was between June and July 1965, my boss came to me, I was working as a 
photo technician ... in Colorado ... the organization I was in was a very new facility ... I 
had arrived in January 1965 to install all the equipment ... My Chief Sergeant Staff Taylor 
came to me and said they had a problem with some equipment at the base and it was 
the first lunar orbital program where they had the mission of locating the first places on 
the moon where the lunar mission of 1969 was going to land ... it was an NSA facility ... 
They took pictures that were assembled with each other and you had a larger image ... 
so he showed me how this all worked and took me to one side of the lab. He said "By 
the way, we have discovered a base in the hidden face of the moon "and I said" From 
whom? What do you mean? Who? "He said" Yes, we have discovered a base on the 
hidden side of the moon "At that time I was afraid and I was terrified thinking that if 
someone entered the room at that moment we would be engaged, we would have 
problems because he You should not be giving me that information. I was fascinated by 
it but I also knew that I was crossing a line that should not be jumping. " 
 
"And he took out one of the mosaics and he showed me this base that had geometric 
shapes. There were towers, there were spherical buildings. They were very tall towers 
and something that looked like radar structures but were larger structures. So I did not 
say anything else because I was worried that someone could enter at any time and we 
would get caught in this conversation and we would have problems. I realized that he 
was telling me this information because I did not have anyone else to talk to. Probably 
in the laboratory he was one of the few enlisted and he was a worker and he clearly had 
more access to confidential information than I obviously. But I could not share this 
information with anyone else. And in those times we did not, when you have your access 
to secret information you took it seriously, it was not like today that people do not take 
these things seriously, we had a very different moral and values system, so we were 
raised and we respected those agreements. " 
 
"So it was weird that someone did something like that. But that partner and I had the 
same rank. I think he was very distressed ... and he needed to talk to someone. And 
that's the end of everything. I did not take it any further ... but the interesting thing is 
that every day he came home he thought "I can not wait to hear this on the news" so he 
turned on the television waiting to hear on the news "We found a base on the moon" 
being very innocent and of course here we are 30 and a few years later we have not 
heard about that. " 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_4hycqDNnPE 

 
 

– JOHN CALAHAN - DIRECTOR OF THE AIR FORCES: 
 
  
This man was in charge of launching a nuclear missile at the moon, intended for the 
bases mentioned by Sergeant Karl Wolfe. He witnessed how a UFO with just a few 
touches to the missile deactivated it in mid-flight causing it to fall to the ground. It was  



 recorded on video and by radar. This video circulates widely on the internet. This makes 
sense if we compare the testimonies of William Topkins and Emery Smith and Corey 
Goode and Cobra on the basis of the Galactic Confederation on the moon, since it seems 
that the Galactic Confederation opposes the Shadow Government. 
 
John Calahan admits in an interview that he marked his life and changed his vision of 
the universe and the manipulation of the government of our minds. 
 
 
– EMERY SMITH – MILITARY OF THE AERIAL FORCES OF THE USA - 
FORENSIC OF THE SECRET SPACE PROJECT: 
 
 
Emery Smith worked in one of many underground bases as a forensic doctor. His job 
was to perform autopsies on more than 2,000 alien bodies. He also saw aliens in the 
bases. When he started to expose this fact he suffered a strong organized harassment 
from the shadow government. I recommend listening to his interviews with David 
Wilcock. 
 
"It is not normal to live what I have lived and it is hard to explain this to the masses. And 
I'm doing this to get other members of the secret space project to come out and back 
up everything that's going on and what I'm saying. I am not a single person on the planet 
who is living this, there are hundreds and hundreds and even thousands of people like 
me who have been part of these projects, who have been working with extraterrestrials 
and have worked in genetic programs hand in hand. " 
 
An affirmation that I can testify when studying the secret space project since there are 
hundreds of sources to each one more reliable. And, or here everyone is having a 
collective hallucination or they all tell the truth, since all these people that I mention 
some have never known each other or have even lived a century apart. However, it is 
necessary to ask how they say the same thing by corroborating their testimonies with 
each other with total precision. The secret space project is very real, as real as the 
testimonies and experiences mentioned here. We have scientists, astronauts, doctors, 
politicians, soldiers, journalists and witnesses from all fields of knowledge who have 
worked in these programs and all say practically the same. 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EpE7CC1zZiA 
 
 
– COREY GOODE - MILITARY OF THE SECRET SPACE PROJECT: 
 
 
Corey Goode comes from a military family in which his father was already working on 
the secret space project. Since he was little he was trained to participate in the secret 
space project. He claims to have traveled frequently in spacecraft of the United States 
Army off planet in hundreds of missions. It also corroborates what was said by many 
other participants in the space project, such as William Tompkins, about how Antarctica  



 is used by the Shadow Government for its secret projects. It says that there are 
underground bases connected with trains throughout America. Underground trains and 
cloning centers. It also talks about suppressed technology. 
 
"There are many classified technologies that are in use in these programs that are being 
suppressed and could completely change the nature and quality of life of every human 
being here on Earth. Free Energy technologies could end the need of the current oil 
companies, frequency and light curing technologies would end the current 
pharmaceutical companies, Neuronal Interface technologies would end the need of 
large education institutions and technologies of food replication and the technologies 
of Purification and Restoration of the Environment would end poverty, famine and begin 
to reverse the damage that humanity has done to the Earth in virtually a day. As you can 
imagine the real threat of declassification is not that humanity cannot stand the truth 
or is unable to reconcile the idea of life in the cosmos with their religious beliefs. The 
real reason is that these technologies would immediately collapse world economies and 
make the Monetary System of the magical slavery system no longer useful. It means the 
loss of control of 0.01% of the elite over the masses and a complete paradigm shift. In 
summary means freedom. Freedom for the first time in the known history of mankind”. 
 
In this paragraph Corey Goode explains the crux of the matter, the real reason for the 
suppression of these technologies. The free energy. You will not pay a bill in your life 
again. It is not that humanity does not know how to hold onto the idea of extraterrestrial 
life, as Corey Goode very well says, it is about the loss of power of the large corporations 
controlled by very few families, as it has been explained above. This is something that 
Dr. Stephen Greer expresses with total clarity in his lectures, the problem is the free 
energy that would free the human being from the slavery of paying the thousand-year 
tithe to these private companies that only seek to squeeze humanity and maintain their 
absolute monopoly of resources, especially energy resources. 
 
It means the loss of control and power forever over human beings. It means freedom 
and well-being for all forever. And it is based above all on what has been called, referring 
to oil, the question of the hundreds of trillions of dollars that would no longer go to the 
coffers of 0.01% of the planet anymore. There are many suppressed technologies that 
allow you to generate energy eternally without having to pay an invoice ever again. Food 
replicators that would eliminate the need to pay to eat anymore. The issue of currency 
itself may be obsolete. It is about the liberation of humanity and the end of their slavery. 
Forever. 
 
Corey Goode: www.blueavians.com 
 
 

- OTHER RELEVANT MILITARY: 
 
 
- George Filer III - Commander of the Air Force of Military Intelligence and Director of 
Intelligence, USA  



 
- Jonathan Weigandt - US Marine Corps at Body Lace 
- Lt. Col. Brown - Special Investigations of the US Air Force 
- Brigadier General Stephen Lovekin - Military of The White House Army Signaling 
Agency, USA 
- Phillip Corso Jr - Testifies about his military father: Colonel Corso, USA 
- Colonel Donald - United States Army Military 
 
• POLITICIANS: 
 
 
– PAUL T. HELLYER - CANADIAN DEFENSE EXECUTIVE: 
 
  
Paul Hellyer perfectly describes the reason for the concealment of the secret space 
project and so many other issues in the discourse that appears in chapter one. In his 
interviews he describes how he was able to study the secret space project when he 
finished his 20 years of service as Minister of Defense. After studying the subject deeply 
and talking with many experts from his years as a minister, he affirms that there are 
extraterrestrial species working with the government of the United States in secret and 
that there are at least 25 identified species. 
 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Pg6VTzacb9I 
 
 
– DMITRY MEDVEDEV - RUSSIAN PRESIDENT: 
 
 
At the end of an interview they ask the President of Russia Medvedev about the 
existence of extraterrestrial life. I recommend looking for it because it circulates widely 
over the internet, it is very brief, it lasts only a minute but says it can only say that when 
it comes to President in Russia "Along with the briefcase of nuclear codes, the president 
of the country is given a secret file. This file entirely contains information about the 
aliens that have visited our planet ... Along with this you are given the report on the 
absolutely secret space service that exerts control over the aliens in the territory of our 
country ... " 
 
He concludes by saying that the information is not made public because people would 
panic. I think that after reading this, one can imagine why they would panic. 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UCRsvaAlnLw 
  



 
 
– NICK POPE - EMPLOYEE OF THE BRITISH DEFENSE MINISTRY: 
 
 
He worked for the British Department of Defense and during his contract he was 
assigned the task of analyzing all the documentation about sightings of Unidentified 
Flying Objects. According to him alone in Britain there are 300 sightings a year. To give 
this data there must be many more of which only 300 have been corroborated beyond 
doubt with radars and specialized instruments such as Unidentified Flying Objects. 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wg--8PZXKhM 
 
– PRESIDENT RONALD REAGAN: 
 
 
Five times Ronald Reagan spoke of an alien threat, one of which was on September 21, 
1987 at the United Nations: 
"Could not all nations live in peace? In our obsession with the antagonisms of the 
moment we often forget how united we are all the members of humanity. Maybe we 
need a threatening force from outside the planet to recognize this common bond. 
Sometimes I think about how quickly our differences throughout the world would 
disappear if we were faced with an alien threat that came from outer space and even 
then I ask you, is there no already an alien threat between us?”. 
 
 
• JOURNALISTS AND RELEVANT ORGANIZATIONS THAT EXPOSE THE 
ALIENARY EXISTENCE: 
 
 
– DR. STEPHEN GREER: 
 
 
Dr. Greer exposes the existence of extraterrestrial life and denounces that its 
concealment is totally linked to the concealment of free energy. He calls the plutocrats 
of energy that censor these advances petro-fascists. On April 27, 1996, former CIA 
Director William Colby spoke with Dr. Greer and acknowledged the existence of 
extraterrestrial life and warned him that he could put his life in danger. Nine days after 
speaking with Dr. Greer, Colby appears dead on the Potomac River. He was replaced by 
George W. Bush. 
 
Dr. Eugene Mallove (Director of the New Energy Research Laboratory) was beaten to 
death in the house where he was born on March 14, 2004, after declaring in 2000 to Dr. 
Greer that at all levels of the State there are practices of suppression of these 
technologies as well as the suppression of those that speak of the artificial creation of 
AIDS, climate change and free or renewable energies.  



 
 
Three members of Dr. Greer's team are diagnosed with deadly melanoma cancer right 
after finding and analyzing the body of an alien. The autopsy of this body was carried 
out by Emery Smith who states in the interview that I mentioned earlier that all of his 
loved ones have died since then and that is why he has come out to expose the truth. 
 
Dr. Greer speaks of the one trillion dollar question about free energy, and that it is 
because of the monopoly of oil companies that the existence of alien life and alien 
technology is not made public. 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2uqWhT4d0JY 
 
http://www.theorionproject.org/en/ 
 
 
– DAVID WILCOCK: 
 
 
David Wilcock is a journalist specialized in the area of ufology who has interviewed many 
members of the secret space program such as Emery Smith, Corey Goode and more. I 
recommend watching his interviews and reading your articles, as well as visiting his 
website. 
 
https://divinecosmos.com/ 
 
 
– CAMELOT PROJECT: KERRY CASSIDY: 
 
 
Kerry Cassidy, whom I met personally, is one of the best journalists of all time. He has 
interviewed about 800 people, some with greater access to secret information than the 
President of the United States. She has practically interviewed all the members of the 
secret space program that have come to light. 
 
www.projectcamelotportal.com 
 
 
– SPHERE BEING ALLIANCE - THE EVENT AND THE ASCENSION: 
 
 
It is a group to which Corey Goode belongs, of which aliens of light are part. These 
positive species are trying to make what is called "The Event" happen. It is difficult to 
explain it and I struggled to understand it but many sources mention the same. As I 
understood there is a sun in the center of the galaxy, this sun every 27,000 years or so 
throws a wave of light through the galaxy. When this happens, many of us will ascend. 
"The Ascension" is the transformation of the human beings into light, already mentioned  



 in Buddhist texts millennia ago. Certain Buddhas through meditation in ancient times 
are mentioned to have become light. 
 
There are different dimensions that are called. We are in the third but above and below 
there are many more. Any physicist understands this since they work in their formulas 
with infinite dimensions in a theoretical plane since it is assumed that if there are three 
there could be infinite dimensions. The ascended beings are like the spirits that we do 
not see because they live in another plane that we cannot see. A physicist once told me 
that according to physics we only perceive 1% of the reality that surrounds us. I think 
we perceive infinitely less. Just imagine, since we cannot see them millions of atoms that 
surround us. It is not so strange to think that there are dimensional planes that we do 
not see but exist. Therefore, ascending would raise the vibration through love and reach 
a state of being light. By rising our vibration we can ascend to higher planes of 
consciousness or dimensions. 
 
According to sources, including Kerry Cassidy, whom I personally asked at a Ufology 
Conference, the ascension is real. What these positive aliens would like is that we rise 
of vibration through love. It is scientifically proven that the frequency of love is high 
frequency and fear of low. To corroborate this, we can cite many sources such as Dr. 
Bruce Lipton in the documentary "Kymatica" says that we are vibration and measured 
in the laboratory these vibrations of love and fear. He says that they are the two 
fundamental vibrations: love and fear. That fear should only be used in times of threat 
but the rest of the time we should relax. That is natural. But the problem is that all our 
elite and the planetary situation of collapse of the planet put us in a mode of protection 
or fear, the blood does not irrigate the cells and does not grow. We have stress cells 
constantly and so the body cannot grow and the mind cannot increase its vibration and 
awareness can be realized. The strategy of the power elite is to keep us in perpetual 
alert. 
 
Dr. Leonard Horowitz states that "During the 1990s, three Nobel laureates in medicine 
made an advanced study that revealed that the primary function of our DNA lies not in 
the synthesis of proteins, as was widely believed in the last century, but in reception and 
transmission of electromagnetic energy. Less than 3% of DNA functions involve the 
manufacture of proteins, more than 90% work in the realm of bioacoustics and the 
bioelectric signal". 
 
The Heartmath Institute states that "The heart and the brain maintain a continuous 
dialogue of two directions each influencing the functioning of the other although it is 
not well known, the heart sends more information to the brain than the brain sends to 
the heart and the signals that the heart sends to the brain can influence perception, 
emotional processing and high cognitive functions. The heart also generates the 
strongest rhythmic electromagnetic field in the body and this can now be measured in 
the brain waves of the people around us. " 
 
So, when we are afraid the blood supply does not work properly so the brain and our 
body do not work properly and therefore our consciousness cannot expand or evolve. 
Dr. Allan Poe said that the shamans and sages of antiquity knew that "Cells of the human  



 body communicate through biophotons - particles of light. This system also exists 
among people called morphic resonance. " To understand this, we must understand that 
each body emanates an energetic field which is commonly called aura that interacts with 
the electromagnetic fields of the beings that surround us. Currently this electromagnetic 
field can be measured with scientific instruments. 
 
 
– PAUL COLLINS: 
 
 
He calculated how the "Event" would happen. How much population could be saved in 
the case of natural catastrophes caused by the solar storm of the central sun of the 
galaxy. Something to note in the article where he explains this is to point out that "the 
oldest and largest astronomical observatory in the world was operated from the Vatican 
Observatory inside the Vatican summer house in Castel Gandolfo, Italy". 
 
The current Vatican telescope is called LUCIFER. And I doubt that whoever has read and 
more importantly understood this book and all the testimonies contributed from the 
Presidents of the Government to Popes, it seems unlikely this could be a coincidence. 
William Tompkins tells in his book how when he converted to Catholicism he was 
consulted by several priests about documentation that the Church had collected that 
confirmed the existence of the extraterrestrial life and its interference in the planet. 
Curiously, the institution that locked up Galileo Galilei for saying that the Earth was 
round and revolving around the sun is at the forefront of space exploration. 
 
"Directed by Jesuits, the Sacred Catholic Church Rome whose astronomical telescope 
and observatory bases its main offices near the summer residence of the Popes at 
Gandolfo Castle, Italy where the Vatican Observatory has remained one of the most 
astronomical research institutions of the world, however today, according to members 
of the Vatican, remains only as "a historical point of reference astronomical research ... 
In 2009, about a mile south of the summer residence of the Popes (in Gandolfo Castle, 
Italy), the Sacred Roman Catholic Church publicly announced its new center providing 
the Jesuit community with a separate space for students and researchers; a library; 
conference hall; and more study rooms. " 
 
Article by Paul Collins in Project Camelot: 
 
http://projectcamelotportal.com/2019/02/25/vatican-observatory-intelligence/ 
 
 
– COBRA - THE RESISTANCE: 
 
 
Cobra is the pseudonym of the spokesman of an organization called "The Resistance", a 
very appropriate name if we consider that this was the name of the resistance 
organization against the Nazi occupation in Europe during the Second World War. The 
Resistance is a group formed by light extraterrestrial and exoplanetary species that   



together with light organizations of human groups throughout the planet and species 
that reside in underground bases work to liberate not only this planet but the entire 
Solar System of the influence and domination of these extraterrestrial species of 
darkness that have subjected the planet and the entire human race for millennia. 
 
According to Cobra, Atlantis existed and was destroyed 13,000 years ago when the 
planet was invaded by these species of negative aliens that have subjected the planet 
to their will by suppressing knowledge and ancestral advances and keys for the 
liberation and evolution of humanity. It is at this moment that the planet suffers the 
famous flood that the Bible relates to Noah's Ark and that they reflect the sacred texts 
of many civilizations throughout the planet Earth. 
 
I met Cobra at the beginning of 2019 and I asked him hundreds of questions but I would 
have asked him many more questions. I will take this section to recommend to everyone 
to read Cobra articles and listen to their interviews with an open mind. He has recently 
published a book compiling all his articles that can be found on his website. What I was 
most interested in asking was about plasma implants. These implants by which you can 
control human beings cannot be seen with the naked eye, however it is one of the issues 
kept under a deep secrecy. 
 
According to different sources, including Cobra, these plasma implants serve to 
disconnect us from "The Source" which is the name with which the extraterrestrial 
species of light call God or the beginning of the creation of the universe. They can also 
implant memories or erase them, which would explain the strange incident that William 
Tompkins mentions in his book of how the negative species managed to erase the 
memories of the incident the uncontrolled ballistic missile of all the personnel that was 
present in the base. 
 
These plasma implants that would be similar, to establish an analogy, to the cables that 
in the film Matrix has Neo and all humanity, are similar to black holes and according to 
Cobra we have seven located in the main chakras. These would not only be used in 
humans but in many other extraterrestrial civilizations by the archons and the chimera 
mainly, establishing them also in the Nordics, Reptilians and other species of light and 
darkness for their control. The implants are connected to what is called Toplet bombs 
and from there they connect to each other through what is called the Set Net and in 
turn directed to the different bases that control these plasma implants. 
 
Most sources about the Secret Space Program agree in affirming what William Tompkins 
and many more confirm that these negative species feed on our energy, especially the 
negative energy but also the positive energy using us as if the planet were a farm and 
the human beings were the cattle. For example, to encourage this feeling of perpetual 
fear, they foster the feeling of scarcity by spreading lies as if there are not enough 
resources for everyone, when the planet and the wealth of this planet if distributed well 
provide us with much more than we need to create this feeling of constant anguish and 
fear fostering the struggle between different groups of humans and eternal 
confrontation as a form of mind control. 
  



 
Therefore, to be free of this control, meditation is very important and to live in peace, 
harmony and love. According to David Wilcock, if we all did this for a day, the planet 
could be released immediately. 
 
This hierarchical pyramid was published by Cobra in an article of his blog on 26 - IX - 
2018: 

 
https://2012portal.blogspot.com 

 
 
– BENJAMIN FULFORD - JOURNALIST: 
 
 
Although Benjamin Fulford focuses, as he personally told me, on matters of the third 
dimension, he also deals with the existence of the secret space program through his 
sources of Intelligence Services including members of the Pentagon, the CIA, Western 
secret societies and many more. This has confirmed the existence of exoplanetary bases, 
factories of clones confirming many of the testimonies already mentioned. 
 
www.benjaminfulford.net 
 
 
– ROBERT DAVID STEELE - AGENT OF THE CIA: 
 
 
Robert David Steele, like Benjamin Fulford focuses more on denouncing the Cabal and 
the "Deep state" or "Shadow government" and barely speaks of the secret space project. 
However, he has an interview with Kerry Cassidy that I recommend to see dealing with 
the subject and has also claimed to be knowledgeable about the secret space program 
on Mars from different sources as well as the existence of bases on the moon and the 
red planet. 
 
 
• ENTITIES RESPONSIBLE FOR THE SECRET SPACE PROGRAM: 
 
  



 
– MAJESTIC 12 (MJ - 12): 
 
Group of 12 powerful people who control and direct the secret space program in the 
United States. 
 
 
– THE COMMITTEE OF THE MAJORITY: 
 
 
It is the European Majestic 12. 
 
 
– NATIONAL SECURITY COUNCIL: 
 
 
Another agency in charge of the secret space program. 
 
 
– NATIONAL SECURITY PLANNING GROUP: 
 
 
These last four groups in charge of the secret space project have absolute immunity 
from the government. 
 
 
• OFFICIAL DOCUMENTS: 
 
 
– THE OUTER SPACE TREATY: 
 
 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Outer_Space_Treaty 
 
https://www.state.gov/t/isn/5181.htm 
 
 
– THE UNITED NATIONS TREATIES AND PRINCIPLES ON OUTER SPACE: 
 
 
www.chrome-extension: // oemmndcbldboiebfnladdacbdfmadadm / http: 
//www.unoosa.org/pdf/publications/STSPACE11E.pdf 
  



 
 
– THE ANTARCTIC TREATY: 
 
 
www.chrome-extension: // oemmndcbldboiebfnladdacbdfmadadm / https: 
//www.state.gov/documents/organization/15272.pdf 
 
 
– DECLASSIFIED DOCUMENTS PROVING THE ALIENARY EXISTENCE: 
 
  
There are multiple documents declassified corroborating l, as mentioned at the 
beginning of the chapter, but where there are many of them is on the website: 
 
https://vault.fbi.gov/UFO 
 
https://www.theblackvault.com/casefiles/# 
 
 
• MAIN ALIEN SPECIES: 
 
 
– MAIN NEGATIVE ALIEN SPECIES: 
 
 
Archons, Chimera, Interdimensional beings, reptilians, grays, Tall Whites, arachnids ... 
 
 
– MAIN POSITIVE ALIENGES SPECIES: 
 
 
Nordics, Pleaedians, Sirians, Arturians, Agarthans, etc. 
 
 
• MAIN EXOPLANETARY ENTITIES: 
 
 
– GALACTIC CONFEDERATION: 
 
 
Formed by multiple extraterrestrial civilizations throughout the Milky Way. It 
collaborates through Treaties with the civilizations of other galaxies. It seeks to liberate 
the Galaxy from the influence of dark or negative alien species that want to enslave this 
and other galaxies.  



 
 
 
– THE ASHTAR GALACTIC COMMAND OR GALACTIC COMMAND OF 
ASHTAR: 
 
 
It is the military branch of the Galactic confederation responsible for this area of the 
galaxy, under whose command is Commander Ashtar Sheran: 
 
It is within the Galactic Confederation of Light and is in charge of the government of this 
part of the Galaxy. I recommend reading the article that I put below to find out how 
these two organisms and their different ships are organized. It is important to 
understand that the groups of extraterrestrials of higher dimensions use ships that are 
an extension of their conscience being able to change them at will with their thoughts. 
 
https://www.ashtarcommandcrew.net/page/galactic-federation-fleets 
 
 
 
 
 
– HIERARCHY OF THE GALACTIC CONFEDERATION: 

 

  



 
 
 
– MOTHERSHIP OS THE ASHTAR COMMAND: 
 
 

 
 
 

– EARTH ALLIANCE: 
 
 
It is a group formed by groups of human beings from the military and civilian area 
together with positive extraterrestrial species or the Light of the Galactic Confederation. 
They are in charge of the liberation of the Earth. 
 
 
– GROUND CREW COMMAND: 
 
 
Group formed by extraterrestrial species of the Light and humans in charge of carrying 
out the liberation of the Earth in collaboration with the Galactic Confederation of Light. 
They work with the Earth Alliance. 
 
 
– ANDRÓMEDA COUNCIL: 
 
 
Council formed by species of the Andromeda Galaxy (The galaxy closest to the Milky 
Way).  



 
 
 
– ORION COUNCIL: 
 
 
It is a group formed by species of Light that works together with the Galactic 
Confederation of Light and the Earth Alliance for planetary liberation. 
 
 
• EPILOGUE: 
 
 
According to Doctor Greer and many sources, one of the main reasons for the 
suppression of information about the Secret Space Program is the existence of free 
energy. This would stop our total dependence on energy companies and would mean a 
liberation of humanity. Paying electricity and water bills, as well as paying the debt, are 
forms of slavery. To have us controlled and oppressed. If neither electricity nor water 
were paid, someone self-sufficient with a house and their own crops could perfectly live 
without money and without dependence on the system. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  



 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

SOLUTIONS 
 

 
 
 
 
 
"Article one.- Men are born and remain free and equal in rights. Social distinctions can 
only be based on common utility. 
 
Article 2.- The purpose of any political association is the conservation of the natural and 
imprescriptible rights of man. Such rights are freedom, property, security and resistance 
to oppression. 
 
Article 3.- The principle of all sovereignty resides essentially in the Nation. Nobody, no 
individual, can exercise an authority that does not expressly emanate from it. 
 
Article 4.- Freedom consists of being able to do everything that does not harm another: 
for this reason, the exercise of the natural rights of each man has no other limits than 
those that guarantee the enjoyment of these same rights to the other members of 
society. rights. These limits can only be determined by law" 
Declaration of the rights of man and citizen (August 26, 1789) 
 
The rights of the Planet and all living beings should be included, but to begin with, how 
about we respect of the rights of human beings? 
 
Protect and respect nature is to respect and protect the human being as an indissoluble 
part of it. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  



 
 
 
• FAIR ECONOMIC SYSTEM: 
 
 
Our system is based on money and money is simply an exchange system. Empires as 
long lived as the Egyptian with about 4000 years of history did not use money because 
among other things when it was created it did not exist. The first coin appears in Europe 
in Lydia, now Turkey, in the sixth century BC. That is, the invention of modern money 
and the current currency itself is very late. When the Mesopotamian or Egyptian Empire 
had already reached its peak it had not yet made its appearance. The exception is China 
with the cowrie shells during the Xia dynasty in 2,200 BC. However, most of the planet 
did not use it for most of our history. Yes, there were complex and state-established 
methods of exchange by which a certain amount of one product equaled the other and 
real objects were exchanged for others. That is why the origin of the name of salary 
because it was paid to the Roman soldiers in salt, a good always linked to the powerful 
and coveted for its assured demand and sale. 
 
The problem is not so much the money that can be a method of exchange as any other 
but the monopoly of that money together with the economic resources that we can 
monopolize and that cover all aspects of a society that monopolize with the monopoly 
of the issuance of that money can be the energy and food industry, the media, the arms 
industry, politics and many others. The monopoly of the issue of money gives us the 
monopoly of all other powerful and vital sectors. The monopoly of the issue of currency 
gives us the monopoly of all economic sectors. This monopoly always linked to powerful 
families always linked to the nobility and aristocracy for many generations. These 
families exchanged blood ties often related to political pacts such as marrying two 
children from different kingdoms or countries to maintain peace or collaboration 
together with associated treaties. These families since ancient times are related. For 
example, George V of England was the cousin of Tsar Nicholas II during the First World 
War and in fact they are very similar. It must be borne in mind that fighting among 
nations often means fighting between families for these kings. 
 
The financial monopoly until yesterday and today was by birthright, and until almost a 
few decades ago in the name of god, was in the nobility. This does not mean that the 
society of estates was totally static. Whoever had money or success could access the 
nobility for marital or family unions or other methods. In the Middle Ages, if you had 
money, you could buy noble titles and even ecclesiastical titles as Luther denounced in 
his Theses. The monopoly of economic resources by few families, especially in complex 
societies has been and continues to be a constant in almost all civilizations throughout 
history and is nothing new. 
 
These unions and family alliances were made mainly between neighbors and not so 
much with distant kingdoms of which often there was no knowledge of their existence. 
It will be from the colonization of the fifteenth century and especially the advances of 
the modern age as transportation systems or the understanding of the world to make a  



 map of it which will allow greater interaction and monopoly of the power of this elite 
globally. For these campaigns of conquest a lot of money was needed, so the State and 
nobility would begin to need more and more private financing for their commercial and 
conquest projects and what was known as the bourgeoisie emerged for the first time. 
 
This financial monopoly also generates another problem that is a form of colonialism 
and slavery of modern states through debt. If an entity has a monopoly on the issue and 
for every 10 euros it issues I have to return 11, mathematically it is impossible for any 
State to end up returning that artificially generated debt and that would not exist in the 
first place if it were the State that issue that currency. Therefore, the artificial issuance 
of debt is a form of modern colonialism like in Ancient Greece where the state cities paid 
tribute to the dominant city, however, in this case it is a tribute that generates a debt 
that can never be repaid and It is not based on any tangible material like gold. Because 
the Roman coins at least were made of gold. 
 
Gold, the pattern on which a coin is based or based, is valuable because it is scarce. No 
other reason makes special gold apart from its qualities that can be exceptional as an 
element of the periodic table. However, if gold were everywhere with abundance, if we 
were walking and there was gold everywhere it would lose its value. It is only its scarcity 
and demand that makes it a valuable material. The monetary or exchange of goods 
system could be based on any other pattern and would continue to function as has been 
demonstrated throughout history. Like the sticks in the shape of a coin called "Tally 
Sticks" created by Henry I during the British Empire. 
 
 
• RESPECT FOR HUMAN AND PLANETARY RIGHTS 
 
 
"I declare that as long as the human being makes wars, he continues to live in prehistory 
and I demand that the human being leaves Prehistory" 
 
-President Mujica - Speech of the United Nations of 2013- 
 
Really for any historian or any connoisseur of history, it seems that everything is 
summarized in an endless list of wars and treaties over millennia. Something as obvious 
as human rights is so modern from a historical point of view that you cannot understand 
what it is to live in a world without them. And yet until just 200 years ago there never 
existed the power of the people, let alone the rights of the people, always subjugated 
and generally enslaved totally under the yoke of the ruling class of the moment. They 
may seem very obvious to us and yet, compared to the 5500 years of history since the 
end of prehistory, it was made yesterday. 
 
The constant and brutal violation of human rights is totally overwhelming. Every day, 
every second millions of people in the world see their rights totally violated. It has not 
even been achieved after 230 years to enforce the Declaration of the Rights of Man and 
Citizen. In the title itself, we exclude women and children, I suppose. Until when? When 
will we evolve and leave Prehistory as Mujica said? By when the declaration of the rights   



of the Earth and of all its inhabitants? When will be a the declaration of the rights of 
nature? 
 
The wars only benefit that 0.01% population mentioned above but they don´t care about 
the other 99.99%. We must as a species respect ourselves and use dialogue and as that 
World War veteran said in a documentary half crying "This should never have happened, 
it should have been resolved in the offices". If humanity does not reach a degree of 
absolute civism it is likely that not even the planet survives our unconsciousness. And I 
do not know about the 0.01% but I think that you and I reader do not have another 
spaceship to run away, or not? and even if we had it, if we treat the next planet in the 
same way, it may not be of any use. 
 
We must already respect the rights of the Earth, of nature, of all living beings and we 
must urgently evolve to the end. Stop all wars and respect the rights of all human beings. 
 
 
• DECLASSIFICATION OF FREE ENERGY PATENTS 
 
 
More than 5,000 patents have been confiscated by the National Security Agency (NSA), 
many by the electricity companies' militias. A huge number of human beings have been 
killed for creating them or wanting to spread them. The damage caused to the planet 
Earth is immeasurable. I invite the reader to find for himself all the infinite patents of 
censored free energy of which I mention a few. 
 
 
– Nicholas Tesla: 
 
It is well known that the inventions and many of Nikola Tesla's patents were confiscated 
when he died. One could write a book and in fact many have written about this 
wonderful Serbian scientist who does not appear shamelessly in the history books nor 
will he be mentioned when studying the Physics degree in spite of being the greatest 
scientist of the XIX - XX century and probably of all times. When asking Albert Einstein 
what it felt like to be the wisest of men he replied "I do not know, ask Tesla". 
 
Why is not mentioned then? Because many of his inventions are closely linked to the 
Free Energy and Tesla wanted the patents to be free, that anyone could use them 
without paying anything. This would be the end of the energy companies and therefore 
of the elite that controls us. Free energy is possible with the method devised by Tesla in 
his patent: PAT. Nº 512,340 = https://goo.gl/N3EPNh called Radiant or Cold Electricity, 
Magneto electro Generator. I will leave it to the reader to investigate this wonderful 
genius of all times, like all the topics covered in this book. I invite you to investigate each 
section and chapter to the reader since I only give brushstrokes when you could write a 
book of each section and in fact many have been written of each section. Look for them, 
reader, do not believe me without hesitation. Question everything and investigate 
everything for yourself, as I did for years and I continue to do. 
  



 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jkSnPyXW2VA 
 
 
– Stanley Meyer - Inventor of the water engine: 
 
 
The totally clean water engine was invented many decades ago. It is composed of a 
single voltage boost circuit. It also works with salt water. Military personnel went to visit 
him to buy the patent but he wanted it to be a free and public patent. In 1996 he is sued 
by investors, his oral statement in the trial carried out was erased, making excuses for 
technical problems. 
 
In 1998 he met with two NATO delegates together with his brother. He states that in a 
parking lot he drank something and immediately grabbed his neck and said "I have been 
poisoned." After this incident he died. This was reflected in the police report. In 2008 
Dr. Greer tried to buy the patent without success. 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2m1jx2euy2A 
 
 
–  John Searl: 
 
 
He made a circular circuit that has constant energy. "The SEG (Searl Effect Generator) is 
a revolutionary invention that generates electrical power by converting natural energy 
found outside without depending on environmental conditions. It produces an 
economic clean and sustainable energy without relying on fossil fuels like oil or natural 
gas, and is a free alternative to coal. 
  
However, the development and implementation of this revolutionary invention has met 
with great resistance for years due to the obvious economic repercussions for the big 
oil industries, the monopolies in the distribution of energy and closed ideologies that 
have been deeply rooted in governments, industry and institutions that depend heavily 
on the current status quo. 
 
If the world population chose to support John's final mission, and embrace his 
technology, we could eliminate air pollution, resolve our impending energy crisis and 
support unprecedented economic growth. Everything that goes with electricity can 
work with the SEG, without pollution and without the use of fossils, as is the case today. 
 
How long will we allow the corruption and avarice of the privileged to blind us to the 
opportunity to cure our Mother Earth and get the technology to advance? This may be 
our last chance to accept John Sear's offer to make a transition to a better world. " 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RrQsYRHWSQ8  



 
 
http://searlsolution.com/johnsearl.html 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vCFfxw4hhN4 
 
 
 
– Lifehack: 
 
 
It is a Free Energy device that can be easily found on the internet and manufactured. 
 
 
– Morning Star: 
 
 
It is an Antigravity device. 
 
 
• RENEWABLE ENERGY: 
 
Renewable energies are widely known by the general public such as solar, wind, 
hydraulic and many more. Highlight that government initiatives such as "the solar tax" 
try to charge for energies that should be totally free. 
 
There are many renewable energies that should be implemented by all the governments 
of the world. There is even an airplane that runs on solar energy. However, the energy 
monopoly is real and managed by very few companies owned by banks that do not want 
this technology to be implemented because it would mean the energy independence 
not only of the population but of whole countries. We must all promote these 
technologies to make this world a better place. 
 
 
• ORGANIC CROPS: 
 
 
Organic crops had always existed until the arrival of Monsanto, which not only created 
the aforementioned transgenic crops but also monopolized existing worldwide seed 
banks to prevent farmers from planting seeds for the next harvest for which they did 
not need to pay, nor they were harmful to the environment or living beings. 
 
Note that many of the crops that are called organic, although grown without chemicals, 
use transgenic seeds. They are expensive because there are few since the market has 
been monopolized by Monsanto in a few decades but if everyone cultivated them, their 
price would be affordable for the consumer. It is up to us, the citizens, to make this  



 happen and the more demand from consumers, the more the price would be affordable 
for all. 
 
Every small effort is important because as Einstein said "small people doing small things 
can change the world" and we always have to remember that the power resides in the 
people and we are millions. If we all demand a sustainable and healthy agriculture we 
can make it happen by supporting the farmers that empower it. 
 
 
• REFORESTATION OF FORESTS: 
 
 
Promoting the reforestation of forests should become a priority of any government or 
institution dedicated to the protection of the environment. In Spain it was said in the 
fifteenth century that a squirrel could go from end to end of the country without 
touching the ground. Anyone who now visits Spain will realize what desert is especially 
the south and center of the Peninsula. The Amazon has lost a large part of its forest mass 
in recent decades and deforestation is a problem that exists throughout the planet. 
 
Deforestation companies could support entrepreneurs who promote reforestation 
throughout the planet Earth. Joining an NGO that promotes it could be a powerful 
initiative of the reader and simply pick up a seed from an autochthonous non-transgenic 
tree and plant it yourself in the area where you live. It must be native so as not to 
negatively impact the local landscape since many of the reforestation carried out have 
been done with non-native species, causing damage to rural fauna and flora. 
 
Deforestation companies should have tree crops and it would be illegal to cut a single 
tree off of their purchased land for that purpose. Cultivating trees in plots dedicated 
only to the cultivation of trees has to be done by law as well as prohibiting that burned 
forests could be revalued for construction, perhaps it would help to stop the speculation 
of certain construction and real estate companies. It should by law the implementation 
of reforestation of burned areas. 
 
As Martin Luther King said, "If the world were to end tomorrow, I would still plant a tree 
today." 
 
 
• CLEAN THE AIR, EARTH, WATER, OUR CONSCIENCES AND THE WHOLE 
PLANET 
 
There are many inventions to clean oceans, land, air and absolutely the entire planet. 
However, these initiatives are not promoted by the monopoly of the oil and energy 
companies, managed as we have already seen by the same families and corporations. It 
is up to the citizens to implement them. 
 
A beautiful project is being carried out by "Ocean's Clean Up". Where his Dutch founder 
Boyan Slat created an invention to clean the ocean of plastics. The ocean could be  



 cleaned in a few decades if we would invested in the project to fill the ocean with these 
plastic cleaners, invented so as not to harm marine species and take advantage of 
marine currents to maximize their efficiency. 
 
 
• RECYCLING: 
 
 
In my opinion, and perhaps that of many readers, it is logical to think that it should be 
completely forbidden to manufacture something that cannot be reused or recycled and 
that everyone has to recycle by law. 
 
An alternative to the criticized plastic is already created and it is the degradable plastic 
that decomposes in a few years. Why the non-degradable is still used is the same reason 
as organic crops. Which is expensive because the demand is low, if consumers start 
buying products that respect the environment will stop being expensive because it 
would have high demand. 
 
 
• GOODNESS, LOVE, PEACE, FREEDOM, HARMONY, COMPASSION, 
UNDERSTANDING, EMPATHY, EDUCATION, TOLERANCE AND EXPANDING 
CONSCIOUSNESS: 
 
 
Our conscience molds reality. There are several inventions and studies that demonstrate 
this. Several examples would be for example the "messages of the water" of the 
Japanese Doctor Masaru Emoto that demonstrate how the thoughts can affect not only 
our conscience but what surrounds us. He made an experiment in which he wrote the 
word "love" in water bottles and the water crystals took forms of great beauty and 
harmony and in another with the same water the word "hate" and the particles changed 
into ugly forms. The same exposing the water to music by Mozart and others and the 
same thing happened. Also exposed to a blessing from a Zen Buddhist. Being humans 
composed of 80% water how they affect the thoughts in the water affects us equally. 
 
We also have proof of how consciousness shapes reality in the Double Slit Experiment 
where electrons are shot through two slits and two lines are projected on the wall but 
when they are observed behave like waves. Therefore, the observer shapes reality. 
 
There is also an experiment of a physicist who invented a machine that dropped zeros 
and ones at random. He did the experiment in which someone thought that more zeros 
would come out and more zeros came out, but even if the person was on the other side 
of the planet if he thought that more zeros would come out, more zeros came out and 
vice versa. It should make us think a lot about how the thought of a person can shape 
reality or events. 
 
For all this, positive thinking is fundamental to mold reality in a favorable way. Projecting 
love makes love more propitious as well as any positive thinking. I would mention the  



 law of manifestation described in the documentary "The Secret" by which thinking 
about something makes it happen. Therefore, in order for something to go well, we must 
always encourage positive thoughts about what we want to happen, whether it would 
be about our life, the planet, humanity or the universe in general. 
 
All the great sages from Confucius to Buddha to Jesus or Einstein say the same. I wonder 
when humanity as a whole will understand it. Always think positive. Live in good, love, 
peace, freedom, harmony, compassion, understanding, empathy, education, tolerance 
and expands consciousness. 
 
 
• MEDITATION: 
 
 
Our conscience molds reality. Therefore, meditating, especially if it is done by a large 
group of people, can shape reality. A Harvard study shows that meditation reconstructs 
brain matter in 8 weeks. 
 
"Harvard expert neurologists decided to do a study with volunteers from the same 
university for a period of 8 weeks, the study was based on doing conscious meditation 
during those 8 weeks that the experiment lasted, In addition, the team of pioneers of 
the university was accompanied by a team of researchers from Massachusetts General 
Hospital. 
 
This team from the Hospital facilitated the cost in subsequent studies that the 
volunteers underwent as the study progressed, one of them was the magnetic 
resonance, which produced surprising results. The fact is that the team documented for 
the first time in medical history that meditation produces changes at a massive level in 
the gray matter of our brain ... So meditation does not only give a feeling of tranquility 
and benefits relaxation, but according to medical results, meditation would provide 
benefits at the cognitive and psychological level. 
 
The author of the study is Sara Lazar and comes from the Psychiatric Neuroimaging 
Research Program and is a professor of psychology at the Harvard Medical School. 
Thanks to this study we verified the multiple benefits that meditation entails, not only 
in relaxation and stress reduction, but it would be very positive for people who have 
some type of neuronal or psychiatric / psychological disease. In addition it was seen how 
the plasticity of the brain is very important and how through meditation it is stimulated 
for good. " 
 
Dr. Richard Davidson of the University of Wisconsin Madison is one of the first to 
demonstrate how meditation positively affects neuronal activity by reducing stress and 
depression. He studied several Buddhist monks to see how meditation affected them 
physically. Davidson says that "when we put the cap to measure the brain activity of a 
monk and showed them on the computer, as soon as we did that the 200 monks present 
laughed and we thought they were laughing because Francisco (the monk) looked a little 
funny with the electrodes cap on. It turned out that they were laughing at the place  



 where we were putting the electrodes. They thought it was to die of laughter that we 
thought that the key to compassion was the head instead of the heart. " 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g3JdgMZ4tp8 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EJUqAkOExOk 
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